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REPORT OF THE ZOOLOGIST.
Thfe report 18 substituted for the usual report by Prof. Bruner on Iosect Parasites.
Reprinted from the
Report for 1894
NEB. STATE: BOARD AGR.
Lincoln Neb. 1895
THE PARASITIO WORMS OF MAN AND THE
DOMESTIO ANIMALS
By HENRY B. WARD, PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.
PART I.-GENERAL.
This article has been written for the general information of those en-
gaged either on a large or on a small scale in stock raising in our own
state particularly, and, while not intended to be a complete treatise on the
subject, it includes references to those parasites which seem to be the
most important or most likely to be found within our borders. The para-
sites of cattle, sheep, horse, hog, dog, cat, and man, which have many spe-
cies in common, form the subject of this paper. The parasites of domestic
fowl are, however, qUite different from those considered here and are omit-
ted in the expectation that it may be possible soon to treat them in a
special article.
All scientific work at present is recorded in the metric system, and the
amount of labor necessary to reduce the measurments given in various
books of reference to the English system was so great that it seemed best
to reproduce the measurements here in metric units and add a table by
which those who wished could change them when necessary. The growing
use of the metric system in our own country and the ease in manipulation
afforded by it arouse the hope that it may soon be the prevalent system
even outside of scientific circles.
MEASURES OF LENGTH.
1 meter, written 1 m. =39.37 inches, nearly \0 yards.
1 decimeter, written 1 dm. =3.937 inches, nearly 4 inches.
1 centimeter, written 1 em. =0 3937 inches, nearly finch.
1 millimeter, written 1 mm.=O.0394 inches, nearly ';-r; inch.
In addition to the older works of Diesing, Dujardin, Leidy, Davaine, Cob~
bold, and others, reference has been made to many recent papers of Blanch-
ard, Braun, Curtice, Francis, Leuckart, Neumann, Railliet, Stiles, Welch,
and Zschokke. It is of course impossible to recognize here in detail my
indebtedness to these writers. I append, however, a short list of the more
extended works which have the closest relation to the entire subject or to
which the American is most likely to refer. To all of these I am indebted
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for numerous details and figures. For the latter acknowledgement is made
in each case.
Braun, M.
Vermes, in Bronn's Classes and Orders of the Anim'll Kinglom.
(German). Incomplete as yet. Leipzig.
Leuckart, R.
The Parasites of Man and the Diseases Induced by 'rhem. 2d Edition.
Leipzig 1879-1895. (German.) Not yet finished.
English Translation (Vol. I., finished). London.
Neumann, L. G.
Treatise on the Parasites and Parasitic Diseases of the Domesticated
Animals. Paris 1888. (French.)
English Translation by Flemming. London and New York 1892.
Railliet, A.
Treatise on Medical and Agricultural Zo()1ogy. 2d Edition, Part 1.
Paris 1893. (French.) Part II. not ready.
Stiles, C. W.
Revision of the Adult Cestodes of Cattle, Sheep, and Allied Animals
U. S. Department Agriculture 1894.
Verrill, A. E.
Internal Parasites of Domestic Animals.
Report Connecticut Board Agriculture 1869.
Appendix to same; Report Connecticut Board 1871.
In the belief of the medical profession two hundred years ago there was
no disease, real or imaginary, which was not due to the presence and effect
of some kind of parasite. Each ailment had its particular" worm" in its
characteristic location. This was a direct result of the endeavor to reduce
every malady to some definite cause, and from the joining of the unknown
sickness with the parasites of which they knew as little. Under the in-
fluence of study and of our increasing knowledge of the parasites such a
theory was seen to be untenable, and the movement in the opposite
direction began-a tendency which may be said to have reached or by this
time to have passed its height. Recognizing gradually, though certainly,
the absurdity of regarding parasites as the cause of all diseases, the world
came to consider them as entirely harmless, as objects which could be left
out of account in practical questions. To this is due more than to any
other sin~le factor the neglect of study in the direction of the economic
importance of parasitic animals; for, while a long list of famous zoologists
has devoted best efforts to this work, it is none the less true that the sub-
ject as a whole has not received the attention which, for instance, has been
devoted to the study of parasitic plants. The extended observations of
botanists in many agricultural experiment stations has accumulated a mass
of practical knowledge for the farmer which enables him to guard !tgainst
the attacks of dangerous fungi, or to cope with the various diseases caused
by them, with some chance of success. In his fight with insect enemies the
farmer is even better instructed. Varied and extensive publications en-
able him to identify his unwelcome guests and to make use of the best
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possible means for getting rid of the particular species with whIch he has
to do. How different the case is with regard to the internal parasites. Of
their nature, their abundance, their complicated life-history he knows al-
most nothing; of the damage they may do, of the trouble they are causing,
of the means to fight them he is equally ignorant; that it is possible to
prevent their occurrence has never been suggested to him. This lack of
definite, useful knowledge on so important a subject is not his alone; it is
so widespread as to give rise to a deep-seated opinion, even among some
veterinarians and similar' instructors to whom the farmer looks for assist-
ance, that, except in the rare instances when they become epidemic, para-
sites are harmless necessities, to be endured rather than to be cured. The
possibility of avoiding them, the doctrine of prevention, has never been
rationally and forcibly presented to the attention of those who are most
deeply and personally interested in it. I can account for this on no other
possible grounds than the opinion, inherited from past neglect, that the
presence of parasites in stock has no appreciable effect upon its value.
That this is not true I think can be satisfactorily shown, and that for the
best results, financially and otherwise, stock must be kept free from para-
sites seems to me equally clear. In spite of the neglect of this line of
study, there are still some valuable suggestions which deserve wide publi-
city, and which will serve as a basis for future work. It is my object in
this first article to outline such general matters and to give such hints as
may be safely given on general grounds, hoping that the future may make
it possible to conduct extended studies into the presence and frequence of
parasites in our state, and to determine the best m6ans of fighting them in
each special case.
A parasite may be generally defined as any organism which obtains shel-
ter and nourishment from some living thing. It is evident, then, that
plant as well as animal may live parasitically, and two groups, the plant
parasites or phytoparasites, and the animal parasites or zoopm'asites, may
be readily distinguished. Again, it is easy to recognize among animal
parasites, which especially concern us here, a subdivision according to
manner of life into those forms which live on the outside, the external or
ectoparasites, aud on the other hand the internal or endoparasites, those
which pass a large part or the whole of their life within the body of some
other organism. It is a curious fact that the endoparasites, with one or
two uncommon exceptions, fall within the group of animals known to
zoologists as the worms. Much less highly developed than the common
earth worms, they constitute the lowest subdivisions of the branch and
form a small number of well marked classes which will be considered later
in some detail.
The number of recorded parasites is now not less than ten thousand.
Some are very rare, some are inhabitants of far distant countries, others
live in our midst but inhabit forms which are only indirectly connected
with the purpose of this study, and while they are interesting as well as
important in one sense they can hardly be considered in the limits of this
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paper. As a general principle governing the selection of special forms, it
may be said that any parasite is of economic importance
when at any time in its life it draws nourishment or sup·
port f."om
(1) Jlan.
(2) Any animal (a) furnishing him ,vUh food, such as cattle,
birds, fish.
(b) valuable to him as a pet. such as dog, cat,
parrot.
(c) usefnl to him in labor. such as horse, mule,
elephant.
(3) Any t'ood plant (al of man.
(b) of the (lomestic animals.
While this in general is the field of economic helminthology, as the study
of internal zooparasites is called, it is true that in the beginning its atten-
tion must he chiefly directed towards those domestic animals which are
most important and which from their manner of life in herds or in con-
fined places are most liable to be seriously affected by parasites. With
these the parasites of man himself are so intimately connected that any
separation is impossible, even if it were desirable, since he both receives
from them and gives to them. At the same time the parasites of man's
two closest pets. the cat and dog, are in many instances those which are
also at home in the human system, and his intimate association with these
pets renders infection easy and a knowledge of the parasites concerned
peculiarly advisable. Viewing the subject, then, from the more restricted
standpoint outlined in these last statements, t~is article will deal es-
pecially with the internal parasites of man, cattle, horse, sheep, hog, dog,
and cat. Lists are given showing the species which at present are known to
inhabit these animals, and, so far as possible, those species which have
already been discovered in this country are starre:l These lists are pre-
ceded by a general description of each class of parasites and a particular
account of some of the more common or more dangerous forms.
It is true that internal parasites are very widely distributed, and that
scarcely any animal is entirely free from them. They are, however, usually
present in limited numbers, and are believed to be harmless if infrequent
or of small size. This does not seem to be strictly corre.ct, for while it is
doubtless true that the effect of a single parasite, or even of a considerable
number of minute size, is small and difficult to measure or estimate, it is
equally clear that even this is a certain drain on the domestic economy of
the host, as that animal is called which furnishes to the parasites their
shelter and foo:1. Furthermore, the tax on the host is exactly in pr,;por-
tion to the number and size of its unbidden guests. This will be perifctly
clear if we take account of the various ways in which a parasite draws from
the host. Here we shall see a differen~e whether the parasite is active and
growing in the alimentary canal or some other cavity in the body of the
host or passively resting in the midst of the tissue of some organ.
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In the first case the draft on the host is much the greatest and mani-
fests itself in three ways. The parasite requires a certain amount of food
for its support; this it takes directly from the host, either from that which
the latter has digested for its own use, if the parasite be in the alimentary
canal, or from material which the host has formed to perform certain
work, as in the case of blood parasites, or from the tissue of the host, as
some intestinal worms which feed on the cells composing the wall of the
intestine. In any case the host expends the extra energy necessary to
procure and digest the food taken by the parasite, and this extra labor will
be directly in proportion to the amount of food taken, or in general to
the size of the parasite and the number of eggs it lays, that is its fertility.
In the second place the parasite occupies a certain amount of space and
reduces the calibre of the tube in which it lives by jU'lt so much. Unless
a considerable number are present this is hardly a practical stoppage for
the alimentary canal, but in the case of the blood system a vessel may be
closed or a clot formed by the presence of even a very few parasites.
Finally, in the third place, active parasites will, by their movements,
give rise to a certain amount (If irritation and inflammation of the mem-
branes over which they move. This is in some ways, perhaps, the most
serious trouble which a few parasites can cause, and it is much increased
if in the special case the parasite obtains its food at the expense of the
tissues of the host, that is, if it tears or consumes the walls of the cavity in
which it lives. A secondary. though possible, result of this manner of liv-
ing is the liability of rupturing some blood vessel, and the consequent
loss of blood, if not loss of life, by the host. This is the case especially
with certain lun, flukes which make inroads upon the tissue of the lungs,
and thus weaken those important organs of the host. In the course of
their work in the lung tissues, however, they may chance upon some large
blood vessels, and in this way produce even fatal hemorrhage. It is evi-
dent, then, that no more than a single active parasite may be dangerous,
and that it is always some tax on the. domestic economy of its host. Of
course the effect of a microscopic worm in the alimentary canal of an ele
phant will be so small that it caul:! badly be calculated in any way; but
we should be careful not to extend this reasoning too far. The physician
knows that the disturbance produced in the human system by a single
tape-worm is sufficient to call for prompt measures to remove it, and any
one who has witnessed the slaughtering of cattle, sheep, or hogs, knows
that often the average number of parasites is greater than this in pro.
portion to the size of the animal.
Considering, then, what has just been explained-that the draft of the
parasite is proportional to their number and size-it is, I think, clear that
the average number of parasites in domestic animals means a considerable
draft on the energy of the host, a tax which, were the parasites absent,
would be expressed in so much marketable flesh, to say nothing of the
!nore healthy general tone of the stock, and hence its power to resist ex-
tremes of temperature or disease. Every parasite sheltered by the ani-
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mal means the loss of some pounds of meat, and every animal protected
from parasites means always a corresponding gain. I have dwelt on this
side of the question at some length because it is the one which is not gen-
erally regarded as sufficiently important to demand careful consideration.
I am convinced on the contrary that it is well worth considering, even if
there were no further possibilities in the C3.se. The gain in flesh and in
general health is more than sufficient to warrant some slight expenditure
to attain this end.
The other damage wrought by parasites is apparent and extensive
enough to need but little explanation. Every animal may harbor in addi-
tion to the free-living, active parasites, a long list of passive resting stages,
the immature or larval forms of parasites. enclosed in cysts in almost any
part of the body. In general it may be said that these have reached their
position by wandering to it, usually from the intestine into which the
eggs or embryos of the parasite were introduced in one way or another.
The disturbances caused by the wandering- of the larvae to their final rest-
ing place are sufficient to produce disease only when the number of
larvae is large. The disease produced by trichinae is a good instance of
this. If the number is small the only result is a lowering of the general
health of the host and a general lessening of vitality an 1 we ight. Once
at the end of their journey the larvae remain qnietly until the host is
killed and the flesh is eaten by some other animal. An exception to this
harmless resting stage must be noted in the case of the" gid-worm" in
sheep. Here the larvae which have made their way into the spinal column
or skull increase in size so much as to press upon the spinal cord or brain
and to give ri,e to dangerous disturbances as a result of the pressure. In
most cases, however, the slight increase in size due to the growth of the
larvae is unaccompanied by any harmful symptoms. But when, however,
at the slaughter house the meat is examined, snch organs as the liver,
which are apt to contain these larval parasites, are rejected as unfit for
use. Or else, as in the case of t1'ichina, not only the organ but the entire
animal may be condemned. The loss due to condemned meat is, no
doubt, considerable, but actual statistics are hard to find. In 1891, at the
New Orleans slaughter house, I find it recorded that 2,500 "flukey " beef
and cow livers were destroyed; this represents a total loss of $1,900. At
the same place 117 hog livers out of 2,000 were" measly;" in other words,
one in every seventeen was rejected as unfit for food. 'l.'he statis~ic3 with
reference to condemned trichina pork I am unable to quote, but the
amount lost is doubtless conside~able,as anyone connected with large
packing establishments can affirm. Inspection of slaughtered meat is
growing general, and is certain to become still more widespread as it
should in the interests of the unprotected consumer.!
Taken all in all, these many losses, small though each may be, constitnte
a steady drain on the profits of the stock raiser, a tax which he is paying;
and yet the most serious side of the question has not been outlined.
(1). I have not, dwelt upon the great dangers due to the sale and consumption of meal
thus infebtld. They ore so eviGent and so generolly kuown 08 to need 110 explanation.
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While there are always these constant yet minor losses, the greatest loss
comes as a result of the occasional epidemic;; which, unforeseen and sud-
den, result in the destruction of a large part of a herd or flock. Their
cause is easily understoo:lj the cons taut limited number of parasites be-
comes angmented by an unusual combination of favorable circumstances
for their development until the animals are utterly unable to stand the
drain on their strength, and succumb to the attack. Such epidemics are
well known in all stock·raising districts; it is rarely that they reach the
height and extent of the famous" liver-rot" epidemics of England, which
have carried off in a single year sheep to the value of $20,000,000. They
are usually in our own country confined to a limited district and, because
of the more isolated position of stock farms, to a single herd, ranch, or
perhaps one valley. Such is the well known "tape-worm" disease of the
western plains or the" fluke" epidemics more common in the moister re-
gions near the Gulf. An epidemic of this character depends in part on
natural conditions which are difficult to cope with, and in greater part on
the sanitary condition of the stock, the range and the water supply which
are directly within the control of the stock-raiser. And it is not too
much to say that the loss can be entirely avoided by the exercise of proper,
intelligent foresight and control of these conditions.
In the first place, however, the diagnosis of the disease must be exact.
The method followed in many localities of proclaiming "worms" to be the
cause is only one degree worse than diagnosing the parasites as "tape
worms" or ·'flukes." Against such vague, general, all-inclusive terms too
much can hardly be said. It would scarcely be regarded as sufficient to-
day for a physician to call a disease a "fever," yet the term does not in-
clude a greater variety of complaints demanding more varied methods of
treatment than does the term "tape-worm" disease. Each separate and
distinct species has a peculiarity of habit and effect on the host, and more
particularly a characteristic life-history, which makes every species a sepa-
rate source of infection. Unless the species and the life-history of each
are accurately known all methods of cure and of prevention must needs
be general rather than particular; they must be carried out with the hope
that they may possibly be of service rather than the certainty that they
will avail. Exact knowledge of two points is then necessary before the
trouble can be met in the best way-first, the species which are parasitic
in domestic animals must be so well known that they can be recognized
without fail, and, secondly, the whole life-history of each must be so accu-
rately delineated that it may be possible to arrest it at the vulnerable
stage. Unfortunately both points are clear in only a few cases; in these
they have shown their value in cases of epidemics, as will be clear if one
turns to the description of the liver-fluke of sheep or the unarmed tape-
worm of man given on a later page of this report.
To return again to the matter of diagnosis. Parasitic diseases have
often little that is known to be characteristic in the way of external symp-
toms. Most of the prominent features are common to other diseases, and
certain determination rests then on finding the parasite or some recog-
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nizable part of it. Thus lung-worms may be identified from eggs, em-
bryo, or even the worms themselves in matter coughed up by the animal
infected; intestinal parasites are detected by similar remnants in the
droppings, and blood parasites through the examination of a drop of that
fluid. The positive identification of a species is no easy or rapid matter.
Round worms are so small and tape-worms or flukes so similar in exter-
nal form that considerable study of the internal structure is necessary
to enable one to state with any degree of certainty what species lie Lefore
him. There are very few species which can be identified without the use
of a microscope and a study of the internal structure. For this reason I
have given in Appendix A a short summary of the simplest and best
methods for the preservation and study of the various parasites. In the
course of this paper descriptions of the various parasites are given in
such detail that anyone with patience to work out structure, often com-
plicated, can determine the species; to aid those who may have had no in-
struction in ZOOlogy, or who are not in position to refer to text-books, the
various organs are described in full and are illustrated by numerous cuts.
It is hoped that in many cases at least, this may be sufficient; in any
event this department stands ready to give all possible advice and assist-
ance in the way of determining parasit'3s and of suggesting remedies for
their removal and prevention. It will be necessary, of course, to send
specimens in order that a positive diagnosis may be made; instructions
for preserving and sending are given in the same Appendix A. The diag-
nosis of a parasite is always more difficult from a fragment than from the
entire specimen, and in many cases our knowledge of the forms is so im-
perfect that a decision cannot be reached. In the case of the tape-worms
a well known species can be determined from a single joint or segment
passed by the host if it be in good condition, i. e., not dried and shriv_
elled; and the peculiarities which make this possible are described in
their proper place.
Most parasites have a more or less complicated life history. The young
has to enter a different animal from that in which the adult lives, and in
this it undergoes some changes before it is ready to migrate of its own will
or passively, as the case may be, into the host in which it reaches its full
growth, becomes mature, and produces its eggs. The importance of know-
ing these migrations and changfls in full is evident, since on the life his-
tory depends the method of pr9vention to be followed in the special case.
As the life history differs in closely related forms, no certain conclusions
can be drawn for one species from what is already known with reference
to a second species. A full knowledge of the changes through which a
species passes furnishes at once a clue to the point at which the parasite
will be the most susceptible to attack. Illustrations of this are found in
the life history of the sheep liver-fluke, of the human tapeworms, of the
Tl'ichina and numerous other parasites. The life history is, however, of
all branches of this subject the least studied, or rather known, for the
difficulties are by no means insignificant, Every parasite spends the larger
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part of its life in the dark beyond the ken of human eyes; here it lives,
grows, reproduces, and dies. At times it comes for a longer or shorter
stay into the open world, but it rarely remains there for more than a very
brief period. In its world of darkness and mystery it is associated with
many others much like itself, and, on the other hand, it sometimes under-
goes extreme changes of form and structure so that positive recognition
is difficult and wrong conclusions easy. In spite of all this the life
history has been made out in many cases. There is need, however, of
further work, especially on the native species which frequently give rise
to much trouble, and the attention of scientific workers must be forcibly
turned to these subjects as productive of scientific results as they are sure
to be valuable to commercial interests in wide circles of our country.
The diseases caused by parasites have received in the past popular
names, based usually on some more striking symptom of the trouble;
"measles," "paper·skin," and" gid" are good instances of this. But the
present tendency is to name each from the generic name of the parasite
I with the suffix asis or osis; thus the names trichinosis. strongylosis, dis-
tomatosis, and the more general term helminthiasis, are formed in this
way. This reasonable method is sure to become gradually more widely
used.
The treatment of parasitic diseases may be merely remedial so far as
the infected animals alone are concerned. In this instance it consists in
the removal of the parasites from the organ in which they are living, by
medical means, as in the case of intestinal parasites, or rarely by surgical
means, as has been tried on valuable stock affiicted with "grubs-in-the-
head, or with the "gid," i. e., "worms-in-brain." At the same time some
effort is made by the use of especially noarishing food and tonics, as well
as by careful shelter from severe weather, to raise the general tone of the
animal and to enable it to withstand more perfectly the drain of the dis-
ease on its system. Such treatment is both expensive and difficult to
carry out, particularly in the large herds or flocks which make their home
on our Western plains. It is, hence, to be avoided if possible, and this
suggests the real, sound method of dealing with parasitical diseases,
namely prevention, which will soon be discussed in full.
Before leaving the subect of remedial treatment of the particular ani-
mal infected, it may be said that the methods of such treatment are
known in part at least to veterinary science. They vary largely with the
nature of the disease. that is, the kind of parasite to be removed and its
location. I am not a veterinarian and have no reason to be better in-
formed on these methods than anyone who consults standard works on
this subject. It is my intention to pass over this part of the topic with
only occasional quotations from authorities, and dwell more strongly on
the almost unemphasized possibility of preventive treatment. There is
one class of parasitic maladies, due to the presence of considerable num-
bers of parasites in the intestine, which has so much of a similar charac-
ter in various cases that the remedial treatment may be outlined in
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general here. Some special features of the different cases will be noted
later in the appropriate connection.
"Treatment * of intestinal helminthiasis consists in the employment of
those medicaments named vermifuges, vermicides, and anthelminthics (espe-
cially taeniafuges). Their action may be assisted by a special regimen.
'We advise giving to the Herbivora green food-in winter, carrots-fre-
quently seasoned with salt; to horses, roa'ited oats; to dogs, as much flesh
as possible, and a decoction of milk or of onions; to pigs, clotted, skimmed
milk, green fruit, and acorns' (Roll).
"When debility is pronounced, it is well to add a regimen of tonic sub-
stances, such as bitter plants and common salt.
"When there is colic or convulsions, we commence by giving appropri.
ate medicines to allay them-sweet oil, ether, opium, assafrntida, and ex
tract of hyoscyamus.
"The anthelmintric treatment should be preceded by half-diet for some
days, and sometimes by slight purgation. A purgative may be added to
the vermifuge, in order to expel the worms which are dead or stupifled by
the special drug; but it is preferable not to employ an evacuant until some
hours after the administration of the anthelminthic. Recourse is gen-
erally had to drastics, especially to aloes, and sometimes also to calomel
or castor-oil.
"A very large number of substances have been recommended for free-
ing the intestinal canal from its parasites; but many have a unwarranted
reputation, and it is best to employ those, the efficacy of which is well
established. Those most frequently used are arsenious acid, tartar emetic,
santonine, the root of male shield-fern-especially in the form of ethereal
extracts-tansy, benzine, empyreumatic oil, oil of turpentine, kousso,
kamala, and bark of the root of the pomegranate."
Far more valuable for the careful stock-raiser or for the farmer are the
general principles of prevention which can be carried out by the exercise
of a little care and" horse-sense," and which will result not only in avoid-
ing bankruptcy in an epidemic, but also in a general increase in weight
and in the tone of the stock. In some cases this is the only method pos-
sible. Two instances will show this very clearly: positive indications of
Trichinosis (Trichina disease) can be observed only after it is too late to re-
move the worms, and the farmer can do almost nothing; if the hog can
stand it, it gets well; if it cannot, it dies! Again the tape-worm disease
of lambs has not been successfully treated by medical means because the
worms are in the gall ducts, beyond the reach of intestinal medicines.
The entire science of prevention is based upon the knowledge obtained
by a study of the life-history of parasites. It is as firmly established as
any scientific fact that all parasites reach their position in any animal
from the outside world in some way or other. It may be that they pass
directly as eggs, embryos, or young worms, into their abiding place, as in
e}'rom Neumann, Parasites and Parasitic Diseases.
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the case of most intestinal worms; it may be by long wandering throngh
the tissues, assisted, perhaps, by the blood current, as in the case of those
parasites whose resting place lies far from the gates of the body. One and
all, however, come from the outside through one of the natural openings
of the body. In the exterior, in the surroundings, among the substances
taken into the body, the source of infection must be sought, and once
found it must be rigorously guarded against, Here the life-history fur·
nishes the key to the situation, and so long as this history is unknown any
o;:dnions must be based on probabilities, on inferences from other known
cases, and not on facts, concerning the species in question. It is clear,
then, why I have emphasized above the extreme importance of a better
knowledge of this branch of the subject and urged that more attention be
paid to establishing the facts in this field.
Since the source of infection is to be found in the food or drink, or in
the surroundings, evidently the same sanitary principles are operative in
the case of the domestic animals as for man himself; and just as the savage
shelters more parasites than the civilized man, and the idiot or maniac
than the normal man, because the latter has more regard to his surround-
ings and his food, so well kept stock are less troubled than that which is
neglected. If stalls or pens are allowed to remain littered by accumu-
lated manure and other refuse, the chance of parasitic invasion is greater
than if the quarters are kept free from such waste.
The item of food deserves still more careful watching. In the case of
stall fed animals there is little danger from any kind of vegetable food if
it is clean, that is, not soiled by the excrement of other animals. Her-
bivorous animals, when grazing, should be kept away from infected mead-
ows as a matter of course, and if the introduction of parasites in PUT-
chased stock and by means of infected manure be guarded against there
is not much danger that the grazing places will become infected. There
is, however, always danger that human or dog tape worms may be brought
onto the range, and the stock raiser should keep a sharp watch on all dogs
and should enforce regulat ions with reference to the disposal of human
faeces, at least on the part of his own employees. Further explanation of
this matter and of the relations of the stock raiser to the prevalence of
, human tape worms will be found under the discussion of these parasites.
Omnivorous domestic animals, like the hog and dog, require much more
careful watching with reference to food. They should not be fed the waste
portions of slaughtered animals unless these parts be first thoroughly
cooked. The very common habit of feeding everything of this character
to hogs cannot be two strongly condemned; for those parasites which do
not find a lodging place in the body of the animal will probably, in a very
large per cent of the cases, pass the alimentary canal entirely unharmed,
This is especially true of the eggs which are protected by an impervious
shell and which, when evacuated, find in the dung of the hog pen and the
1Il0isture a favorable place for development, and afterwards, in the scat-
tering of the manure, an excellent chance of finding a suitable host.
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The dog, sheep, and C:lttle have so many parasites in common, in the
different stages of the life history, that it is simply increasing the proba-
bility of parasitic infection to permit a dog to eat of the uncooked rem-
nants from slaughtered animals.. Even in the case of verminous lungs, when
the lung worms are foreign to th3 dog as a parasite, it can hardly be
doubted that a large share of the egg", at least, will pass unharmed the
intestines of the do; and be widely distributed with his droppings, thus
increasing the area of the infected fields and the chance of future epi-
demics. After a thorough boiling such remnants are entirely harmless.
The third and most important element in a protective campaign is the
water. The most casual rea:ling of the life history of the various para-
sites, as shown for instance in the later pages of this report, will not fail
to show the important part playe::l by water. Thero are very few parasites
which, at some time in their life, do not pass a shorter or longer period of
time and undergo some part of their development in water. l<'urthermoro,
it is bymeansof drinking water that a large number of parasites areintro·
duced into the system of the host. This element deserves, then, the most
careful control, and yet I think it is on the whole the one factor which is
most often neglected. I have seen a yard used nightly for a considerable
herd of cattle, when the only water was a half stagnant brook or series of
pools through the center of the yard. It was soilel by the dung of the ani-
mals, and yet the owner would have been" surprised II had anyone told
him a "tape-worm II epidemic was his own fault. As a matter of fact the
conditions could hardly have been more favorable; the eggs voided with
the dung came in masses into the water where were myriads of small water
animals and insects in which the larval stage of the tape worm could* have
been developed, and these swallowed by the cattle would grow to maturity
in the intestine. Of course such extreme conditions are rare, and yet the
other extreme is equally rare. If cattle are supplied with water from a
deep well which lies far enough from the yard to make sure that no infec-
tion is possible, or if this be impracticable from a running stream pre-
served so far as possible from every kind of contamination, the chalice of
parasitic epidemic is very much less. Above all, the drinking places in
yards must be elevated and kept clean and free from all sorts of refuse.
With range-fed cattle the matter is somewhat more different, since it is
more difficult to regulate drinking places, or even to choose at all in some
localities. Running streams are of course less likely to be infected than
standing pools, especially if cattle have been in or around the latter. '1'he
dogs and herders are usually mnch more dangerous in the case of such cat-
tle than the water supply, though I should not neglect to say that the tape-
worm disease of lambs so common on the plains is yet entirely unexplained,
and on the character of the intermediate or larval host of this tapeworm
will depend very largely the sanitary principles to be followed.
*1 should state that the host of the cattle tapeworm larvae Is unknown. and of tIJe
past or future of the yard described I have no Information. It Is mentloncd merely as an illus-
tration of favorable conditions.
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If the stock raiser, wherever he be, will only become acCluainted with the
principles concerned and the methods to be followed in guarding the field
from infection, if he will be vigilant in quarantining all animals which
are infected or suspected, in making away with the dung of such, and thus
destroying the eggs or embryos, in removing unaffected animals to fresh
pastures, and, if any trouble arises, in ascertaining at the earliest possible
moment just what enemies he has to fight, and then becoming acquainted
with the life history of these special forms, if he will see why he has to
take certain precautions and adopt these rigidly at once, he will find the
return far more than the expense.
No region of the world is better located than these broad western plains
to furnish a supply of pure meat for the consumption of the world. So
broad that animals are not herded in limited quarters but are free to
roam, uncontaminated by the refuse of man or beast, with an open winter
well calculated to destroy parasitic forms that might be introduced, and
a rainfall so distributed that periods of dry weather, little favorable to
parasitic development and spread, intervene between the periods of wet
weather, these grazing regions present the most ideal conditions for en-
tire freedom from parasitic diseases. If this desired state has not always
been founel, it is, to a large oxtent at least, due to lack of appreciation of
the importance of the problem and lack of knowledge of the matters in-
volved. I hope that these pages, given in this way a wide circulation
through the limits of our own state, may result in some good to those
most closely concerned in the practical questions involved. I shall al-
ways hold myself ready by answering questions, or advising so far as I
can, to a<;sist stock raisers, large or small, in meeting problems in this
field. It will be a favor to all concerned if specimens of parasites, properly
preserved, can be sent this department for identification and study; direc-
lions for preserving and sending are given in Appendix A. In this way
information may be gained as to the number of parasites found in the
state and the trouble caused by the same, and a valuable collection of
these forms for both record and for subsequent reference may be made
here in the State Museum. Address all communications and packages to
H. B. Ward, Zoological Department, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
PART Il.-SPECIAL.
With one or two exceptions the internal parasitic animals belong to the
branch known to zoOlogists as "worms." They form there a natural group
which falls easily into two classes, each of which has two orders. The rela-
nons of these orders to each other is shown in the accompanying table which
will also serve as a key if it is desired to ascertain in which group any
parasite is included.
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(ORDER.)
Trematodes
or "Flukes."
C estodes or
"Tape-worms."
(cLASS.)
r
BOdY flattened usually {
riJ :!t.h one or more suck- Alimentary canal 1.
SiS. • present:~:! JI· .rFIlatthweIm~,nthes Alimentary canal 2.., or a orms. wanting:l
~
'-1 .. . rAlimentary canal 3. Nemato(les:= Body cylIndrical orspm- {present: "Thread" or
; die-shaped: • Alimentary canal "Pinworms."~ II. Ne~!'thelmlll- wnnting:~ tIles ~r Round Proboscis armed, 4. A.canthocephala
Worms. hooks present or Spiny-headed
at anterior' end: worms.
Order 1.-TREUA.TODES.
'l'he TI'ematodes or •• Flukes" are parasitic flat worms, generally shaped
much like a leaf; they are provided with at least one Slicker which ifl usually
at the anterior end and have an nlimentary canal without an anal openin,:r.
In general appearance they resemble detached segments of a tape-worm which
are often mistaken for them, but from which they are, however, easily distin-
guished by the pOflsession of an alimentary canal and one or more suckers.
'1'he family of the Distomidm includes almost all the common parasites of this
group, which are found in lIlan or in the domestic animals. These are the
forlDS to which the name "fluke" is ordinarily applied, and represelltativefl of
this family may be obtained from a wide range of hosts. The adult forllls are
parasitic in the intestine, liver, or lungfl. and the larval forms are found in a
resting stage. encysted in various organs. They require at least one larval
host, which is a molluRk (bivalve or snail) in which part of the development is
passed. The appended table shows the occul'I'ence of balf a dozen of the more
important species of the family:
~
i::l
...,
~ ....;
0 ~ I:l'" I::l<.> C\lI:l i::l ~~ ..... Ej
'Ii <l5 <.> l..;fJ:I I::: i::l
""~ C\l I::l ::::s '" ...,El
'"
.~ I::l ~
""
0 I::: 0 ;.:;: :fEi ..., ..... ~
.:Q "J <.>~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
------------
*
*
***
*
*
:Man * *
Cattle....................................... * *
Sheep....................................... *
Goat * ..
Horse....................................... * ..
Ass........................................... * .
Hog......................................... * * ..
Rabbit * '* .
Dog.......................................... t * ..
Cat........................................... * t * *
tThe form from the cat and dog Identllled as D. lanclJolatum Is really D. iIIJineum.
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The body of the flukes consists entirely of soft tissue without hard parts or
a. skeleton of any sort. The large amount of muscle present gives an extreme
degree of flexibility, and consequllntly the form varies greatly
at different times so that for the positive determination of
the species, that is, the identification of the parasite, a gen
eral knowledge of its structure is indispensable. For the
sake of those who may desire to preserve specimens and ex-
amine them at a later date or to keep them for reference,
some simple methods of preparing specimens are given in
Appendix A. The examination of the living worm is, how-
ever, easier, and in many ways more satisfactory, and is tho
only method which can be followed under many circum-
stances. If the worms are placed alive as they come from
the host in a very weak solution of common table salt
ill water* they will remain alive for twenty-foul' hours or
more and can be examined at leisure. Before being ex-
amined the worms should be washed free of slime or other
foreign matter that they may be as transparent as possible.
If the worm tlpn be laid flat on a small plate of glass care-
fully cleaned on both sides and covered first with a few
d/'Ops of the Ralt solution and then with a second plate of
clean glass, it is ready for study. Where they can be had,
glass slides and covers used for microscopic study are IIlOl'e
convenient and satisfactory than odd pieces of glass. The
salt solution about the worm should be l'enewed from time
to time as it evaporates, yet not so frequentl.v or abund.
antly that it serves to support the weight of the upper or
cover glass. The slight pressure of the latter is necessary
to prevent too great movement of the worm and to make
it somewhat more transparent. In a very short time, which
varies with the different species from a few minuteb to an
haUl', the worm is sufficiently transparent that the internal
ol'~ans can be seen and their relative position detel·mined.
For the purpose of explaining the general structure I
have selected a species of fluke parasitic in the liver of the
house cat, (Fig. 1). It is not only comparatively common
in Lincoln, 8ccurring in about one cat out of every four or
five examined, and hence can be easily obtained for com-
parison with this description, but it is also very transparent
FIG. l.-lJistoml1 le- d t I' t d' t t th t't' t'lineum H1v. from the an no camp Ica e In s ruc ure, so a I IS an excep IOn-
I':all ducts of the cat. ally good species to take as an introduction to the study of[OrlginR.J; repriu ted
Irolll l"eteJillBry Mllg- these worms. Itfl presence cannot be detected in ordinary
aZine.] cases by any external peCUliarities of the liver, but on fol-
lowing the bile ducts from the lower surface towards the center of the organ,
-Approximately 8 round teaspoonrul dissolved In a quart of water; more exactly six to
BeViln parts or salt In a thousand of water.
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one finds from time to time leaf-shaped bodies rolled up lengthwise, and lying
in the ducts wit,h the more pointed end toward the smaller part of the canal.
Th~y are covered by mucous mixed with the brownish yellow bile so as to be
perfectly opaque; on washing them, however, in the salt solution and plac-
ing between two pieces of glass, as already described, they present when
viewed under a good lens, 01', preferably, a microscope, the appearance shown
n Fig.l. The body is shaped like a long, narrow leaf; the larger end is more
rounded, and is the posterior end of the worm. The narrow conical" head"
or antel'ior end, seems to be almost without any internal organs except at the
very tip. 'l'his narrow portion is frequently called the "neck;" it is not at
all separated from the "head" and only vel'y indistinctly from the body
proper by a slight increase in breadth and by the appearance of dark, prom-
inent internal organs.
On the lower side of the head (Fig. 2) near the tip is a
sIllall round opening, the mouth; it is surronnded by a cup
shaped mass of muscles making what is known as the
oral sucker. The diameter of this organ is regarded as
one point in fixing the specieA, but it varies not a little in
~ different specimens and at diff,!rent times, owing to the de-gree of contraction at the time when it is measured. Partlyabove and plll·tly behind the oral suckel' one sees in the
1"IG. Z. AnterIor end body an elliptical organ of much the same general appear-
o~ ViscomI/" feliaeum ance as the sucker This is the pharynx so-called a UlUS-
Hlv. ShOIVIlIP; orlLI ' ,
Bucker, ph a. r y n x, cular bul b which AUI'l'ounds the entrance into the cesopha-
ill B () P hap; u sand fi f I' d bhranches of intestines. gus, the rst part 0 the a Imentary canal, an y means
[Origlna.I,] of which this opening may be entirely closed. Extending
back\yard from the phUl'ynx is a short, straight, thin-walled tube. the ffiilO)Jha-
gus which divides into two branches, the intestinal branches; one of these
passes backward on each side of the body and may be followed easily up to a
short distance from the posterior end where it terminates blindly (Fig. ]);
there is no anal opening, The branches of the intestines are not uncommonly
filled with a substance resembling in COl01' the bile; it is, in fact, that which
has been taken in as food.
The excretory system is represented (Fig, 1) by the long tubular reservoir
which open!! at the external posterior end of the body by a fine excretor,V pore,
and extends forward in un "r" shaped curve about one-third the length of
the worm; here it bl'eaks up into branches, the further course of which is not
represented. In worms which have lain some time in salt solution the
branches of this system are distended with a clear amber fluid, and can be
easily followed through all parts of the body.
The nervous system is not represented in the cut; it consists of a maAS of
nerve cells on eithel' side of the pharynx connected by a band of fibres. This is
tho primitive brain from which the nerves rxtend to all parts of the body.
Organs of sight and hearing are not found, and even special organs of touch
are yet to be demonstrated. On the whole it may be said that the nervous
system is in a very degraded condition, as is characteristic of parasites in
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general, and internal parasites in particular. J!'ood and shelter being pro-
vided by the host, such organs as are used in the quest for nourishment and
for protection are evidently supel'fluous, and are not developed.
On the lower surface of the body, about where the neck ends, is a spherical
structure partly covered by the dark mass of the internal organs. It is in
structure exactly like the oral sucker, and is the second of thestl organs char-
acteristic of t,his family, the ventral sucker or acetabulum. It is a m uscnlar
cup like the oral Rucker, but, unlike that, has no opening into the interior of the
body; it is simply an organ fOI' attachment, and with the oral sucker enables
the worm to move by the alternate fixing of the sucker and the contraction of
the body in more or less the way in which an "inch-worm," or "measUl'ing
worm" walks.
All of the other organs shown in the figure belong to the reproductive system.
It requires no further proof than a glance at the cut to show that this system
is the most complicated and highly developed of all. This genus is herma-
phroditic, that is, each worm contains all the OJ'gans of both sexes. The male
organs are simpler and may well be considered first, In the posterior third of
body within the curves of the excretory reservoir lie two irregular solid organs.
These are the testes in which the male fluid is produced. A fine tube extends
forward from each and is lost unuer the dal'k mass in the center of the body.
These two tubes join and reappea.r on the right of the figul'e near the ventral
sucker. Here the tube is somewhat enlargedand serves asareceptaclein which
the sperm is storpd up. 1'his resel'voir curves around the ventl'l11 "ucker and
opens at the genital pore, a small opening at the center of the body immedi-
ately in front of the ventral sucker. There is no male copulatory organ in this
species.
The female organs exhibit a peculiarity not common among animals. There
are two glands, one of which, the ovary, produces the egg-cells proper, and
the other of which, the yolk glands or vitellaria, produces the yolk for the
nourishment of the egg cell dUl'ing itG development. The ovary, a slightly ellip-
tical, solid organ, is located in the center of the body, about as far in front of
the foremost teBtis a8 that is ahead of the other testis. Towards the oyary
converge from the sides the fOUl' ducts of the paired yolk glands. These are
not solid, bu t grap~-shaped (racemose) glands, and are the only organs si tuated
between the branches of the iutestine and the outside edge of the body. Their
extent and parts vary somewhat in the specimens from Europe and in those
found in Lincoln, so that it seems advisable to give some details with reference
to both cases. Those who have studied the European form describe the vitella-
ria as situated in the middle third of the body, and composed of eight to nine
groups of acini with tl'ansverse ducts from the next to the last. 'l'he figures
bear out the statements, and show the posterior end of the vitellaria as ap-
proximately coincidpn t with the position of the OVal'y and the transverse ducts
as extending backwal'd from the glands toward the ovary at an angle of
ahout 45° with the main axis of the body. In the specimens found here the
conditions, as represented in the figure, are 118 follows: The glands begin a bout
half as fill' behiud the acetabulum as that is from the oral sucker, that is, at
appl'oximately the same position as ill the European form, but they extend to
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the middle of the space between the two testes, or even sometimes as far as the
anterior edge of the posterior testis. One break in the line of acini may always
be recognizod as most prominent; it it! located just opposite the ovary on
each side, aud is in length more or less equal tc the diameter of the ovary.
This it! the condition shown on the left side of the worm fiKured. This space
divides the viteIlarium into two portions, which may be distinguished as anto-
varial and postovariaI. While it is in some cases possible to ditltinguish in'
the antovarial portion Kroups of acini, they seem to be usually rather indis-
tinct, or at least very unequal in size, as if adjacent groups had become con-
fluent by the growth of interlying aciui. The postovarial portion, however, is
usually distinctly divided into two or three groups of acini, though even these
may be obliterated. In two or three cases a small group of acini was found,
on one side only, in this intermediate space opposite the ovary, and was clearly
separated from both antovarial and postovial portions by a small space.
This was the case in the right vitelline gland of the worm figured.
Corresponding to the two portions of the gland, one finds on each side two
ducts which, extending obliquely toward the ovary from a short distance be-
fore and bp,hind it, form a "Y" or "V," according as they Illeet beiore or not
until after reaching the ovary. These ducts on either side of the ovary form
one of the most characteristic appearances of the spccimen. By meuus of
these ducts the yolk material is carried to a
small yolk reservoir (Fig 3) on the upper side
of the ovary; a short tube from this joins the
oviduct soon after it leaves the ovary. 'I'he
nelicate radiating cells at the anterior edge of
the ovary in the figure form the so-called shell
gland (S. G., Fig. 3) which surrounds the be-
g-inning of the uterus (U). Here the egg cell is
surrounded by a mass of yolk matter from the
yolk reservoir, and the whole enveloped by a
thin sheIl which is at first almost colorless, but
grows rapidly yellow. then brown, and finally
almost black. These changes in the appear-
FIG. a.-Portion of Dis/oma feli- ance of the sheIl take place while the egg is
Deum Riv. showing O. ovary; La, • f d th h th t Th'Laurer's ennal; sa. shell !,:Iund: pas811lg 01'War roug e u erus. IS 01'-
SR, seminal receptacle; U, first gan lies in close coils, filling almost the en t.ire
,"oils of uterus; VD, vitelline duct. • .
[OriginaL] space betwen the branches of the mtestllle a.t
the sides from the ovary behind to the ventral sucker in front. The dark color
is due to the closely crowded masses of eggs, which are pUllhed very slowly
forward and are finally graduaIly discharged from the common genital pore
already mentioned. Duringits passage through the length of the uterus some
changl's take place within the eggshell, so that whenever free the shell contains
an embryo either partly or wholly developed. The egg shell or a. fluke shows a
characteristic lid at one end which, under certain circumstances, opens and
sets the contained embryo b·ee. This will be further described in connection
with the life history.
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Two small organs are yet unmentioned. At the left of the ovary a short,
horn-shaped tube extends backward and end8 at a smull pore on theuppersm-
face without connecting with any other parts. This is the so-called Laurer'tj
canal (LG, Fig. 3,) aUfI may be regarded as a rudimentary organ. It is not
usually as prominent as ill this species. Occupying a similar position on the
right is an elliptical borly known as the ~perll\ receptacle (SR). The conpec-
tion of these parts with the yulk ductR and oviduct is showlI in Fig. 3.
This description of the internal structme of the fluke shows very clearly one
characteristic feature of all parasites, namely, the excessive development of the
sexual organs. As a result of this the worm produces au enormous number of
eggs and could all find the necessary condition for development it would result
in the increase in the number of paraAites to such an extent that the hostA
would be df'stl'Oyed. The life-history of the flukes is, however, so complicated
that a large numbel' of eggs or embryos are destroyed at evel'y stage in it, and
only the few are nltimately able to reach their proper host. Since the life-
histOl'y of this cat liver fluke is entirely unknown, it is bettel' to leave the dis-
cu.ision of this matter until later; it will be fully considered under the sheep-
Iivel' fl uke.
A diagnosis of the species jUAt describp.d is as follows:
Distoma felineum Riv. 1884.
SYN.-D. conus Gurlt 1831, nec Creplin 1825; D. IllDceolatum v. Sieb. 183G;
D. tl'lIllcatum, Rud, (in part).
Body elongated, transparent, flat; length 10 to 21 mm.; breadth 1 to 2.5
mm. Anteriol' cnn conical, post('rior I'oullded. Oml sucker 0.28 to 0.41 III III.;
ventral.:lUckel· 0.24, to 0.28 mm. ill diameter, abont one-fow,th of the length
from the oral; p1laryx next to oral sucker and 0.16 to 0.22 Illm. in length, 00.-;0-
phagus short; branches of intestine extend nearly to posterior end of body.
Two lobed t('stes in pORterior third of body, one anteriol' to the other; ovury
elliptical, a little in front of testes; uterus in coils fl'Olll ovary to ventral sucker;
vitellaria lateral, occupying middle third of body and extending posteriad to
second testis. Genital pore immediately in front of acetabulum. Eggs 25
to 30 /lIang, 12 to 15 It wine.
Occunm;1\cE.-DistoIJ1i1 felineu111 hus been obtained in Europe from the liver
of the cat, dog, and glutton, and mOl'e recently in Siberia f\'Om the human
liver, where it seems to be not uncommon, having been found in 8 out of 124
post mOl'tems. It was found in Lincoln not only in the cat, but also in the gall
ducts of a young coyote, Canis 11ltrllns Say, which had been kept here three
months aR a pet, and had llIet au untimely fate in conseqnence of over feening.
In one instance one hundred were fOllnd in a cat liver, and in the other cases
about a dozen each.
PATIIOLOGY.-In evel'y case the liver of the infected animal was cal"efully ex-
amined; the WOI'ms all lay in the dilated ducts, and eVf>n in thf case of extl'erne
infection there could be observed neither destl'Uction of the tiflsue nor other
pathological changes in it. In color the living distome is a clear amber, with
the vitelline glands, testes, ovaries, aud the posterior portion of the uterus of
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11 chalky white. The last named organ changes gradually toward the anterior
end until it becomes a dark nhestnut brown.
An extended account of the flukes in this group of the genus Distoma hus
been published by Stiles and Hassall.· These authors give figmes and descrip-
tion of a dozen forms, including several parasites of man, cat, and dog which
must be passed here without further men tion. Among these is D. hwceolatllm,
the small sheep liver fluke of Europe which has never been found in this
country.
The Human Lung Fluli.e is perhaps themost dangerous human para-
site of this group at present known in the United States. A n~tive of China
and the East" I have rpcently discovered two cases of its occurrence in this
country, and it is no doubt aniong us. It may be recognized from the follow-
ing dpscription and figures which are reprinted f!'Om the Medical News.
Distoma Westermanni Kerbprt 1878.
SYN.-D. Ringed Cobbold, 1880. D. plllmonis K .. 8., and Y., 1881. D. Pill-
mDnale Biilz, 1883. Mesogonimlls Westermanni Railliet, 1890.(t(;''Y Length,8t020mm. Breadth,- . 4 to 8 mill. The body is thick- ..- and plu mp, somewhat resemb-
- - liJ~g a dipterous IUl:va in shape
FIG.4.-.Distolu.t (1< Igs. 4 and 5), WIth the pus-
II'l'stermlllJni; nil, terior end more pointed than
turnl size, lAlter .
J.eueknrt.] the anterIOr, and the ventral sur-
face much flatter than the high arched dorsal.
In color the living distome is deep red or red-
dish.brown, darker along the middle of the body.
The cuticula is everywhere covered by broad, flat
t'pines of varying length and size, which are
lacking ill poorly preserved specimens.
The suckers are notably slllall and often diffi-
cult tosce. The oral sucker has a mean diame-
te rof from 0.6 to 1.2 mm. It is not situated at
the exact anterior extremity of the body, but is
slightly subterminal, and its orifice is dir8cted
downward. The ven irl sucker, or actabululll, is
about the sizeof the Ol'al, being 0.65 to 1.31 mm.
in diameter. <Esophap;us very short, branche:,
of int.estin& sinuous. 'l'estes two, much lobed, FIG. 5.-Distoma ll'esterlllllDni
located one each side of middle behind ventral f"olll the ventral "'HInes. !Specimen
from (~olum\)us.O. Mouuted in hal-
sucker. Ovarylo be, situated at the rigllt of the EI1JU; magnified 51,2. [OriginaL)
ventral sucker, coils of uterus massed in the same position on the left side.
I<;g-gs with thin, yellow shells, 0.08 to 0.118 mm. long by 0.048 to 0.055 IIIIlI.
wide.
The fluke has been found in the lung-s of tiger, cat, and dog as well as man.
With regard to the region in which this parasite exists it may be said that
*Vsterlna.ry Magazine, June, 1894, p. 413.
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Japan, China, Corea, and Formosa are known to be seriously infected. In one
district of Japan, according to R!l.lz, almost every inhabitant suffered. In
Formosa 15 per cent of the entire population was infected. No doubt the dis-
easo is at home in tho entire eastern portion of Asia, and has beeu introduced
into America by immigrants from somo country of the East.
LIFE HISTO[~Y.-l'he oval ciliated embryo develops within the egg (Fig. 6,)
Bome time nfter it escapes from its host. "The fate of these embryos," says
Leuckart "is at present entirely unknown. 'l'hat they wanoer
directly into the latter host contradicts all analogy. They
wiII probably, as is known of othel' forms next seek an inter-
mediate host, and in this produce a generat ion of cercariae,
which then, for the first, are bronght in one manner or another
into a man, whether dil'ect,ly into the lung, as Diilz assumes, is
at least questionable. Much more probable is it that the resi-
FI/\".6.-Egg of dence in that organ is the result of a fnrther migration."
~i:x,e~t:~ra:~l; PATIIOLOGY.-The parasites give rise to the tumors in the
magnified 225. lungs; these tumors occur mostly about the roots and along[After Nakaha- "
rna.] the dorsal borders of both SIdes. On opeulI1g the tnmors dis-
tomes were found within; some were surrounded by a capsule, while others
were burl'Owing after tho fashion of tho largo distomes in tho Ii vel'S of sheep
and cattle. These burrows were filled with debl'is and pUR. In the CYflts are
found not only the distomes but also eggs and masses of Charcot's crystals,
and the mucous from the lung contains both eggs and crystals. The number
of eggs discharged in the course of a single twenty-fonr hours by a patient
who had suffered thirteen years from the disease was estimated to bo not less
than twelve thousand I
SYMPTOMATOLOGY.-When in the lungs, its common abiding place, the dis-
tome gives rise to periodic hemoptysis and chronic cough, with rusty mucoid
expectoration. Tho general appearance of the expectorat,ionR is identical with
that in tuberculosis, and, as a matter of fact, in Japan, the disease was for-
merly diagnosticated as tuberculosis. The preserwe in the sputa of the eggs
already described and figured is the only characteristic symptom, and positiv~
diagnosis wiII rest then on the microscopic examination of the sputa, which
wiII reveal, in case the parasite be present, numbers oE its yellow-brown egg-
shells.
The accidental rupture of a large blood Hssel by the destruction of the lung
tissue, and, in the severest cases, general anemia seems to be the ouly dangers
to be feared. On removal from an infected district patients have apparently
entirely recovered. During the continuance of the disease almost every patient
suffers from malaise.
TREATMENT.-This parasite is not likely to affect other domestic animals
than dogs or cats; and unless the animal infected is very valuable it had bet-
ter be killed at once. If it is not killed thero is only one method which can be
suggested here, and which, on account of the grave danger of human infection
if care is not taken, must be followed exactly; it is the close quarantine of the
anima.l affected. Removal from suspected quarters, and, above all, a sllpply ~f
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fresh, pure water, will probably resul t ill the gradual dying out of the diseas e
Dog-houses or troughs which could be infected by the diseased animal should
be washed frequently with a disinfectant solution to kill eggs that have been
coughed up.
Very closely related to the ~enusDistoma is the genus Fasciola, which many.
writers. indeed, yet include under the first name. The forms in the genus Fas·
ciola are, however, not only very much the larger, but always have a branched'
alimentary canal, and in addition show in other organs as well the same ten-
dency towards branching. Thus both ovary and testes are much branched
and the yolk glands much more than ordinarily developed. Two species of this
gpnus, one introduced an<1 one probably native, are found in this country.
Here, us elsewhere, t,hey are-the most dangerous of all flukes and do a large
amount of damage.
Among all the flukes no one is more wirlely known and feared than the fam·
ous sherp liver flukr, which is the cause of tl,e "liver rot" in England and on
the contin!'llt. A diagnosis and full account of its life history are given here:
:I~asciolaHepatica L. 1746.
SYN.-Planal'ia latuiscula Goeze, 1782; Distoma llepaticiJm Abildg. 1786;
P. humana Gmelin 1789; F. lanceolatn Rud. ] 803; FaBciolaria heputica
Anon. 1845: Distomata, huminis Taylor 1884; Distoma carire SODS. 1890.
Body braud, leaf-shaped, with conical anterior end. Average length 25-30
mm., breadth 8-13 mm. Conical tip about 3-4 mm. long. Cuticula covered
by numerous 8cale-Iike spinfs. 01'al sucker at anterior end of body, small.
Ventral sucker at junction of tip with main body, very little larger. Midway
between the suckers the ~eIlital pore from which the curved cirrus often pro-
jects. Uterus short, thick, closely coiled, immediately behind the ventral sucker.
Ovary and testes both much branched, as is also the intestine. Eggs oval,
0.13 to 0.]4 mm. long, 007 to 0.09 mill. wide.
1- tlsciolH hepa tiea, or the sheep liver fluke, as it is ordinarily termed, is
spread over almost the entire earth. In Europe, Australia, South and North
Americo, it is found and herp, at least in certain regions (Arkansas and TeXUtI) ,
is exceedingly common. It hus evidently been introduced with sheep, in the gall
ducts of which it is most commonly found. It has been obtained, however, from
the liver of the cow, horse, mule, stag, goat, pig, rabbit, hare, squirrel, elephant,
antl even man himsplf. It is not so common in the United States as has been
believed, anel many accounts of its prespnce depend upon the confusion with it
of the great fluke (F. Mflgna), the next speeies to be desCl·ibed. Yet some in-
stances of its OCCUlTence hre certain. I have myself received undoubted speci-
mens of this species from Texas through the kindness of Dr. Francis, of the
Texas Agricultnral College.
LIFE HISTORY.-The eggs (PI. 1, Fig. 2) of the fluke are deposited with the
droppin~s in immense numbers. In spite of some statements to the contrary,
there seems to b& little doubt that they are to be found here at all seasons,
though more plentifully in the moister parts of the year, a fact well in accord
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witb its life history. Of course the abundauce of eggs will be further det>end-
ent upon the degree of infection.
If such an egg be examined it will be found to be covered by aflrm brown
shell (Pl.]. Fig. 2a) provided with a small lid at one end; this may be sprung
open by applying a little pressure to the whole. In an egg taken from the
uterus of the fluke will be found a single egg cell surrounded by a quantity of
yolk matter. During its stay in the uterus of the fluke the egg cell has divided
and eggs taken from the droppings of the sheep contain a mass of cells, t,he de-
veloping embryo. which is surrounded still by a mass of yolk material. Not
all of the eggs find conditions fitted for further development; they are enth-ely
unable to stand drying and so in many cases perish at once. Only if they fall
into water or onto moist earth where protected from the sun can the develop-
ment proceed.
The rapidity of the development depends directly upon the temperature, and
in summer from four to six weeks are necessary for the growth of the embryo.
This, when hatched, has an elongated body (PI. Fig. 3) covered with very fine
vibratile hairs j at the forward eud is a conical perforating apparatus (a). and
on the upper 8urface a black, X-shaped spot (b) which is called an "eye spot."
The anterior portion of the body is filled with a granular mass which is the
rudimentary intestine, and in the posterior half of the embryo one finds a
group of large cells, the germ cells, which are already well advanced.
By means of the vibratile hairs or cilia the embryo makes its way rapidly
through the water in search of its proper host; if none be found, its death is
said to occur within about eight hours. If, however, in the course of its wan_
derings it mpets a small snail, it is in position to enter upon the next stage in
its life history. In the choice of a host, the embryo is particular; the only
species in which it has been found to develop freely in Europe is the common
Lymnaea milluta s. trullcatuln CPl., Fig.G).a very small snail, measuring about
three-eighths of an inch in length, and widely distributed. Investigations are
lacking to show whether the same species or some other serves as the host for
the embryo in other regions in which the fluke is found. But if this species is
present in any region in which the liver fluke is epidemic, it wuuld doubtless be
found to be the host of the embryo. L. llUmilis Say is suspected of being the
North American host. .
If, in its wanderings in the water, the embryo of a fluke finds one of these
Bmall snails, it bores its way into the soft tissues of the snail by means of its
conical perforating apparatus, and comes to rest somewhere near the pulmo-
nary chamber of the snail. The first change is the lOBS of the layer of hair cells
which, like an old garment, is cast aside, the body becomes compressed (Pl.,
Fig. 4). often almost spherical. It ill now a sporocyst or spore sac, and enters
upon a period of rest and reproduction. The large germ cells, already men-
tioned as found in the body of the embryo, begin to grow and separate into
small spheres. These elongate and gradually develop each into a "nurse" or
redia (Pl., Fig. 7). The growing :roung ultimately burst the parent sac in
which they are, and once free each redia makes its way through the tissues of
the snail into some organ, preferably the liver, which lives at the apex of the
8nail shell.
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PLATE I.
FASCIOLA HEPATICA.
This plate. which was kindly loaned by Dr. Francis. of the Texas Experiment Station, Is
reprodnced from Curtice's "Animal ParasItes of Sheep," pUblished by the U. S. Bureau 01
Animal Industry.
Fig. 1. Adult fluke, natural size; la, young fluke, natural size (Railljet).
Fig. 2. Eggs; a, with developing embryo; b, with embryo; c, egg shell
(Railliet).
Fig. 3. Ciliatell and free embryo; 8, perforating apparatus; b, eye epot
(Leuckart).
Fig. 4. Encysted embryo found in snails (Thomas).
Fig. 5. Diagrammatic representation of digestive and nervous syst€m; 11,
oral sucker; h, pharynx; c, oosophagus; d, main branches of intcstine; f',
smaller bmnches; f, nerve ganglia; g, ventl'Ulnerve (Railliet).
Fig. 6. Limn:lea. trullcatula, the snail which is the principal larval host of
the fluke in Em'ope; a, the same, natural size (Railliet).
Fig. 7. Redia of the fluke; n, mouth; b, pharynx; c, intestine; d, masses
of germ cells (Leuck art).
Fig. 8. Older redia. containing cercarim; a, b, c, as before; d, cercariae
(Leuckart).
Fig. 9. Cercaria dissected from its cyst; a, oral sucker; b, ventral sucker;
c, pharynx; d, branch of intestine (Leuckart).
Fig. 10. Grass stalk with three encysted cercariae, a, a, a, (Thomas).
Fig.l1. Free swimming cercaria (Thomas).
Fig. 12. Cercaria slightly older than Fig. 11 (Thomas)
Fig. 13. Sexual appara.tus of the liver fluke; a, be(l;inning of the digl'stive
canal; h, ventral sucker; c, e, the testes; d, f,ducts of the same; g, seminal
vescicle; h,genital sinuR; i,cirrus pouch; j,ovury; k,ovinuct; l,shell gland;
In, yolk glands; n, longitudinal, anll 0, transverse yolk ducts; p, uterus; q,
metraterm [i. e. end of uterus] (Railliet).
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Such a redia (Pl., Fig. 7), is a long slender form with mouth, bulb-like pha-
rynx, and rod-shaperl intestine. Two short conical stumps beyond the middle
of the body look like rudimentary legs. A small birth.opening is present on
one side near the anterior end; and the interior of the body shows even at a
very early Rtage the same lal'ge germ cellR which were founel in the sporucyst.
The fate 01' these germ cells depend directly on the time of year, i. e., the tem-
pel·ature. While in winter the development proceeds slowly, and the germ cells
of the redia ~ive rise to forms like the parent, the case is very different in spring
or summer under the inflll"nce of the hi~her temperature. Then the ~erm cellH
develop to tailed larvae or Cercarim (Pl., FI~. Sd), These mature successively,
and, escaping from the redia by means of the small biI·th.opening a!ready mell-
tioned, make their way ant of the snail into water in which they swim rapidly
about by meunR of the long tail they possess (Pl., Figs. 11, 12). Not only the
tail, but the body proper, also, shows great activity, so that it is difficult to
p;et a goood view of the internal anatomy-but even in motion the impOl'tant
st,ructnres may be faintly distinguislJed. The mou thin the oral Kucker, the short
ffisoph agus,and two branches of the in testine almost covered by the Rame la rge
opaque glanrls at t!le side of the body, and between these the ventral sucker at
abou t the middle of the "pace from the mouth to the point of attach lIlent of the
tail, remind oue strongly of the typical fluke already described. And in truth
the cercaria is the young fluke, so young that sexual organs are IlR ."pt unde-
veloped, and possessing in the tail a powl'rful swimming orgau which the full
grown fluke lacks.
Once free from its hnst" however, the cercaria does not continue long to swim
about in the water, but coming in contact with some solid object, such as a pie(~e
of wood or stone, a plant stem or a blade of grasa, it settles down, throws off
the tail, and, as it draws its body up into a ball, presses out from the glands on
the sideR an opaque granular "ecretion which soon harden8 about the animal
intoa solid opaqup. cOYl'ring (PI., FIg. lOa). In this condition the animal may
remain unaltel'ed for a considerable period. But before tracing its fUl'thel' his-
tury one point, should be noted. The wider di8tribution of the"e C.}'8ts is
provided for by the snail; it wanllers over the meadows, and from it escapes in
all purts of the field these cercarim which find a reKting plnce as soon as free
upon a blade of grass and await the uex t change. TllPse CystA occupy, usnally ,
according to Thomas, the lower leaves of the plaut, and hence are 1Il0re liable
to be eaten by sheep than by cattle. A sil!!.!;le embryo produces in developing;
at jeast 400 cercarim, according to the calculations of Lellcklll't, and IlA the
number of eggs produced b,va flock only slightly infected would be in the thou_
sands, it is easy to Aee the extent of the infection.
The later history of the wor111 it~ easily seen. These cysts are taken into the
stomach of the host. in feeding, anrl then the covering is dissolved and the
,)'oung fluke set free (PI., Fig,!); itspeks first the in testine,and t lIP II , by way of the
gall duct, the liver. Here they ascend the bile ducts and are found with the head
pointed towards the finest, branching of these ducts, Havin/!.' penetra ted as far
as possible they appear to rr8t, incl'eaRing steadily in size. A month or nJOI'eis
necessary for them to attain Illaturity, which is brought about by the gradunl
development of the sexual organs and a change in general form. The half of
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the body behind the ¥entralsucker grows proportionally very rapidly, in both
length and breadth, while the anterior portion remains more nearly unchanged,
There results from this the peculiar form of the adult with the conical "head"
portion and the large body (Pl., Fig. 1, 1a.).
STRuCTuRE.-The cuticula or external layer of the body is covered by short
spines thickly set. They point backwa~'dsand aid the fluke in maintaining its
position in the bile duct. The digestive system (Pl., Fig. 5) begins at the
mouth (n) in the oral sucker behind which follows a spindle-shaped musculn
pharynx (b) and a very short cesophngus. (c) From the end of this two in-
testinal branches (d) pass one to the right and one to the left; these branches
are not simply like those in the young worm (Cercaria; Pl., Fig. 9), but are very
much branched. The flukes live on the brownish mucous which fills the biliary
ducts, and when the tissue of the host hus been damaged by the fluke, blood
and liver cells are found in the in testine of the worm.
The testes are branched tubular organs (Pl., Fig .13 c, e) which fill the entire
central part of the middle third of the body. The fine ducts extend forward to
a reservoir just behind the cirrus (i) or conical copulatory organ, which is a
prominent feature immediately in front of the ventral sucker. 'l'his cirrus may
be inverted and then is seen projecting from the genital opening, often being
curled likfl a horn. The yolk glands (m) arfl much branched grape-like clusters
extending' along both sides of the body. One can easily see on either side a
longitudinal duct (n) and just in front of the middle un opague line joining
them, the cross, 01' transverse duct (0). Immediately in front of this on one
side lies the branched tubular ovary (i). The duct from the ovary extends
towards a little enlargement in the yolk duct, the yolk reservoir, and in front
of this lies the shell gland (1), &. dark spherical body. Here the egg cell from
the ovary receives its yolk, or nourishment, and its shell and passes into the
first coil of the uterus (p). This laHer organ shows its coils densely packed
with eggs between this point and the ventral sucker; from the front of the coil
a nearly stl'aight tube (q) passlls forward to the genital opening. This tube is
ordinarlyempty, but it is the path by which eggs reach the outside. The major
part of the body consists thus of the sexual organs, and theimmensenumberof
eggs produced by each individual is not at all out of proportion to the de-
velopmentof these organs. It is this immense number which makes the danger
of infection under favorable circumstances so great and demands extreme care
to prevent the spread of the parasite even though conditions be somewhat un-
favorable.
PA'l'HOLoGY.-When the young flukes enter the liver they are very small and
are able to penetrate far up towards the ends of the canuls. Having proceeded
as far as they are able, even by rolling the body and forcing the head into the
duct, they become quiet, and are never able during life to retrace any part
of the I'oad, for the spines which cover so thickly the surface of the body all
point backwards and serve to anchor the worm in place. 'l'he irritation gives
rise to inflammation of the liver, to local hemmorrhage, and soon to general
anemia. The symptoms are not easily detecteu at fil'st; loss of activity, pale-
ness of mucous surfaces, and a tendency to fatten, due to the better assimila-
tion of the food resulting from the increased flow of bile. Weakness makes ita
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appearance and becomes more prominent. At this stage the eggs of the fluke
may be detected on careful examination of the droppings. Loss of appetite
and irregularity of feeding is accompanied by illcrea.sed thirst and gradual
wasting of the sheep. The extreme stage of the disease is soon reached; the
animals become leaner, the temperature very variable, mucous surfaces very
pale, all strength seems lost, and local oedema (puffiness) is very marked. If
the animal survives this stage, the symptoms grow less marked, and yet a
complete cure is exceptional. The changes which have taken place in the) liver
are so violent that they are never fully repaired.
The duration of the disease is extremely variable. It may be that acute in-
flammation of the liver'carries off the t:lheep in a few days, or it may extend
over a period of two to six lll.Dnths. Of course durinp; the continuance of the
disease 01' afterwards the animals are peculiarly liable to attacks of other
sorts which find them but pOOI'ly fitted to resist. Autopsies show lesions in
the liver and the presence of numbers of flukes in the organ. This number is
ordinarily about 50 to 100; it may reach GOO to 800, and has been known to
be 1,000. Each distome produces 500,000 egrz;s, according to the ralculations
of Thomas, so that the general degree of infection of the pasture can be readily
irnap;ined if not computed.
TREATMI'NT.-I~orthe diseased animals themselves no successful remedy has
yet been obtained. 'fhe parasites are rather beyond the reach of medicine.
Here it is pre-eminently true that prevention IS the only resource of the sheep-
raiser. Infected sheep, especially if common stock should be slaughtered at
once before the flesh deteriorates. There is no element of danger save in the
Iivel's, which should be burned. Before it is used the manure from inflected
flocks should be thoroughly mixed with lime and salt, which destroy the eggs
and embryos of the fluke. For the same reason dressings of lime and salt
should be used on the infected pasture. These will destroy the snail as well us
the embryos or eggs. Moist pastures are to be avoided, and should be drained
and diverted to other purposes for some time. Close grazing is more liable to
infect the flock since the cercarim are encysted on the lower parts of the grass
blades. The danger in pasturing sheep on infected ground is so great that they
should not be permitted to retul'll to an infected pasture until it has been thor-
oughly treated and until some time hus elapsed. A daily allowance of Ault is
auvisable even after they are returned to the old ground. It should not be
forgotten that the disease is more prevalent in wet seasons or damp I'egions
and that under such circulllstances too great precautions cannot be taken in
advance that neither flock nor pasture become infected. The loss from a sinp;le
epidemic will wipe out years of profit. The parasites are probably always in-
troduced by purchasing infected sheep, and a few parasites may, under favorable
circuInstances, in a short period of time, seriously infect a whole region. It is
necessary, then, to exercise great caI'e in the purchase and introduction of new
stock and to procure evidence that new animals are not inreeted rather than to
introduce them depending upon the chance that they probably are not.
The Grand FluJi.e is probably a native of this country though first re-
ported from a. zoological garden in Italy. It is often confused with the last
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FIG. 7.-GynaecopllOnes haeu-
ratoouis. male with female.
mall:llifted; a he.temale, partly
enclosed by body 01 male i kg;
a, anlerior end of female: 0 e.
posterior part of sume; d. cen-
ter of same seen throup;h bod.v
of femltle; e. folded edA'c of
body of male, forminp; so-called
Il'ynaecophoric canal; 1 g,
depth of car al at posterior end;
h. tlepth at anterior end; i,
oral sncker. k, vental sucker of
male.
species (F. hepatica) which it closely resembles but is undoubtedly distinct, as
the following specific dia<:tnosis will show:
Fasr'iol:t MnJ{nn ( Bassi) Stiles, 18\)4.
SYN.-Distoma TntlJ{TlUm Bass.1875; D. hepaticum in parL Curtice 1887; Fas-
ciola hepR.ticn in part Dinwiddie 188U; F. carnosa HassaJl tR91; F. americana
HaRsall 18Dl: D. texanicum [·'!'Uncis 1K91; D. crassum in part Leidy 1891;
CladocoellUm gignnteullJ in part St08sich 1892.
Body flesh-colol'ed when alive, broad, t hid{; much larger than F. helmtica;
length :da to 100 10m.; breadth 11 to 26 mm.; thickness 5 to 4.5 mm. The
conical anterior pal·t is hardly set off at, all from the posterior. The posterior
end is bluntly rounded, and margin more convex. Iu genel'al the stmcture is
vel'Y similar to D. hepflticl1m excflpt that the ffisophagus is longer. the intes-
tines 1IIore branched, and the yolk glands confined to the ventral side of the
intestine; eggs oval, 0.109 to 0.168 mm.long by .075 to .096 mm. wide.
This fluke has been the subjf!ct of special study by FranCIS of the Texus
Agricul tural Collpg'e, and by St,iles of the Bureau of Ani mal Industry at \Vash-
ing-ton, D. C. It ir; founel in cysts in the liver of cattle and of several species of
deer and is very widely distributed, occurrin~on the authority of various per-
sons in Texas, Arkansas, California, Iowa, I1linoifl, New York ( Adirondacks),
and Italy. It is probably preRen t in most partr; of this country.. In importance
it stands hardly sf~cond to F. hepatica, but of its life-history nothing is defin-
itely known, and for fnrtherdetails 011 the anatolllY than are shown in Plate 11.,
those intpl'estpd r;llOuld consult the papers quoted. It, is of course probable that
it resembles F. hepatica in its life-history as well as in structure. 1\lethods of
prevention of the same character will probably sllcceed.
'I'he genus GyntDCOpllOrus differs from all other
diRtomes in having the sexes separate; the female
iscylindl'ical, and is held in a canal formed by the
infolded edges of tbe body of the male. The two
branches of the intestines are united to form a
single canal in the posterior quarter of the body.
The nlPmbers of this genus are among the most
feared of human parasitrs, living in the blood and
giving rise to dangerous symptoms.
The Uuman 11100(1 FluJie. (Fig. 7). Gy-
TJ;ecophoI'l1s lW:lJlfltobius (Bilharz) Dies. 1858.
SYN.- Di~·t()mn hwmatobium Bilhal'z 185~;
Bilharzj[J hmmatobia Cobbold, 1859; Schistosoma
~ hmml1tobiuTlI Weinl., 1858; l'hecosoma bfvmato-
Jnuim Moq. 'l'and., HHlO; Distoma capeTlse,Harley,
1854.
Male 11 to 14 mm. long, 1 1I11l1. wide. The flat-
tem'd allterim end is very short, and bears the
two suckers. These have a diameter of 0.24 mill.,
and are very pl·omillent. 'I'he canal formed by
the inroJled eclges of the vrntral surface is cylin-
drical, 0.2 III 111. in diameter. The outer dorsal
surface is covere(l with spinous prominences. The
5-6 testes lie directly behind the ventral bucker,
and open at the forward end of the ventral canal
by a simple duct without a cirrus.
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PLATE II.
FASCIOLA MAGNA.
These figures are reproduced from Dulletln 18, of the Texas Experiment Stat.lon. They
are very kindly loaned by the author. Dr. Francis. for uee In thlll report.
Figs. 14-16, photographs from preparations double natuI'll1 size. One can
distinguish the oral aud ventral Buckers, the dark area occupied by the
uterus,and thecomplico.ted brnnchingsof theaIJmentary calIRI. Compare with
Plate I., figures 5 and 13 illustrating tha atructure of Ii'. hepatica.
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The fplllltle is cylindrical, much more elonKatl!d than the 11111 Ie, length lip to 20
mm., thickness 0.2 mm, Sucker"!, as well a"! anterior body I't'~ion,poorly devel-
opell. E~u:l'l 0.12 mm, long, 0,04 mm. wide, with a latel'al 01' terminal spine,
, but no COVill'.
The human blood fluk\-! has been found in one of tho monkeys, also, and a
nearly r...Jl1tecl i'Pf'cies occupies a similar place and gives ri"!e to similar disor-
ders in cattlp. The native home of this gpnus is Africa, where it is fOIJlJd f!'Om
Egypt to the Cape, Hnd from the East to the West, on the COIlHt, and in the in-
terior, Exceptional C/lses havp been reported in southl!rl1 Europe, bu t those
afflicted had brou!!;ht the paraHitH irom Africa. Thus fal' it seems not to
have obtained a foot,ing' in auy 01 IWI' count,ry. Tho adult worm inhabits the
portal syste'm, esppcially the splenic vein, and the plexu"! of the urinllry organs
and the rectum, The large Ilumbers of blood corpu.,cles found in the intl'r;tine
of the llUm"ite show fhat it lives from the blood into which also the eggs aI'e
laid in eno('nlOUS numbers They accumulate in the capillaries of various or-
gans, (;nch as the Ii vel' or lungs, and give riR" to pathological changes of a
Revere character. The inflamed vessels are ruptured, aud masl..ws of Pl!I!S are
Aet, free. If thiA happen" in the intel'.ltine a kind of dysentery is )lrodllc,'r!
1\Iore commonly it is in cOllnection. with the kidrlPY, and so-callpd bloody
ul'ine reKults The diseaRP- is HO common that in some regions half the popu-
lation are suffererH, Its termination depends diJ'ectly on the degl'ee of the
infection,
'1'he p;pnus i1l1JfJhistom<'l differs from the distomees in that the two suckers are
locftted one at eithpI' end, and a vPlltml sucker is wanting, A single species of
the genus may bH mentioned briefly.
The Conical Amphistome -Alllphistoma conicurn (Zed,) Rud, 1809,
SYN,-Festucnria cervi Zeder 1792; F'ascioln elapllI Gmelin 1789; Mon-
ostoma conicum Zellel' 1800,
Body 10 to 13 mill, long, 2 to 3 mill. wide, ovoid, narrow in front and in.
creaKing toward the posterior end, slightly curved on ventral face, E!!gs
O,16xO.091111ll,
This l'.lpecies is pa.rasltic in the rllfllPn of cattle and sheep in India and Aus.
tralia. It lives Ilmon~ the large villi of thH stomach attached by the posterior
sucker, Its eff·ct on the hO:-lt is uncertain, and its life history unknown, It
has been found in Canada by Wl'ight, but has not yet been reported from thp
United States.
Or(leI' II.-CESTODES. OR T APR\VORUS.
Elongated flat 'lVOI'IllS, always segmented, at least internally, without ali
mentary canal and with organs of fixation, as suckers or hooks, at the anterior
end, All are endopuru"ites,
This group inclndHs a lal'ge number of forms, many of exheme importance,
The body is characteristically ribbon-like and frequently ,;I10w"!externall,v its
d iviAion into "links," seglllen ts, or pro:.!;lottids, a division which is al WHyS
1I10re indistinct neal' the head and mo"t evident at the posterior end of tho
budy. In some case.s thesel divisolls cannot be l'.leen exte1'llally, but may bll
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detected by examining the internal structure. The so-called head is a bulb-like
enlargement of one end of the ribbon-shaped body which bears a group of
Buckers and sometimel:l a crowu of hooks by which the wOI'ms maintain their
position in the alimentary canal. Without exception these forms are internal
parasites, and the adult lies extended in some part of the alimen tary canal, a
connecting duct, or, rarely, in the body cavity of the host. The immature stage
ill found usually in a resting condition, encysted in some organ of another host.
'rhe life history is complicated and in many CllseR unknown.
The considerable similarity in external appearance and the extreme vari-
al.Jility of the muscular body,which, like the Trematodes, has no hard skeletal
parts, render confusion in determining species very likely. 'rhis has resulted
in the description of the same species under many different names, as a glance
at the liRts of parasites will show. It hos also led to the enormous increase
in the number of species in the genus 'l'mnia until there were included under
that name, fOI'ms with a certain similarity of external appearance to be sure,
bnt so uulike, not only in internal structure, but also in hosts and life.history
that they are certainly only distantly related. The division of the old genus
'Drmia was first logically entered upon by Leuckart, aud his 1V0rk has been
added to by R. Blanchard, Railliet and Stiles. In this summary, I have
adopted the system given by Railliet in his Medical and Agricultural Zoology,
with slight additions and changeR.
'1'ho family of the Tamiadre is characterized by a head armed with four
Buckers, by segments distinctly separated and by genital orifices situated at
the edges of the segments.
'rhe mutual relations of longitudinal nerve, excretory ducts, and sexual ~a­
nals afford a reliable basis for the distinguishing of g-enera and subgenel'a in
this famiIJ', as was shown by Stiles in a recent paper. This author gives a key
repl'e3enting the approximate relationships of the fOl'ms; since it may be of
use to those who undertake an exteuded study of the group it is given here:
I. Scolex in most cases with hooks; utel'us haviug a median trunk with lat-
eral branches; vitellaria simple, me(lian: genital pore single; dOl'sal
vessel narrower than the ventl'al and dorsa-median to the Jattel'; no
circular commissure; eggs without pyriform appara tus Tmllia s. st.
A. Genital ducts pass on the ventral side of the nerve and of tha two lon-
gitudinal vessels; dorsal vessels surrounded by two branches of the
transverse commissure T. crassicollis.
B. Genital ducts pass between the dorsal and ventral longitudinal vessels.
D. Nerve on dorsal side of genital ducts...... 'l'. solium and T. sagilla.ta.
b. Nerve on ventral side of the genital ducts T. sermta..
II. Scolex without hooks j one or two transverse uteri present j aIle or two
genital pores and vitellaria, the latter never median; genital ducts pass
to the dorsal side of the nerve; eggs with pyriform appara tus.
A. One trllDsverse uterus present.
a. Uterus with simple dilatations j genital ducts dorsal to two longi-
tudinal vessels; dorsal vessel between nerve and ventral vessel;
two genital pores like T. marmotm.
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b. Uterus with ascon·spore-like egg sacs; pyriform apparatus with-
out horns; genital ducts between dorsal and ventral longitudinal
vessels Thysanosoma.
B. Two uteri and two genital pores present; horns of pyriform apparatus
well developed; genital ducts pass to the dorsal side of dorsal and
ventral vessels Moniezia.
C. Utel'us single or double without aRcon·spore-lik~ l>gg sacs; €'ggs with
single shell; genital pores irregularly alternate; strobila narrow;
testes absent from median portion of median field Stilesia.
III. All four longitudinal vessels well developed and connected by a circular
commissUl'e; nerve passes to the dorsal side of the genital ducts; only
one genital pOl'e in each segment, two laterael elongated vitellaria.
............................................................ lchthyot:ElJilt.
The peculiar position of Tmuia malmotm in Ule above key goes ta show that
it will probably prav!! to be the reprpsentative o! a llew genus when it shall be
carefully studied. The genus lchthyotmnia contains ouly fish parasites, and
will nut be considered, but the others are discussed in detail in the following
pugee.
SUB-FAMILY. CYSTO'l'AENI£.-The body is large und the head almostalways
provided with a double or triple I'OW of hooks. 'l'he ripe segments fire longer
than broad with a m,~diarn lougitudinaluterus having latp-ral branches. E!!gs
provided with a double envelope and the larva a Cysticercus or "bladder
worm" of large size enclosing a considerable alllount of fluid. The known
hosts of both larva and adult are mammals.
The single genus of this sub-family is the now restricted group under the old
name '1mnia. It includes the two most common human tape-worms, one of
which may well serve as type for the genus.
The Reef Tape-\Vorm. Tmnia saginata Goeze 1782.
SYN.-T. mediocalJellata Kuchelllll. 1852; '1mniarhynclllls mediocanellatus
Weillland 1858; '1'. inermis Moq. Tand. 1860.
Totallen~th4 to 8 m.; 12 to 1300 proglottids; the head is1.5 to 2 mm. thick
and without hooks; in the middle in front a shallow depression around which
are four strong suckers, 0.8 mm. in diameter and surrounded often by a border
of granulated black pigmE'nt. Neck 1 to 1.5 mm. long, half as wideas the head;
pl'oglottids broadest at the middle, where they measure 12 to 14 mm. in width.
Towards theend they become longer and narrower, and the terminal segments
are thick, melon-seed-shaped, and measure 18 to 20 mm. in length by only 5 to
7 mm. in width. 'l'heuterus is distinguished by thenumber of lateral branches,
20 to 30, which lie close together and branch dichotomously. Eg-gsoval30 to
40 fLlong, 20 to 30 fL widE', surrounded usually with the vitelline membrane.
'l'his '1'mnia, which is also known as the unarmed human tape-worm, iuhabits
the small intestine of man. The larva is Cysticerr.lIs bovis of the muscles ond
viscera of cattle. The cosmopolitan character of both hosts are sufficient to
show that the worm is distl'ibuted over the entire earth. It is also noticeable
that this species is gl'owing steadily more common, while the other human
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Tmnia, the species next to be described, is becoming rarer. Railliet quotes in-
teresting tables to show this increase in the beef tape-worm in France.
The statistics of maritime hospitals givethefollowing numberof men infected
with tape-worm among those admitted in the six five-year periods between
1860 and 1890.
1861 to 1865............ 33 in 130,927, or 0.20 per 1,000
1866 to 1870.......................................... 95" 152,822," 0.62" "
1871 to 1875...... 422" 137,361," 3.06" "
1876 to 1880 1,108 " 130,898," 8.45" .,
1881 to 1885 1,565 " 155,646, "10.05" "
1886 to 1.890 2,253 " 152,352, "14.80" "
'l'his increase, which is both constant and rapid, is due to the increased con-
sumption of rare beef, which permits the introduction of the larva into th!.'
system while yet alivp.
A n STRuCTuRE.-The head (Fig. 8) of this
tape-worm is of cOlJsiderable size, and vario':!
somewhat in shape, according to theamoullt
of extension or contraction. These sallle
conditions govern a still greater amount 01
variation in the neck, as the slimmer, unseg-
mented portion dil'ectly behind the head ill
called. If the neck is stretched the head ap-
pears peUl'-shaped, if the former is con-
tracted, the head is a little more than a.
slight enlargement at its end. By far the
largest part of the head is occupied by the
four muscular suckers, which often project
considerably and always show prominently
their thick muscular walls. The center of
the head in front of the suckers is occupied
hy a fleshy projection, the so-called rostel·
lum. It is shaped like a shallow saucer with
elevated margin, and is in all respects like
the corresponding structure of the armed
tape-worm, save that it has no hooks. One
near'ly constaut and characteristic featuI'e
of the beef 'Tmnia is the considerable amount
FIG. S.-Head and neck of l·reD/a. of pigment in the head. 'l'his is usually col·
88giDa.ta. A. In contracted. B in ltd' th "'t f th k f .
extpnded condition. X8. [Alter Le~ck- ec e m e VIClDl yo· e suc ers, ormmg
hart.] a dark colored ring,or backgl'Ound to t.hem.
As a special variety of this species there has been described from the south a
form entirely covered by this black pigment.
Almost the entire mass of the first part of the body is made up of muscles
and loose connective tissue in which the sexual organs are developed in older
segments. Two systems deflCrve. however, on account of theil' importance in
the determination of species. special men tiou; these are t he nervous and the ex-
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cretory systems. The center of the nervous system is a ganglionic mass, or
"brain,"inthe head j from this longitudinal nerVIl stems, one near each side of
the chain of proglottids, extend to the posterior end of the body.- The main
stems of the cxcl'etory system cOllfdst of a ring vessel in the head, and two, or
four, longitudinal stems (C, Fig. 9), which run backwards near the nerves (N),
and, joining together in the terminal segment" open outwards at the posterior
tip of the body. At the postel'ior edge of each segment the longitudinal ex·
cretory trunks are joined by a cross vessel. The finer details of these two sys-
tems are not es-
sential for our
purpose. The
relative posi.
tion of nerve
and excretory
trunks serves as
a means of dis-
tinguishing va-
rious genera of
tape-worms.
The structure
of the sexual or-
gans is of such
importance for
the identifica-
tion of species
that they must ' 0" d' 1,
be considered in C N
de ta i I. Seg- FIG. 9.--Sexually mature proglottid of Tmnfa. 8sginata. X 10. [Alter
ments which are Leucl;hal·t]
about a foot or a foot and a half from the head are most favorable for this
study. Here the organs of both sexes are well developed. They are best
Btuclied in specimens preserved as specified in Appendix A; yet fresh segments,
cleaned in salt solution and compressed as directed for the study of flukes, give
good results.
The structure of the sexual organs in this species is represented in the adjoin.
ing figure (Fig. 9).
Of the male organs the testes are seen as countless small round masses, which
fill the entire width of the proglottid between the lateral excretory vessels, but
are most numerous in the forward part and towards the sides of the segment.
Fine ducts which lead from these orgalls, come together, and not far from the
center of the proglottid form the beginning of the so-called vas deferens, a wind-
ing tube with prominellt walls which extends directly towards the edge of the
segment and ends with a conical muscular organ, known as the cirrus. This
pt'ojects slightly into a cup-shaped depression on the side of the proglottid, into
which the female organs also empty. This depression seems to project since its
edge is pushed out beyond the level of the edge of the segment, and its opening
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}'Ig, 10. Successive positions of
ripe segments of Fllinia sag/nata,
Natural size (Laboulbene,)
is often called the common sexual pore. These pores are not on the same side
of the segments throughout the chain, but they alternate in general, although
every chain will show numerous exceptions to the rule.
The female reproductive system hegins with the long tube leading into the
Flegment from the common genital pore where it opens a little behind the vas
deferens of the male system. This 10llg tube, which is known as the vagina,
passes in toward the center of the proglottid nearly parallel with the vas de-
ferens and makes a quartel' circle towards the posterior part of the proglottid.
Just after a small pnllll'gement, or receptacle,in which the sperm is stored up, it
enters a sphel'ical gland-the so-called shell gland-at the edge of which it re-
ceives the oviduct.. rhe two globular organs in the posterior half of the seg-
ment near the center are the two ovaries; they are connected by a cross duct,
f\'Om thecenterof which the oviduct already mentioned passes back to join the
vagina at the edge of the shell gland. In the center of the shell gland this duct
is joined by a second canal the yolk duct coming from below, f\'Om the yolk or
vitelline gland, an elongated, somewhat spindle-shaped organ in the extreme
posterior pOl,tion of the proglottid. From the center of the shell gland the
canal, formed llS already described by the union of the yolk duct and oviduct,
extends directly forward; at first small in diametol', as soon as it has passed the
tube connecting the ovaries it expauds into It cylindrical tube of some size which
extends through the centel' of the segment and ends neur its anterior limit.
This tube is the uterus, as it is found in pl'OgJottids at this stage in develop men t.
The process of fertilization is similar to that in the flukes already described,
The egl!; cells arise in the ovary, pass back through the oviduct; in the shell
gland each is fertilized b,Y sperm from the receptacle and supplied with ,volk from
the yolk gland and a covering by the shell gland itself. Thus completed they
are pushed on up into the uterus. As this has no opening they accumulate
hel'e and gradually bulge out the "lides of the uterus until its simple cylindrical
form is changed into a branched shape.which, growing larger and larger, at last
fiUR up the entire proglottid, The prog'lottid is "ripe" and is detached from
the chain to reuch the exterior in the excrement. Sinc€' the id€'utification of
the worm at this time is a matter ,of some importance a more detailed descrip-
tion must be given of the single" ripe" proglottid, which will suffice alone for
a diagnosis.
The segments of the beef tape worm are not only evacuated with the stool,
but also leave the patient spontaneously. This
is due to the prominent development of the
musculature, which exhibits itself also in the
movement of the segments long after they havo
left the intestine. Thus such segments have
been found moving over the walls of a pl'ivy or
even over the bed of the patient. The forward
edge of the proglottid was weakened by the
separation from the chain, and in these cl'awl-
ing movements the eggs are forced out of the
uterus or branches and left here and there as the
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llroglottid wanders. Naturally in this movement the shape of the body un-
dergoes considerable change. (Fig. 10.)
At this time the segments are very opaque and the shape of the uterus can
be detected best after the addition of acetic acid or potash in solution, fol-
lowed by pressure between two glass plates. Then the followill~ details can be
distinguished (Fig. 11): the median trunk of the uterus
as a thick stern, reachinl]; neal'ly to the forward end of the
proglottid but stopping some distance short of the pos-
terior end; on either side some twenty to thirt,y latf'l'U1
branches, which are close together and which extend IlSU-
ally nearly to the edge of the eegment. Most of them are
branched, but so that at any point of branching the stern
divides only into two parts. The sexual glands have dis-
appeared entirely, and only on the side of the segmeut
where the pore is located can one see ti'Uces of the vas
deferens and vagina; where these are the uterus sends au t
no lateral branches, but otherwise the proglottid is en-
tirely filled.
The changes from the condition of the segment at sex-
Ilal matmity to the" ripe" proglottid with its mass of
eggs has been produced gradually. During this time the
eg~s which have accumulated in the uterus are develop-
FIG. n.-Free seg- ing, and when the segments are set free they are in the
ment of 7om/a sa.g- d" h . th fi h tl . lk bIn e. te.. x3 (Unilliet) can ItlOn s own III e gure wore a I III yo mem rane
surrounds an opaqne oval shell, 0.03 mm. in diameter, within which can be
found the embryo. The embryo is spherical and provided with three pairs of
100lg hooks.
LIFE AND HISTORy.-The feeding places of cattle are often soiled by human ex-
crement; not inh'equently the straw and manme in the cattle yard is similal'!y
affected. In some places privy contents are used in fertilizing·fields, and finally
the method of emptying city sewerage into neighboring streams assures the
wide distribution of tape worm segments and eggs. Taken into the stomach
with food of aile sort 01' another, the embryos escape from the shell thel'e and
hare their way throu~h the wall of stomach or intestine by means of the threo
pairs of hooks. The exact method of their further wandel'jug is unknown·
Since so many make their way into the liver, it is probable that the porthl cir-
culation aids in their migration. Once settll'd in some Imitable location, they
begin to develop. 'l'hey increase very rapidly from the original microscopic size
and in two to three weeks have reached an average diameter of 0.5 mm. In
four weeks the embryo, or Cysticercus, is 2.25 mm. ill diameter, in ten 3.5 mm.,
in twenty 6 mm. by 4.5 mm., in thirty 8 to 9 mm. by 6 mill. This increase in
size is accomplishell in large part by the accumulation of a considerable
amount of watery fluid in the center, makiug the cysticercus in fact a "blad-
der-worm," as it is usually called in its later stages. In the third week, when
the bladder hus a diameter of 1 mm., a new stage begins; at one point in the
circumference an increase in the tissue produces a thickening or projection
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which continually grows larger and projects furthE'r into the cavity of the
bladder. At the sllme time a depI'ession appears atthe same point on the ont
side of the bladder and grows into the projection. At the bottom of this de-
pression, which is enlarged like a flask, there arise fonr suckers in I'e,erse. This
is the heall of the future tape-worm, yet reversed like a glove finger turned
inside out. The part behind the head continually in-
creasE'S in I!?ngth; it is to become t,he neck of the tape-
worm. Tile cysticercus (Fig. 12) has reached its full
developmen t and is ready for a transfer. It waits in
this condition in the flesh of cattle until the meat i9
brought into the human stomach. 'fhe first occurl'cnce
lllay be brought about experimentally by loosening the
cyst from its place in the flesh; freeing the cYStiCeI'CllS
from the cyst and placing it in water of a temperat ure
Fig'. 12.-Diagramatic Scc- of 1000 to 1050 1", Then the head is reversed aR if
tion of a bladder-worm
01' C.v8ticercus, showinl-'" the muscles of the bladdeI' contracted and forced it out.
the cavity of the bladder
and tho inverted head. One can easily recognize now the four suckers and the
depression between them so characteristic of the adult worm. 'l'he slender,
unsegmented neck is also evident; on it hangs a bladder now much shrunken
and folded.
In the stomach a similar process is carried on and the young tape-worm mi-
grates in to tlJO small ill testine. Here it fixes itself between the projections of
the wal:, near the beginning, and starts the last stage of its life history. In
connection with gl'owth in length comes the development of the sexual or-
gans. 'fhe length of time necessary for the production of ripe proglottids is
naturally not fixed. From nine to twelve weeks after the taking of the cysti-
cercns ripe pl"Oglottids are given off. In one case a worm of 4.8 m. total length
was bl'Onght away by medicine after 67 days; the worlll had gl'owu 72 lllm.
pel' duy and had produced daily 13 to 14 spgments.
PATIIOLOGy.-Ordinarily but a single specimen of the beef tape-worm is
found at one time in the intestine, but this cannot be taken as a rull', since
two 01' three at once are not uncommon, and up to fifty are recorded. In spite
of the absence of hookf, this 7mllht maintains its position very strongly by
means of the powerful suckers. Cabbold records cases of continued existence
of a IVOI'II1 in the intestine and constant giving off of proglottids for six, ten,
or even eleven years]
The disturbances eaused by the tape-worm in the intestine are pal,tly local
and partly general; disturbance of the digestive function and colic pains are in
the first group; fainting spells, epilepNc fits, and various nel'vous symptoms
belong to the general troubles. 'l'hese symptoms are, hO\.,.ever, so general and
so uncertain that a definite diagnosis Jllust be made by finding proglottids or
eggs-in which case also the species can b3 detel·mined. The beef tape-wol'm
is Illllch less dangerous than the here fortunately rnrer pork tape-worm, next
to be describe<].
This is not the place to consider the various methods advocated for driving
out the human tape-worm. Treatment of so violent a character should only
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be advised and curl'ied out by Borne physician; on the other hand some gen-
eral preventive measures may properly be treated here, The cysticercus Is
killed by a temperatme of 1150 to 1180 F.; it i", however, clear that all parts
of the meat would be raised to that point only on prolonged cooking; anll to
those who enjoy steak or roast beef rare this is an unwe~comerule. The real
fault lies one step further back; but to consider it properly let us first inquire
into the prevalence of the Cysticercus bovis among cattle.
'l'he cysticercus lies in connective tissue between muscle fibres and gives riso
to that condition of the beef which is commonly known as "measles." 'l'he
favQl'ile seat of the bladder-worms seems to bl! the jaw-muscles (pteryg-oid ex_
ternal and internal.) Out of 3UO infected beeves found at Berlin, Germany, in
1890,360 had the parasite only in these muscles nnll only 22 could be said to
be generally infected.
In the nature of the case the herded animals could hardly be more than
lightly infected and would display no such cxtrmue symptollls as werp called
fOl,th 111 the experiments of vat'ious German investigators who, as the result of
feeding a considerable number of ripe proglottids to cattle, note rise in temper-
ature and olhel'serious symptoms followed by death, the result of the wander-
ings of the countlrss embryos. The lightly infectell animal will show no such
symptoms and the ilTitation and IORt! due to the presence of the parasite aro
-very small. Yet the quality of the meat and its detlirability for certain pur-
poses at Ipast are vel'y seriously illlpaired.
Wby need ca t tIe become infected witb the" bladder-worm" at all? Especially
in the w{'stprn stutl'S where the land is broad and yet unpolluted by sewage, is
it true that the infection of cllttlecan only result fl'om the grossest carelessness
and disreg-ard of proper sanita.t·y rules. If the herders are not infected with the
adult worm and if pains bi taken to keep the human excrement away from
land used for pasture or for confiuillg stock, evel'S condition favors the rais-
ing of untainted animals. If, howeve/', the owner does not have regat'd to the
sanitary condition of paRture land and yal'ds, the result will certainly be the
infection of the stock. The question of pure food has been the subject of ex-
tellsive leghllatioll dul'illg the last few years uud will demand even more atten-
tion in the fu ture; und one of its foremost considera tions is good meat.
The POI'I,- Tape-woI'I1l, T;:enhz solium (L.) Rud. 1810.
SYN.-7'. TJellucida Go<'ze 1782.
Length 2 to 3.5 lll. Number of proglottid 800 to 900, of which about 100
are ripe; these mak!', howe"pr, one-third the total length. The head is spheri-
cal, 0.6 to 1. mm. thick, with n. double cI'own of wml1l1.v 26 to 28 hooks, alter-
nuting larger and smaller, an,l foUl' suckers, 0.4 to 0.5 mm. in diameter. The
neck is filiform, about 10 mm. long. First Elegments very short, 1 m. from the
head square; at the posterior end the ripe proglottids are 10-12 mm. long and
5-6 mm. bl'Oad. The uterus of the ripe pl'Oglottirls hUEl a melliam stem with 7
to 10 lateral bl'anches, which are heavJT, well separated from each other and
branched. Eggs 31 to 36 fl in diampter.
ThiR, which is also Imown as the armed human tape-worm, inhabits in the
adult condition the small intestines in man. The larva is known as Cysticercus
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FIG. 14. Anterior view of head of
1renia. Bo]ium. showin~ rogtdlnm
with crown 01 hooks and projectinl\"
suckers. [After LallOulbenc.]
cellulosi and is found encysted in the muscles and viscera of the pig ordinarily,
but also of man, dog, cat, rat, deer and ape. It l::Ieems to be distributed ovpr
the entire world with man and the pig; among those people who do not usp pork
it is not found, as it is also wantiug' in torrid regions. It is most common in
those places where pork, especially if eaten uncooked, is highly esteemed. Con-
trary to the statement of various European wri tel's it is vel'~T uncommon in lhe
United States. Jlhe recQl'ds of meat examination among some continental
peoples give a basis for estimating' the frequence of tIle Cysticercus cellulosre
which is th us found to Occur in Prussia in 1 hog out of 340, in Austria 1 au t Of
307, at TUl'in 1 in 250, at Milan 1 in 70. Leuckurt has pstimated, however
that on the average of Germany 2 to 3 hogs in 100 are infected.
S'l'IWCTURE. - In
contrast with the
beef tape-worm, it
may be noted that
the head (Fig. 13
IJ) if! smaller and
t he projection in
the center is more
prominen t as well
as armed wi th a
double row of
hooks. 'rhepoints
of the hooks lie to
be sure in a circle,
but they alternate
in size, a larger and
a smaller, and the points of attachmeut form two
lines. 'rhe form of the hooks differs as well as the
size; and the differences are evident on examination
FIG. 13.-Helld of Trenin f I fi LV 10:)
IMlium. x45. [After Leu("k· 0 t le gUI·e. (1.' 19;. o.
art.] The size of the proglottids which are sexually ma-
ture is noticeably less than those of Tmnia. snginata. They measure not
more than 4.5 to 5 III Ill. in width by 2.5 to 3 mm. in length. Such a pro-
glottid examined in the marmel' indicated for the beef tape-worm shows the
fOame orgauR in much the sallle relation, yet characteristic differences exist
sufficient to dil-;fin!!:uish clearly this species from the other. The most appal'-
eut of these (Fig. 16) is the unequal size of the two ovaries, that on the side of
the genital pore beiug mal'kedly smaller than the othel' and oval rather than
spherical. In aflditioll to this there is a small organ, in appearance like the
ovary, which lies in the angle between the vagina and the uterns; it is in fact a
diminutiv(! lobe of the ovary, as if the vagina in its course had cut off the cor·
ner of the ovary past which it rUlls. This is a constant and rt'liable pEculi-
arity of the i<pecies. Less striking, though equally constant, is thecompressed
form of the organs when compared with l'renia saginata, as it is clearly seen
in the much flattened yolk gland at the posterior edge of the proglottid.
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FIG. ](1. Genital organs 01 Tamia Bol-
ium. xl0. [Alter Leuckart.)
FIG. 17.- Free
sell;men t 01 7'11J-
nia Bolium. x3.
[Alter RaillieL)
FIG. 15. Hooks 01 Tl1Jllia Bolium. A, lnr~e
hook; n. small hook: C. lA.tter in protlle, x250.
[After Railliet.]
In the ripe segment differences between this specie.~ and the beef tape-worm
are no less characteristic. It is in general t.rue that the proglottids are not
given off separately, but in sets of two or three. They are also
thinnel', wpaker. and in general smaller (compare Figs, 11 and
17) and' wore tmnsparentj but these are relative characters
and consequently somewhat deceitful. It is the form 01 the
uterus (Fig. 17) which gives the proglottids a decisive chnruc-
tel'. In general the lesser number of lateral branches and tho
looser arrangement of the system as a whole, as well as the
hpavier, thicker appearance of the lSeparate parts in thi8 spe-
cies make confuflion unlikely. Thel'e are only seven to nine lat-
eral bl'anches, which are more heavily and unevenly branched
and not infrequently enlarged at the end like a club. 'rhe
movements of the free sep;ments (Fig. 18) are both slower
and also weaker than those of '1', sllgilUlta.
LWE HISTORY.-The eggs resemble vpry closely those of the beef tape-worm,
being only more nearly spherical; they enclose a six-hooked cmbl'yo of exactly
similar appeal'UllCe to those of 1 wnh/' saginata. No evidence is at hand on
the way in which the embryo reach theil' resting place fl'Om the intestine. It is
evident that the usually more carelessly kept swine run greater risks of infec-
tion than the cleaner cattle, and what was said of the pl'Obable met hod of in_
fection of the laiter with the embryo of the beef tape-worm applies with double
fOI'ce to the ho~. The development of the embl'yo of 'rami;], so/illIn does not
seem to be so rapid as that of Twnia snginlltll; for the former has reached
in eight day"" the 'yonngf'st known, a size of only 0.033 by 0.024 mm. At the
end of three ,yeeks they are 0.8 mm in diameter, and in thirty-two days from
1 to 6 mm. by 0.7 to 2.5 mm. Ev'en' in the smallest bladder-worms mentioned
t he head projection conld be sppn, and in those of three weeks old the neck has
!,:,I'own so long as to bp crooked 1i1,e an "L." In the second and third l1Ionth
the suckers and hooks are formed and further development is in the pOl'tion
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[A.lterlo'IG. 18.-Movements of sca:ment of Trenin soJium.
Davaine.]
between head and
bladder-a part
which,growing con-
stantly larger and
larger, compels a
further twisting 110
as to produce often
a complete cil'cle
and half of a second. Yet it is highly probable that before the close of the
third month the pork bladder-worm is ripe and capable of being transferred
successfully.
1'hough man is tl1f1 only host of the adult worm it is possible to bring
the bladder-worm to a partial development in other animals, such as the
rabbit, and the clxperiments show that both the bladder and the long worm-
like portion which has developed between bladder and head are lost alld only
the head with a sllOrt thin" npck" remain to form the starting point of the
new worm, Experiments show that from eleven to twelve weeks are necessary
to bring the worm to full development in the intestine and to cause evacuation
of proglottids.
PATHOLoGy,-The pork tape-worm gives rise to conditions in the human in-
testine not unlike those caused by l'mnin stlgintlta and already described, In
keeping with the smallel' Rize and less active movernen ts of the worm the IIU tri-
tive and nervous disturbances are less marked than in the case of the bed
tape-worm. Were it not for another character it would be a less dallgerous
guest" for it has iu spite of the cI'own of hook::! a less powerful hold in the in-
testme than the beef tape worm, 'l'he peculiarity which makes it far more to
be feared is the ability of the cysticercus to develop in the human body just as
well as in the pig. Siuce the Cysticercus cellalosm, the bladder worm of the
beef l'WTJia, probably never develops in the human system, the pork Tmnia iil,
in spite of the less distUl'bance in the intestine, a far more dangerous species,
for the proglottids and eggH which are discharged by the patient are a source
of danger to ltim"elf and his surroundings so great that Leuckart says the
removal of the worm should be regulated by law since the host of a 'J a'l1Fa
Bolium is a menace to all who are brought in contact with him.
In hogs experimentally infected by being fed ripe proglottids, as many as
80,000 cysticerci have been found in the flesh; in those which are accidentally
infected the number is not over 20,000, or about fifty to every ounce I The
cysticerci are most common in the breust and shoulder muscles, tongue, and
hams, In regard to the effect of the introduction of the embryos into the hog
and subsequent disturbances, it may be said that it depends so greatly npon
the number rather than the conditions, that no positive statement can be
made. In the extreme case, however, the animal suffers definite cachexia and
ultimately death, The condition of the muscles with the bladder-worm is
known us "measles," and" measley" pork is then the means of introducing
the tapll-V'OI'Jl1 in to the human system.
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But the bladder-worm, as well as the adult Tmnia, are at home in the human
boily, and the infection with the embl'yos demands Borne explanation. Of
course, the m08t immediate method is by the transfer of eggs from Bome in-
fected person, and it needs hardly be said that the percentage of infection
stands directly in proportion to the care and cleanliness of various regions
and families, though, of course, accidental introduction of eggs in drinking
water, on vegetables, etc., must not be forgotten. Self-infection is also ex-
tremely probable, and it is by no llloans neClo'ssary that the introduction of the
eggs take place through the mouth. If any digestive disturbances exist by
which the ripe pl'Oglottids can be canied back from the intestine into the·
stomach by reversed movements of the intestine, the suhlltance of the Bf.'g-
ments would be destroyed by the stomach juices and the embryos set free. to
wander out into the body. It will of course be rare that this reVf.'rse action
takes place in such a way that the proglottids remain in the stomach to be
digested, for ordinarily the reverse movement continues and the contents of
the stomach are also ejected from the body. Numerous cases of the vomiting
of pl'oglottids are known.
So much is certain: the infection with the cystIcercus is most dangerous fOI'
the host of the adult worm anfl those who brought it in regular contact with
him. 'fhe pathologicnl conditions brought about by the Cj'sticel'cus cellulosm
vary greatly with its seat. In tIle subdermal tissUll or body muscles no appre-
ciable harm is caused by one or even a few. In the heart muscles their pI'es-
ence is more to be feared and the exact location will uetermine the nature of
the trouble caused by them. Dangerous functional disturballces and patllO-
logical changes are due to their lodgment in the eye, as is not uncommon, and
finally the brain bladder-worms are the cause of extreme symptoms of nervous
disorder which vary gr'eatly in the special case. Enough has been said to
show the dangerous character of this human tape-worm and of the necessity
of guarding against such an un we~come guest.
TREATME!'iT.-What was said with reference to Tmnia saginata applies equally
well here. 'freatment should not be undertaken except under the advice and
direction of un experienced physician. FOI,tunately the habit of eating raw or
rare pork is very seluom met among us ill the United Stutes and hence no uoubt
the comparative infrequency of the pork tape-worm. 'fhe real precaution
ISIJOuld be on the part of the swine breeder that his hogs do not become infected
and hence al'e not in condition to spread the infection. On this point Leuckart
says: "It is not alone the distribu tion and abundance of the tape-worm which
is the dechlive element in the question, but in much higher degree the care and
nOUl'ishment of the swine. it· * * As a matter of fact the introduction of
8tall feeding is said to have reduced the bladder-worm sickness notict'ably in
mauy placps. Afa vorable result is, however, on~y to be expected when the swine
RI'e at the same time kept decently clean and have no access to dung heaps and
pI'ivy waste which are both to a certain l!f.'gree suspicious. The food also must
natnrally be kept from any sort of contact with human excrement and any
tape-worm patient must be at once removed frOm all contact with the swine or
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from the vicinity." What keen censure his remarks contain on the methods
adopted by some breeders, not only in Germany, but here among us in the
Uuited States; and who has not seen pig pens which could hardly be called
"decently" dirtyll
Tile Mal·giuetl Tmnia.--Ta:min mlll'ginlltn Batsch 1786.
SYN.-T;fmia e cJsticerco tenuicolle Kl1chenm. 1853.
The largest of the Toouias of the dog: length 1.5 to 3 m. Head quadran-
gular, 1 mm. in diameter. Suckers weaker
and smaller than in 1'. saliun, hooks of much
the same size, Lut slimmer,32 to 42 in num-
ber, usnally 36 to 38. Neck but little thin-
ner thau the head. Proglottids evident close
behind the head; tlwy increase in width grad-
ualls, bptOming qn'Hll'Utic GO to 60 em.
Lehind the head. The posterior edge of the
proglottid projeetd and shows a wavy out-
line. 'I.'he last spgmell ts measure 4 to 5
mm.wide,by 9 to 11 mm. long. Uterus with
short median stem and few (at most 8)
Fl/\'. 19.-1'mnia margina.ta. natnral size: A. large hook; B. small hook; A and B magnified
250 times. [After Haillier.]
lateral branches which m'e themselves supplied with strong branches reaching
far forward and back. Eggs round, 0.031 to 0.036 mm. in diameter.
This Tmnia (Fig. 19.) !iv,'s in the small intestine of the dog and wolf. It is
by far the largest of the canine tape worms and is but little smaller than the
pork tape-worm of man for which it has been often mistaken. Its larva is
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known as Cysticercus tenuicollis (Fig. 20),it
lives singly orin gl'OUpS in the omentum, liver
and other viscera ot ruminants and swine·
It is particularly characterized by the enor-
mous caudal vesicle which reaches a size
of 160 mm. in length by 60 to 70 mm. in
width. The neck is long and thin and the
head minute in comparison with this enor-
mous bladder worm. Ten to twelve weeks
suffice for the development of the adult and
for the expulsion of ripe proglottids.
PATHOLoGY.-In Europe this Tmnia is
very common in the dog being varyingly
prpsen t in fro m 73 per ceu t in Iceland to u
per cen tat Lyons, France, of the animals ex·
amined. More important is the bladder·
worm found in co. ttle, shepp and goats. It Fig. 20.-C.rsticercns tenu/collis.
With the head everted. Nuturalsize.is present ordinarily in slllall numbers but [Alter nall1iet.]
if one of these swallows at once a fragment of the 1'mnia recently voided uy a
dog, the emigl'ation of the larvro to liver and peritoneum gives rise to hepa tic
hemorrhage, terminating fatally in many cases. Though frequently classed
as a par'asite of man, the statement rests on a miilquotation, and in spite of
the close intimacy of man and dog in Iceland, wllere the pal'asi(e il:! very com·
mon, it has never been found in the human system as adult or larva.
The SeJ.'rate Tape-'Vol'm, Tmuia. serra-ta. Goeze 1782. (Fig. 21.)
Total length 50 to 100 em.; head large, approximately spherical, 1.3 mm.
in diameter, armed with a double crown of 38 to 48 hooks (Fig. 22). Neck
slightly smaller than the head, 1 to 3 mm. long'. Proglottids at first very
narrow, becoming quadratic at 20 to 25 mm. behind the head, ripe proglottids
10 to 12 mm. long, 4 to 5 mm. broad. Anterior edge of the proglottids nal'-
rower than the posterior whereby the chain apppars senate (" saw-toothed ");
uterus, with long median stem, having on each side 8 to 10 lateral bruncllPs,
themselves abundantI,Y and irregulal"1y branched. Eggs 0,036 to 0.040 111m.
long, by 0.031 to 0.036 mm. wide.
Tmnia serratn lives in the small intestine of the dog in company with
the last species, with which it is often confused. It JIlay be easily distin·
guished, however, by the form of the uterus (Fig. 23), as well as by the forms
of thp hooks (Fig. 22). 1'hese are at least a thil'd long'er and strongel' than in
'1: ma.l'ginntn (Fig. 19). Both the head and the suckers are also larger ill this
species, 'l'he larva is Cysticerclls pisiformis ZedeJ', which is found in the peri.
toneum of the rabbit and hare. It is widely distributed, and is not uncommon
ill rabbits in Lincoln.
PATHOLoGY.-In northern Europe it seems to be rare, only one dog in 500
at Copenhagen being infected with this Rpecies j in !<'rance it is much more com.
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FIG. 22.-JIooks or Twniaserrllta.. X 250. [Arter
Hailliet.]
Fro. 23.-Rlpe seg·
ment of Twnia ser- FIG. 24.-1100ks or TOllin
ratn. X 3. [Arter cl"llssico/lis. X 125. [Artel'
Hailliet.] Neumann.]
Tbe Tbick·Neckefl Treuia. 7'mnia, crassicollis Rud. 18]0.
'rotallength 15 to 60 em. Head hemispherical 1.5 to 1.7 mill. in diameter,
with a double row of 29 to 52 hooks (Fig. 24). Neck indistinct, as broad or
broader than the head. Ripe proglottids 8 to 10 mill. long by 5 to 6 mm.
Wide. with pl'Ojecting corners. Eggs spherical 0.031 to 0.037 mm. in diameter.
man, being found in 27 dogs
out of 100 at Lyons, and being
even more common in PUl'is,
The Cysticerclls is not Ol'din-
arily Rufficiently abundant to
cause trouble, though if numer-
ous the reverse is true. In any
case it causes dangerous lesions
in its passage through the
liver or peritoneum.
Both larva and adult are
common in Lincoln.
FlO. 21.-1amia serrllta, natural size.
[After Railiiet.
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Fig. 25.-Tamia crenurUB. natural size.
[Alter RallUet.]
This parasite lives ill the small intestine of the house cat and numerous
wild species. Its bladder-worm, the (ystirercus fllsriolaris, is found ill the
liver of the rat, mouse, and wild species of the gellus. In appearance this
bladder-worm is ver.v peculiar: the vesicle is very poorly developed, while the
body is long and divided into segments; it varies in total length from 3 to 20
cm. and more. Curiously enough the entire body is lost when the larva is
brought into the stomach of the cat, and only the head survives to attach
itself ill the inteRtine and to develop anew the Tmnia.
PATHOLoGY.-The worm is not infrequently present in large numbers in the
intestine of the cat, and especially after invasions of rat armieH have caused
veritable epizootics among the cats, giving rise to inflammation, fatui in some
cases. Zschokke recOl'ds its occurrence also in the stomach, where it causes
severe gastritis.
I have collected both larvallnd adult worms in Lincoln, where they seem very
common.
The "Ghl " Tape WorJu, T[l]nia camUT1JS KUchenm. 1853. (Fig. 25.)
'I.'otal length 40 to 60 ern. Head pear-shaped, small, 0.8 Illlll. in diametel',
armed with a double row of 28 to 32 hooks (Fig. 26). Neck long, slimmer tlwn
the head; proglottids lIa ITOW, square at 15 to 20 em. from the head; ripe
segments, slightly elliptical, 8 to 12
mm. long, 3 to 4 mm. wide. Utcrns
with median stem, and 20 to 25
branches on ei ther side, which are
near']y parallel, simple, and not long.
Eggs I:'pherical, 0.031 to 0.036 mm.
in diameter.
'I.'he "gid" tape-worm lives ill the
latter pOl,tioll of the small intestine
of the dog. Its bladder-worm, known
as Cmnurus cel'ebralis Rud., under-
goes its development in the brain or
spinal cord of the sheep ordinarily,
but also less commonly of cattle,
horse, and numerous wild herbivorous
mammals.
LIFE HISTORY.-If ripe segments 01
the tape-worm are fed to a lumb the
six-hooked em br.yos become free, pen-
ett'ate the walls ot the intestine, and
ore tul,en 110 doubtby the circulation
to the various orguns. In some, us
the lungs, liver, or heart, development
goes on to a certain period, then ceasel'l,
and the embryo pel'ishes. On the
other hand, those whieh reach the brain
or spinal cord find conditions under
'\\ hich they continue to develop. Here
they grow in two to three weeks to a
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diameter of 0.6 to 3 mm. The fir:>t indication of a head comes at about five
to six: weeks, and full development is reached in t!yo to three monthf'. They
are then bladderd, vat'ying from the size of a cherry to that of a hen's egg.
(Fig. 27). The wan is then translucent and covered with little white spots in
B
Fig. 26.-Hooks of Tmnia caiDurus: Fl!\". 27.-Cwnurus cerebrali.~, a1co-
X 2,,0. [After Haillip.t.] holle specimen. [After Neumann.]
irregular groups. '1'hese spots represent each a tapeworm head, and the to-
talnumbel' may be 500. When introduced into the intestine of a dop; the
various heads may each give rise to a ta peworm. The development of the
adult is rapid. Leuckart says that ripe segments me fonnd in from three to
four weeks. It is ordinal'ily true that only a certain number of the heads
actually develop, the weaker goin/! to pieces.
PATHOLoGY.-The aduit worm lives commonly in shepherd rlogs in considera-
ble numbers, varying from a dozen to two hundred. The disturbance to the
dog iA, however, in most cases. insufficient to attract attention. With the
larva, CamulUs cerebra/is, the matter stalldA very differently. While the em-
bryos are active and passing through the tissues, the shepp show only in severe
cases signs of disease. Latel' on sj"mptoms are aggravated by two causes-
irritation and pl'essure connected with the growth of the C(ED/il·US. '1'he pe-
culiar actions of the sheep ~ive to the disease its name of "gid," or "stagg-erg,"
and the symptoms can hardly be mistaken. Death occurs in six week from the
appearance of these symptoms. The only danger of confusion lies in the (liE-
ease known as "false goid," which is caused by the lat'vffi or Oestrus o vis, or
"grub-in-the-head." In this ease symptoms of catarrh are present and there
is less of the tuming which is characteristic of the true gid.
TnEATMENT.-A method of cure is here as before difficult to suggest. The
process of trephining, i. e., of removing a portion of the skull and then punc-
turing the bladder has been advocated. The opemtioll is, howevel', one which
requires considerable skill and its success somewhat, uncprtain. Furthermore
the impossibility of such a plan when the flock to be treated is of considerable
size needs no further explanation. It will be probably more practicable in all
cases, save those of extremely valuable stock, to kill the animals affected.
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In this case preventive tl'eatment is not only possible but involves no difollcul.
ties at all beyond the carefnl and precise observations of the rules laid down.
'fhe hends of sheep which are slaughtered or which have died should not be left
where the dogs can have access to them, They should be boiled or burned.
The same holds true of the viscera. At the same time the dogs should be
regularly and carefully treated fOl' worms so that tbe pasture ground bo not
infected by their droppings. The treatment and handling of tbe dogs may well
be the same as that recommended for Tmnia marginlltll. If the dogs are kept
free from the adult tapeworm, the flock cannot become infected with the
"girl;" and the stock raiser cannot afford to have his dogs in-
fected, not only on account of ,this species, but also on account of
those already described and because of the next species which is
evpn more dangerouS". It is advice which cannot be too often
repeated.-Keep the dogs free from tltpe-worms.
rrrenia ecltinoccns v. Siebold 1853.
SYN.-Echinococcifer echinococcus Weinland 1861.
A minute tnpeworm (Fig. 28), only 2.5 to 5 mm. long. Head
small, 0.3 mm. in diameter, rostellum pl'Ojecting, armed with
thirty to forty hooks in a double row. The chain is composed of
only three or four segments, of which the last alone is ripe and in
size exceeds the rest of the body.
This tapeworm is at horne in the beginning of the small intes-
tine of the dog, where it is found in considerable numbel's, even
thollHands at once. It has a wide distribution; in Iceland it is
found in twenty-eight dogs out of 100; in Switzerland in four out
of 100, and in Frunce seven out of every 100 are thus infected.
In Australia it is said to be very common, and in the United
States it bali been certainly reported but once or twice.
Tbe larva or bladder worm is known as a hydn tid, the Echi-
nocoCCUS polymol'phus Dies., and undOl'goes its devl'!opOlent in It
great val'iety of host, as well as in almost any PUl't of the body.
Man, rattle, shp.ep, swine, dog, cat, horse, rabbit, and half a score
FIG. 28, of othel' forms are said to shelter it.
Adult 7'mnia.
echinococ- LIFE HISTORY.-l'he experiments of Leuckart and others'have
~~~.m[lW~~ placed the connection between the tapeworm and the hydatid be-
Perronclto]. yond question. Shoats seem to be the most favorable animals
for experiments. In one caRe the shoat was examined four weel_s after being
fed with the ripe segments of the tapeworm. In the midst of small nodules on
the surface of the liver were spherical bodies of 0.25 mill. in diameter with a
clear capsule and granular contents. In the case of those killed at two
months the hydatids were double this size and had begun to collect a watery
fluid. In nineteen weeks the hydatids had gl'own to a diameter of 10 10m., but
in spite of the size no trace of a head could be seen. When the hydatid has
rea~heda diameter of 15 to 20 mm., the hends arise in considerable numbel'son
the inner layer of the hydatid,notdirectly,but within brood capsules or prolig
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FIG, 20.-EclJinococcus polJ'morr'lJUs: diagrammatic, ct, cuticula or
hydat:d membrane; m. inner or germinal membJ'ane; vt; secondary ves-
icle in formation; Vii, tbe same in the Interior of l·he bladdcr; rfc,
external sccondary vesicles; vp, prolig-erous vesicles; vpfi, Internal
tertlllry bladders; vplc. external tertiary bladder. [Alter Hailliet.]
erous vesiclel'l.
(vp, Fig. 29)
which arise as
papillm on the
inner surface of
the hydatid,
and later be-
come hollow.
In each of
--11-- vpre these brood cap-
sules a dozen
,vfe
heads appeal',
first as mere
knobs, and then
within each the
suckers and
h 0 0 ks. The
heads of any
brood capsules
may vary
greatly in age
and size. The
hydatid has then developed on its inner surface in these numerous brood cap-
sules countless head::; which, under favorable conditions, will develop into as
many tappworms. But this is not all. Secondary or daughter bladders (vf,
Fig. 29) may dl:'velop and become separated f!'Om the original Ecbinococcus,
either on the outer surface or on the inner (vii), and these may give rise to
tertiar.v bladders (v[Jfi), etc., until the mass of the whole has come to be very
great and its weight even to thirty or forty pounds. It should be mentioned
that either the primary or secondary bladders may remain sterile, i.e., with.
out heads.
A form of the Echinococcus which deserv(~s especial mention is t,he E. multi-
Joculali<.; this is rarel~' found in cattle and swine, but almost exclusively in
man, and generally in the liver. It was formerly regarded as a tumor. and
consists of nnmerous groups of bladders embedded in a common stroma·
When cut small cavities are found irregular in form, and filled with a trans-
parent gelatinous substance. The uature of this fltructure was first demon-
strated by Vil'chow, who showed the mass were caused by a continued external
proliferation of an Echinococclls; the beginning of such a process is indicated
at the righ t of Fig. 29; occasional heads or hooks serve to demonstrate the na-
ture of the structure.
PATIIOLOGY.-Among all the human parasites this enjoys the widest range
of location, and not an organ is free from its visits. Generally only one or a
few bladders at most are found, and then (near each other) in the samp, or
neighboring organs; and commouly the liver (Fig. 30) is the most fl'equented
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FIG. M.-Li'l"er ala pip: enclo"inp: nn enormonsnnmber of EchiTlococcu.q. The liver
.measured 22 In. long by 16 In. high, and weighed 251bs. [After Hailllet..]
organ. ThE' bcbinococcus bladderR have the power of prolifel'utiolJ, and may
give rise to nests and sE'riE's of bladders. The growth is slow, as already noteo,
in connection with the life history, and val'iable in different cases, Fnrther-
morl', the form and charact,er of the org-an invaded exercise a great influence
on the growth of the pn rasite. It is occasionally true that the increase in size
goes on for thirty or forty years before an operation is necessary to remove
the hydatid; but generally a much shorter time, some two to six years, is suf-
ficent to cause the death of the host. The limit of the disease depends also
even more on the organ invaded and the exact locality; the more vital the
organ and the closer the relation of the hydatid to the large blood vessels, for
instance, the more serious the case and the quicker its termination.
It is evident that so long as the Echinococcus is small, the disturbances are
so minor us to attract little at,tention, but with the growth and accompany-
ing pressure corne functional distlll'bances of the severest charactel·. The ex-
act nature of these varies with each rase according to the exact location of the
'Parasite and the direction of the pressure exel·ted by its growth. For the hu-
man hydatid no limit seems to be set to its sizp, and the ultimate resource lies
in the snrgeon's knife. When one conRiders the method of growth and the size
reached before the malady becomes evident, it is not at all strange that the
destruction of organ substance and the intimatfl relation of vessels make the
operation difficl1lt and dangerous. In Gel'many only fifty percent of the opera-
tions result fmccessfully. It may well be doubted if nny known parasite is so
much to be dreaded as the Echinococclls, and it is by no meaus welcome news
that this formjsDow be.,Yond a doubt in our own country. Exact reports as to
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its present distribution are eutirely wanting, and the attention of the proper
authorities should be turned to the subject that if possible the parasite may
be wholly rooted out.
In addition to those already de8cribed in the foregoing a ~(JUple of other
species of tapeworms are found in dogs. For convenience in determining
these species I give here a table taken from Neumann (p.448).
"The eight species of tapeworm, a summary description of which hus just
been given, aresomr.times difficnlt to distinguish from each other-the first
five especially. If '1~ Kmbbei be excepted-because it is not likely to be ob-
sel'ved in OUI' country, as it has its origin in Reindeer-an exact determina-
tion may easily be arrived at by re~erring" to tile following table:
230/L to 260/L long;
genital pores very
salient Tmnia serrata
c(J)lJllrllS
150,u to 170 Pi
length of the ma-
ture segments
treble their wid th .. '1:
136/L to 157plong;
genital pore not
very sal ion t 7'. seria lis
180/L to 220/L;
length of mature
sl'gmcnts double
that of their width .. ']'. marginata
bifid;
hooks
en t,i!'ej
large
hooks
NlHherous
Droglot-
tides;
f:;trobila
several
centime-
tres long.
Small
hooks with
guard-
[Ringle
Head
armed;
Genital
pore
marginal
and 3 or 4 segments; SOllie millimetres 10ng...T. echinococcus
double alld bilateraJ.. Dipylidium caninum
Head unarmed; sexual orifices on the ventral surface Jlfesocestoides lineatlIs
When one considers the character of these worms and the diseases they may
spread among men and the domestic animals it will be evident thati a strict
control over the sanitary condition of the dog should be exercised by every
owner, and it lIlay well be asked whet,her the removal of a fow hundl'ed thou-
sand of the stray curA which aboulld in all parts of our country woull1 not be
a sanitary measure of. great value. It requires no explanation to show that
the vagrants are the very ones most likely, by virtue of their omnivorous
habits, to become infected, and, on account of theil' nomadic life, to carry the
parasites from place to place.
Often it seems that the tapeworm hus no effect on the health of the dog; on
the other hand, Tmniasis may produce symptom"! of intestinal troubles and
eVEn at times nel'vous symptoms also akin to those caused by rabies.
'rhe presence of the tapeworm may be recoguized usually by the segments
voided with the freces. 'rheir removal is on all accounts to be desired and
their presence in farm or pet dogs should not be endured for a day. After re-
viewing Illany cases in detail, Nenmann gives the folIo wing recommenda.
tions and remedies (p. ,*53):
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"The tapeworms a.re not therefore a.bsolutely free from inconvenience to the
dog, and it ill advisable to free that animal from them, in order to prfl\'ent ac-
cidents which they might occasion; and this is more to be urged in view of the
possible infestation of man and thfl domfll!ticawd herbivora by the bladder
worm issuinl!: from thelle Tomiw. This recommendation is particuhll"ly appli-
cable to sheep dogs that go among grazing flocks, and to those which-rare in
this country-live in such close companionship with man that the proglottides
expelled along with their excrements may not contaminate the water he
consnmes.
"The administration of tamiafuge should be prepared for by a fast for twen_
ty-four hours j enemas may also be useful.
"Many treniafuges have been proposed and employed.
"The aethereal extract of male shield-fern is certainly one of the best,and two
to eight grammes in capsule or pill pl"Oduces a prompt rORult. Trasbot states
that remarkabls eff<.'cts are obtained by mixing the ext1"llct and the tincture-
h ...o to eight grammes and eighteen to forty gram meR. But this preparation
has the inconvenience of being very irritating to the intestine, and to require
the addition of a large proportion of some exctpient. An excellent mode of ad-
ministration is that practiced at the Toulouse clinic. 'l'he dose varies accord.
ing to the weip;ht of the animal-about fifteen grammes for a setter-and is
mixed with a quan tity of castor-oil, which is also proportionate to the weight
of the dog. The evacuation of the tapeworms is almost cr.rtllin, and oftcn
takes place within an hour after the remedy has been arlministel·ed.
"Trasbot also recommends bil"ch seeds (gl'aine de bouleau), given in milk for
four or five days, in doses of 10 to 20 grammes, as an excellent and pel'fectly
safe agent.
"The English more particnlarlyemploycalomel in doses of 0.25 to 1 gramme
in a spoonfool of syrup. Deladre-Blaine recommends oil of turpen tine, 2 to 4
~rummes, given in yolk of egg for some dayR.
"Kousso is particularly serviceable. It is given in doses of 10 to 30 grammes
the flowers being pulverized and mixed with 35 grammes of sugar in some
spoonful of infl1sion of tilleul; or the leaves are infused for a quarter of an
hour in one-fourth of a Ii lre of tepid water, and the whole is administel'ed
when the Ilnimal is fasting, An pffect is produced in about two or three hours.
"Pomegranate bark is also efficacious, employed in doscs of 50 to IGO
grammes in decoction with 750 grammes of water, reduced to 500 gramnH's.
Three doses of this are given at intervals of an hour. 'rhe fresh root is to be
preferred a8 being more cel'tain, Tl'eatment is completed by the administra-
tion of a purgative-30 grammes of castor oil-three hours after the lust
dose.
"For twenty years kamala has held an important pI ace among treniafuges,
and it is also a purgative. It is given in 5 to 10 grammes in pill, and it may
be useful to repeat the dose two 01' tlll'ee days after. The seeds or nut of areca
catechu in powder are a good treniafuge for the dog. They should not have
been gathered for more than a year. They are given in doses 5 to 10 grammes,
mixed with butter in the form of pills. The 'l'mnim are ejected in a few hours
afterwards-rarely longer than eighteen hours; but if no effect is produced in
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about two hours, the action of the drug may be expedited by a dose of castor
oil. Areca-nut has the inconvllnience of being often vomited by the dog-.
"Delematte has coustantly obtained expulsion of tapeWOl'nlS by the employ_
ment of sulphuret of calcium, in doses of 1 to 5 gl'ammes for young dogs, 3 to
5 for adults. A purge of custor-oil is given an hour afterwards.
"I urn notawarethat calomel is much resorted toas a tooniafug-e in England.
Powdered areca-nut is perhaps the most employed, in doses of 15 grains to 2
dmchms-about 2 grains for every pound of the dog's weight-mixed in soup,
mucilage, tJle ordinary food, or, best of all, milk. Previous to the adminis-
tration, the bowels should be llmptied by giving a simple laxative, and then
the animal should he kept without food for several hours. Sometimes the
areca-nut powder is combined with 10 to 15 minims of male shield-fern extract,
and this is said to be the most effectual remedy for tap(!worms in dogs. If
the parasites are not removed a sl;'cond dORe of the mixture is ad visable sev-
eral days later, when, should the result be !>till unsati~ractory, the animal
strong, and the bowels not much relaxed, a moderate dose of castor oil and
turpentine will sometimes bring away worms that were previously immovable.
-(DUN)."
SUB-FAMILy-ANOPLOCEPHALIN..E.-The tapeworms which compose this group
have the body lancealote at the head, which is without proboscis and hooks;
the segments in general al'e broader than long, and finally the eggs are pro-
vided with a dlilicate yolk membrane and a chorion enclosing the embryo.
It is always prolonged into two homs, the so-called pyrifol'm apparatus.
The development is entirely unknown. Worms of this group live in adult con-
dition in the small intestine of the herbivorous mammals. It forms hence a
most important group for the stock-raisel·.
These tapeworms have been the subj(~ct of extendl'd study by Dr. Stiles, of
Department of Agriculture, whose results are embodilld in a bulletin of the de-
partment. from which the following data are selected. Stiles calls atten tion to
the uselessness of descriptions based on external form alone, siucp, it was due
to this tendency that at least three distinct species were classed uuder olle
name. When one considers that every separate species fOl'ms a separate sonrce
of infection,it is evidently important to be able to distinguish readily the differ-
ent species. Segments stained and mounted are the only safe guide to deter-
mine the species, and those segments with well developed ovaries and testes are
best for this purpose.
Stiles gives the following key for the determination of the adult Cestodes of
cattle and sheep:
1. Uterus, double; genital pores, double; eggs, with well developed pyri-
form apparatus .Llfoniezia R. DI., 2.
Uterus, single; transverse, with ascon-spore-like egg sacs; genital pores,
double or irregularly alternate; homs of the pyriform apparatus not
developed TlJysanosoma Dies., 10.
Uterus, single or double and without asron-spore-like egg- Hacs; genital
pores irregularly alternate; eggs with a single shell; st,robila narrow;
testicles absent from median portion of median field.
Stilesia Rail, 11.
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Doubtful species 9, 12.
2. Moniezia.
Interproglottidal glands absent 3.
Interproglottidal glands present 4.
3. Denticulata Group.
Genital pore in anterior half of lateral margin M. alha.
Genital pore in posterior half of lateral margin M. denticl1lata.
4. Interproglottidal glands linear, not grouped around blind sacs 5.
Interproglottidal glands grouped around blind Imcs 7.
5. Planissimn Group.
Interproglottidal glands very prominent and long (broad in reference to
segment); head not very d:stinctly lobed; opening of suckers slightly
elongated; segments attain 20-26 mm. in breadth M; planissima.
Interproglottidal glands short and not prominent G.
6. Head very distinctly lobed and sharply separated from neck; opening of
Imcker round; neck as broad as head; segments attain 10-12 mm. in
breadth M. B£:nedeni.
Lobing of head less distinct; head not so sharply separated froIn neck;
neck filiform; segments attain 8 mIn. in breadth; thinner than forego-
ing species M. Neuma.nni.
7. Expnnsa. Group.
Testicles generally in form of two triangles; space frequently left between
the uteri in the median line; head lJyriform, almost square when
viewed in face; segments attain 6 mm. in breadth; end segments oc-
casionallyas long as broad M. trigonophora.
Testicles generally iu form of a quadrangle; no space between the fully
developed uteri; end segments never as long as broad 8.
8. Head oblong when viewed en face; not lobed; suckers not distinctly
raised; entire strobila thin; segments attaiu 9 mm. in bl'eadth; end
segments narrower M. oblongiceps.
Head more or less distinctly lobed; nearly square when viewed en fa.ce;
sucker raised; openings decidedly elongated; stobiJa often quite
thick; posterior portion fI'equently orange color; segments attain 16
mm.-perhaps more-in breadth; end segments show a tendency to
break off 1·-3 at a time M. expansa.
9. Neck absent; heau large, decidedly lobed; openings of Rucker round; seg-
ments attain tl mm. in breadth; doubtful apecies M. nullicollis.
10. 7hys/wosoma.-
Head very lal'ge (1.5 mm.); square, lobed testicles in median field; pos-
teriorflap of segments fimbriate; genital pores double. 'lh. actinioides.
Head small; testicles in lateral fields; posterior flap not fimbriated:
genital pores irregularly alternate (rarely double) Th. Gia.rdi:
11. Stilesia.-
Ml'dian portion of !T.edian field occupied by a transverse uterus; "head
2 mm. in diameter." 8. centripunctata..
Median portion of median field transparent; two lateral uteri in each
segment; "head le8s than 1 mm. in diameter." S. globipunctata.
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FIG. 31'-Adult MoniezIa. plnuissima. natural size but
slightly contracted. [Alter StlleB.]
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The genus Moniezia is characterized by the two full aets of genital organs
with two uteri and two lateral pOl'es in each segment; genital canals cross
the longitudinal canuls and the nerves dorsnIlJ'; eggs with wpll dpvploped pyri-
form body. 'rhe genus is divided into three gl'oups (a,) Planissima group,
characterized hy thelinear-not grouped-arrangement of the interproglottidal
glands; (b) K'l:pansa group, characterized by the interproglottidal g'land8
grouped around blind sacks; (c) Deuticulata group, comprising forlllS in
which interproglottidal glands al'e ub:;ent.
As types of this genus, we shall consider the species representing the fir'st
group.
The Flat JUoniezia M. plt11Jissim[l S. and H. 1893.
SYN.-Tmnifl expiwsa, in part" of aU authors.
Total length 1 to 2 m., yel-
lowish; head quadrate. 0.4
to 0.9 mm. broac1 , four suck-
ers 0.25 mm. in diameter;
segments at first extremely
short; always much broader
than long, and longer than
thick; ripe segment 11 to 26
mm. broad by 1 to 1.75 mm.
long; interproglottidal
glands linear, large and very
distinct; genital pores double,
situated in the anterior por-
tion of the lateral margin;
vagina and cirru8 in the same
trunilverEe plune; on the right
vag-ina ventral, cirrus dorsal;
on the left vagina dorsal, cir-
rus ventral; testes confluent
in the middle line; uterine
folds euter the lateral fields;
Pggs a.Ou3 mm. in diameter;
bulb of the pyrifol'm appara-
tus 0.020 rum., horns 0.042
mm., embryo 0.016 to 0.018
min., hooks 0.009 mm. in
diameter.
STRUCTUHE.-The worm is
remarkably flat and broad
(Fig. 31); andyelJowish when
fl·pl:;h; when preserved it be~
comes whitish. The segments
increase in breadth very rap-
idly; they are very regular and
the posterion flap of the seg-
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FIG. 32.-Head 01 Mo-
ni/'zilt planisI>imn. alco-
bolicapccimen; a, Irom
tbe aida; b from In
Iront. x17.
[After Stilea.]
ment overlapping the next following ono
is extremely distinct. When viewed fl'om
the apex the head (l!'ig. 32) is nearly square;
the suckers are at the four corners and
turned slightly forward, and the cavity of
the sucker is round though the opening is
oblong; its mURcular walls are thick. The neck in some
sppcimens appears short and thick, in others, however,
very long and thin; in the examination of material
mnch confidence cannot be laid upon the sizeof the head,
and flattened specimens sure to be more or less arti.
ficial. The head of fresh specimens generally measure
0.7 to 0.9 mm. in diameter.
The segmAnts are fil'st very short and indistinct, but they soon become
broader, longer, and sharper in outline; 7 to 12 mm. from the head, i. e., 150
segments, the segments measlll'ed 0.OG2 to 0.112 mm. long by 1.5 to 2 mm.
broad; segmen ts 70 mm. from the head measured 4 mm. bl'Otlf] by 0.3 to 0.55
mm. long. 'I'he posterior border of every segment is slightly wavy and ovel'·
laps the anteriOl' border of the next following segment. Segments 14 Clll.
fmm the head measure R mm. broad and 0.4 mm. long; the genital pore is
distinct and male and female canals are easily seen, the uteri alone m'e not
visible. 'rhe arrangement of the various organs, however, can be best seen in
HPgments 180 to 400 mrn. from the head, which measure 9 to 13.5 mm. in
breadth by 0.67 t,o 0,96 mm.long. These segments are quadrate in form.
The first thing which strikes the eye in the stained specimen is near the
-_ - ~ -- , _-.._-- - - -- - - -_.- --
Fl/!'. 33.-Portlon 01 segmenta 01 Moniezia plJlnissfmn ahowlng genitnl organa. Magnified.
D, longitudinal nerve cord; Ye, ventral canlll; dc. doraal canal. [Alter Stllas.]
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joining of the segments the deeply col-
ored line which runs parallel to the
posterior edge of the segment in
which it lies; on examining this in
sections it is found to consist of elon-
gated cells and cOllstitutes the so.
called interproglottidal glands (ig,
Fig. 35) the linear arrangement of
which is characteristic of this group
of the genus Moniezia.
The arrangement of the sexual or
Fig. 34.-Diagram of female organs of '11 b I '
Moniezia pJanissifllll>. dorsltl "{lew; r. s.• sem- gans WI e c ear rom an examllla_
Inal receptacle; ad. oviduct; ov. edge of tion of figures 33 and 34. The male
ovary: B.g., shell-p;land; pdt. ~'olk duct; vg.
yolk gland (vitellarium / rAfter Stiles.) organs consist of the numerous small
testes scattered through the entire central portion of the Regment. The vas
deferens, or male canal, crosses the ovary in a number of coils and communi-
cates with the cirrus pouch in which the cirrus lies inverted; the male genital
opening always lies dorsal to the vagina on the righ t, and ventral on the left.
From the female pore the vagina turns directly inward to nn enlargement
of the receptacle; (rs, Fig. 34) this is continued by a smull canal ( od) which
crosses in the center of the complex of organs a small spherical gland, the
shell gland ( sg); the larll;e fan-shaped gland in front of this is the ovary;
the smaller one behind it is the yolk gland (l'g). The uterus lIJakes its appear-
ance in older segments and the uteri of the two sides arise separately; as
they increase in size by the accumulation oi eggs they make numerous folds
which (Fig. 35) completely fill the center and sides of the segments, even
crossing the longitudinal canal dorsally. In the center the two uteri come
together so that it is impossible to distinguish them; but before this stage
is reached the other genital organs atrophy and disappear; the measure-
ments of the eg-gs have already been given, and the character of these struc-
tures will be clear from an examination of the figure.
This worm is a common parasite in the small intestines of both sheep
and cattle. It is found in France as well as the United States, where it seems
to be generally distributed. 'rhe life history of the tapeworm is entirely
unknowII; all attempts to infect lambs by feeding them the segments directly
have entirely failed, I1S might be expected since the analogy of the develop-
ment of other tapeworms fmeel'! us to assume that the embryos pass first
in to an intermediate host, in which the larval stage is developed, before
they are ready to develop in the intestine of the sheep.
PATHOLOGY.-'l'he tapeworm disease may be positively diagnosed by
fintling the segments voided from the sheep with the dung. These will not,
howewr, appear at an early stage.
'fhe fil'st indications of the disease given by the animals are uncertain, and
usnally escape notice as the s11lull size of the young tapeworm produces but
littlp. disturbance in the intestines. As the tapeworms incI'ease in size the.v
fill the intestine and give rise to digestive and nervous disturbances; the
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FIg'. 35.-Rlpe Beg-
menta of Jfoniezio. pIo.n-
i"simo. filled by uteri;
ig. linear interproglot-
tidal gland. [Alter
Stllea·l
lambs become pOOl' and thinner, they grow weaker, and the mucous surfaces
are pale and the fleece dl'y and harsh; they exhibit also a tendency to take
food fl,nd drink very frequently. In severer cases diar-
rhroa becomes pronounced, and they die from sheer
exhaustion. The disease is very destructive to lambs
and yearlings, and is most prevalent in the sumnwr
season. If the young animals pass safely through a cer-
tain period they are apt to recover,
TUEATMENT.-Since the life history of the parasite is
entirely unknown, the only preventive treatment which
can be sug,5ested is the observance of those sanitary
rules which have already been emphasized.
Medical treatment is of some value in case the disease
is recognized in its earliel' stages. It is, however, not
to be recommended in the case of animals already re-
duced to a low condition of health. Numerous receipts
fOI' the compounding of substances which will remove
the tapeworm may be found in veterinary publica-
tions. The author hardly feels competent to decide be-
tween them. Of course the confining of the infected
animals and the removal and destruction of the seg-
ments voided from the sick sheep are necessary to
prevent re-infection of the flock.
Here as elsewhere too great weight cannot be laid on
the necessity of preventive methods, since the animals,
even if cured, remain long in a. very poor condition of
health.
No other member of the Plnnissima group has yet been
found in America. As a type of the bxpansa group, I
select
The Bl'oad Moniezia, Moniezia expansa. (R.
1810) R. BI. 1891.
SYN,-'l'mnia ovina Goeze 1782; Halysis ovilla Zeder
1803; '1.', denticulata Mayer; T. expansa in part of many
authors,
'l'his broad tapeworm (Fig. 36), which has hereto-
fore been regularly confused with the preceding species,
but is easily distinguished from it on anatomical
grounds, bas a very wide geographical distribution. It
is found in England, France, Austria, Italy, Brazil, and
the United States, east and west. No doubt it will be
mel, with in otber localities also. Total length 4 to 5
mm.: antel'ior part white, posterior part yellow. Head
(Fig. 37) 0.36 to 0.7 mm. in diameter, more or less
square, slightly lobed; suckers distinctly raised; apertures directed diagonally
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Fig. 37.Head or Moniezia
explwsa, ventral vie'-.
a, fro n t IIApect; .
viewed diagonally. x.l.(
[After Stiles.]
forward; segments always much
broader than long; end segments
16 mm. wide, and quite thick; to-
pography of nerve, canal andgeni-
tal organs (Fig. 38) similar to :11.
plan is"d ma; interpl'oglottidal
gIand'i localized around blind sacs
which op<m between the segments;
eggs 0.050 to 0.060 mm., bulb of
th~ pyriform I1ppamtus 0.020 mm.
in dianlPb~r.
STHucTuHE.-The only feature of
this worm that requires a special
,.., Gxplanation is the character of the
~ interproglottidal glands,whichsuf-
~ fiees to distinguish it from the pre-
.e ceding species; stained specimens tb
3. of th~ segments show near thejunc-
.,; tme of the proglottids from 10 to
~ 40 small circular organs (Fig.38).
~ The examination of sections shows
~ these to be gland cells grouped
': about small flask-8haped pits,
~ "hieh open between the seg'ments
~ but below the projecting edge of
11
: the forward segment. These organs
~ can be very easily recognizeu and
§ are enough to distinguish this
~ group at a glance, since they are
~ found in segments of nearly all
<: ages.J Sillce the species has lIot hereto-
: fore been clearly distillgniRhed from
fi; the foregoing, the only suu:gestioIlS
which can be made in the line of
the pathological effect of this worm
and on the trea tmen t are the same
as that already mentioned for M. planissima, to which the
reader should refer.
:Uoniezia trigollophol'a S. & H. 1893.
SYN.-l'fenia expansa in part vaI'ious authors; T.
Benedeni XeUlllann in part.
Total length 1.6 to 2 mill., cream to whitish in
color. Head 0.624 to 0.704 mm. in diameter; suckers
not. distinctly raised, 0.256. mill. in diameter, slit
form. Neck thread-shaped, 2 mm. long. Segmeuts gen-
erally broader than long, though end segments are
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Fl/\,. 38.-S~p:mente 01 Moniezia expansa shOWing sexual
organs and interprogJottldal gJund~. [After Stiles.]
11
Flg.30.-Head of Moniezia trlgonophora.,alcohollc
specimen; 80, ventral vi~w; /,.Iront view; C, lat-
eral aspect!. xU. [After Stiles.]
seen which are square or even longer 1han broad; rarely ov€r 6 mm. broad by
2 mrn. long. Relation 0' canals and genital organs same as in M. expaDsa
and M. pla.nissimn. Testes arranged in two triangl~s, generally absent from
median part of spgment.
Genital pore never behind
the middle of segment. Eggs
0.052 to 0.060 mm. in diam-
eter; bulb of pyriform ap-
paral us 0.020 to 0.014 mill.,
horns 0.012 to 0.015 mm.
long.
This tapeworm is reported
from France as well as from
the eastern United States.
It is found in the small in-
testine of sheep and has
been the cause of tapeworm epizootics in Canada and also in Blairsville, Pa.
STHUCTUHE.-l'hc WOl'll! (FigAO), is of a CI'cam color when fresh; the head
(Fig. 39), is noticeably slIlall. The largest segments fire 67 mm. broad
by 2 mm. long. The head paRses imperceptibly into the Ilf'ck, which ofteu
has a false segmentation. The real segments begin 2 mm. behind thehearl
where the worm is 0.48 mm. oroad. Segments 50 mm. frolll the head,
measure 2 mm. wide by. 0.13 long. Fourteen interproglottidal glands can
be seen in these. Segments 60 Clll. fI'om the head measure 6 mm. broad US
1 mm. long; in these there are thirty-five to thirty-sllven interproglottidal
glands in each and the genital organs, wit h the excpptioll of the uteri, can all
be distinguished (Fig. 41). The postel'inr flap of each segment ovm'laps
the next segment slightly. The testes are armuged roughly in two triaugles
(see Fig. 41), and the female organs in a rosette. The location of the or-
gans is much the same as in M. pltlDissima, but the female opening is not
directly in tbe same plane as the male, it is slightly postel'ior to the latter.
The interproglottidal glandR are like those of M. expnn.sa. In segments 100
a- to 150 cm. fWIlI the head a de-
_"_'",,"_ cided change in the appearance
is caused by the developmellt
of the uteri, one on each side;
the other sexual organs atro-
phy as these increase, and their
folds occupy the entire lateral
portion of the segments, leav-
illg', hO\YE<ver, a clear SpllCH
III the center.
For pathology and treatment, see M. planissima.
Of the third, or DellticuJatu group, which is characterized by absence of
the interproglottidal glands, 110 spfcies l,llR yet been fouud in this coun-
try. It seems unnecessary to consider these forms in detail hel'e. Some facts
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SYN.-Tamia. fimbriflta Dies. 1850;
Moniezia fimbriatfl, (D,) Monipz
1891.
with reference to them, as well as the
means for identifying the various flpC-
cies, are given in the key all page 280.
The second common genus of sheep
and caLtl{j tape-worms is ThJ'san()-
Boma. It is characterized bJ (huble
or single genital pore'3, and by a sin-
gle uterus in each segment. The gen-
it,al canals pass between the dorsal
and ventral longitudinal canals and
dorsal to the nerves, The pyrifol'lll
....., body is 1I0t well developed.
,,;
~ r.rlle I!'.' i ng e d Tape-wol'lu
~ 1'hysanosuma actinoides Die s.
~ 1834. (Fig. 42.)
.-.
.....
d
..
" '1'otal length 1.5 to 3 Ill. Headd
"l large, nearly Rquarp, in front 1 to 1.::;
~ mm. broad. Suckers very largp,
o~ openings elongate oval, directed
" somewhat forward. Neck pxceedingly
.~ fiat and broad; segments begin ai-
;;.~ moat immediately behind the head;
::l the broadeflt measure 5 to 8 mOl .
.~ wide by 0.4 to O.G mOl. long, and are
~ about two em. from the posterior
..,
~ end. The postel'ior flap of each fleg_
-<: ment is broken up into fl'inged proc-
Ig psscs, which in the last segments are
ci IlS long' as the segments themselves.
r;; There are found in each segment two
In teml genital pores, two ovaries,
Ilnd two yolk glandB, but only one
uterus, which is situated in the ante-
rior portion of the middle of the seg-
men t, and is composed of a small
canal with numerous blind sacs.
STlluc'rullE.-The head (Fig. 43) is
very prominent and looks almost
like a '''r'' on the anterior end of the
worm; the fOUl" suckers are powel'ful
and project prominently. Close to
the head the segmen ts are distinct and soon show on their posterior eoges
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the short prolongations, forming a
sort of fringe (Fig. 44), which in-
creases gradually in length as the
segments grow older,ulld is so charac-
teristic of this species. No illterpl'O- ......
glottidal glands are present. Further ~
description of the organs, 80 far as !
necesAary for our purposes, may be 2
found in the general characteristics. ~
'tl~ 'l'his tapeworm is pat'asitic in the g
gJ small in testine and gall ducts of the ~
~ sheep. They are present frequently ~
o in very considerable numbers, 30 to ~
';;j
': ~ 100 in a single animal not bein~ rat'e. ~
~ The worms make their way into the ;a
~ gall ducts when they are young and '0 (L~r;> distend them as they grow larger. ~
: ~~ This species hus been reported from ti
~i Sonth Americll, and is the most corn- i
go:;; mon parasite of sheep in all the west- i
~ ...... em states, being reported from Utah, a
.~~ Colorado, Nebraska, Orpgon, New ~
;; ';e ~ ~h'xico, etc. I'l
; ~~ ~o·i ~~ PATIIOLOGY,-Thoparasite exercises
~ iil a serious influence on the health of ~
~~ ~~.; its host. It is present in neady every Qj
§ ~ sheep of a flock, and grows so slowl.Y' ~s- 0~ ~ that the symptoms are not perceived ~~~ ~I:: until the tapeworms have attained ~
~. ~;1.. considerable size. First indications -.~~.g of the disease are seen in the fall, ..,
r.:..g and continue through the winter. ~
'l'hose which are not killeJ are so dwarfed and reduced in 1
flesh that they are valuable neither for mal'ket, nOlO as wool :;
pl'Oducers. 'l'he disturbances are produced at first by local ~
:..il'ritation of the worms attaching themselves to the intes-
tinal walls. And the increase of this il'l'itation ~ives rise
to chl'Onic catarrhal inflammation of the intestines.
Similar disturbances, though worse, arise from their
presence in the gall ducts. Reflex ilisturbances are
also the eause of varied symptoms. It seems probable that the
"loco" of the western sheep has for its excitin~ cause this or a similar
form. Not only do the sheep die from the disease, but the winter storms also
tell more severely upon them, and other diseases carry off those which in
Rtrollger conditon of health wonld not be seriously affected. Furthermore Cur-
tIce says that the "impoverished condition traceable to the parasite is a small
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loss for each animal, perhaps, but for flocks of ovett five thousand sheep is
thousands of dollars for each ranchman......... Mr. Givens states his los8 from
FIG. 43.-Head 01 Tbys/l,nosoma actillJidf.s, ventral view; a. lateral view; b.
front view. xl.. [After Stiles.]
dead sheep alone, for the preceJing yeat·, at from $3,000 to $4,000."
'r:le necessity of accurate investigation into the life histol'y of this parasite.
cannot be too strong'ly
emphasized. A disease
which is the cause of
more loss on the west-
ern plains than any
olhl'r one should be
thoroughly understood,
FIG. 44.-8e;.onon t or ThysanosomtJ, t!Ctinoldea, showin~ p;eni-
and, furthel'more, its tltl CrlllltlA, irre~lllltr double row or testes and fl'in~ed postel'ior
preven tion rather than margill or se~nJents. xu. [Arter Stiles.]
its cure should be sough t. The former however, depends directly on its life
hislory, which is us yet nnknown.
The "al'ious worm rernedirs for removing the tapeworms have been tried
with uut little sncces~. ~o doubt this is largely due to the presence of a lal'ge
number of the animals in the gall d'lCts, whet'e they are beyond the reach of in-
testinal remedies.
To this same sub-family of the Anop:ocl'phalinffi belongs a genus which is
characteristic both in appearance and in its ho,;t, A.r;oplocephnln. 'fhe body
is formed of fwgmcn ts in geupral very ShOl't and th ick, and foldcd over each
other sli~htly. 'I'll(> genital pores are unilateral, the uterllS trullsverst', and the
eggs provide<1 with 11 pyriform apparatns All al'e pat'asitic in the horse.
Huilliet giveR this tau:e fOl' the lletel'lnination of the three common species.
Head vel'v IUI'ge{~o posterior. lobps A. ]Jlicat~7,.
• 1< anI' posterior lobes /t. perfolwta.
Head small, without postel'iol' lobes A. mamillanR.
Anoplocepbala. ])licata (Z,'der) R. BI. 18!H.
SYN.-'l'mniit equillf1 Pallas 1781 in part; '1'. magna, Abildg. 1789; Alysel-
mintlws plicfltus Zeder 1800.
Total length 9 to 80 Clll. Head (Fig'. 45) very thick, short and wide,
slightly groved on each surl'ace of the worm, 4, to 6 mm. in diameter. Suckers
cup-shaped, directed forward. No neck. Segments increasing rapidly to
the mid<lIe of the worm or to the end of the chain; maximum width or
segments 5 to 20 mUl., length of sume 1 to 1.5 lUlU. Eggs 0,05 to 0.06 mm.,
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pyriform apparatus 0.016 to 0.018
mm.long.
This, the rarest of the horse tape-
worms, bas been found in France,
Germany, Russia, and Tunis. There
exist !leveral varieties of the species
which are insufficiently described.
Ordinarily t he presence of tapeworms
in the horse is unnoticed, butat times
they give rise to intestinal disturb-
ances or anremia. The seat of this
species is ordinarily the small intes·
tine, rarely the stomach.
FIG. 41.-Anterlol' end of Anoplo-
cephala mamiiJana. x20. [After
Railllet.]
SYN.-T;enia mamill/wl/, Mehlis 1831; T.
pelfoJiata Duj. 1845, in part.
'l'otuJ length 1 to 5 cm. Head (Fig. 47)
small 0,5 by 0.8 mm. four sided, often 1'0-
Fi@,". 45,-Anterlor end of Ant ploccplJala
pllcata. xlO. [After Rallllet.]
AlloplocepJtala pel"f·oJ.
iata (Goeze) E. lll. 1848.
SYN.-'l'mnia. equina. Pallas;
1781, in part; 1'. pel'kJ/iata,
G()('ze 1782, nec Duj. 1845.
Total length 8 to 25 mm.
rarely 80 mm. Head (Fig.
46) large, short and prolonged
behind in four rounded lobes;
suckers cup-shaped, dirrcted
forward. No Deck. Segments
thick, very short, increasing
in size up to the middle of the
body where they meaRUl'e 15 FIG. 46.-Anterlor end of Anoplocephala pcrtollata.
, 'dth d' .. h' x12. [After Hallllet.]
mill. III WI , ImInIS mg
graJnally to the postel"ior extremity. Each segment overlaps the succeeding
one to which it adheres ouly by the central portion. 'I'he last segments are often
sterile. Eggs 0.065 by 0.08 mm.
This specips is found in the crecum, the ileum, and rarely in the colon of the
horse. It is usually present in considerable
numbers, twenty-five or more, and thIH'(' may
be even 300 to 400; iu one instance a large
basketful ill said to have been removed from
a horse that was killed becanse of allremia
after paralysis. ?lfany authors unite in attri-
buting pathological disturbances, often of a
severe charactel', to this Rpecief'l.
AnolllocephaJa luamiUana (MehIiR)
R. B1. 189].
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FIG. 48.-DipyJidium
ca.nin urn, small specl-
In"n. natural size. [After
Rallllet.]
..
tmcted into the beginning of the chain. Suckers lateral, elongated, opening
by a longitudinal slit. Segmeuts thirty to fifty in number, becoming rap-
~dly wider than the head, and attaining soon their maximum width which
is preserved up to the posterior end; theiL' .ength, however, increases to
the end when it may exceed half the width. Eggs 0.088 by 0.050 to 0.066 mm.
It inhabits the small intestine, and. pal·ticularly the fUl,ther portions of H.
Like the last spE'cies it is 'ound in numerous examples at once, never, how-
ever, in such masses, the maximum recorded number beiug seventy·two. The
liv;ng worm is very transparent und easily escapes observation. Railliet reo
cords that at AHort, Paris, France, it is the most common of the horse tape-
worms.
SUB-FAlIfILY OF THE CYS'l'OIDOT£NI..E.-BI.Jy of moderate or smp '. size. Head
III ways round, with a single or double or multiple rows of smaII variable
hooks. Genital pores variable. Larva u cysticercoid, i. e., a bladdel' worm of
small size with poorly developed vesicle, or It pseudo-cYRtic, i. e., a la"val form
with no caudal vesicle. These tapeworms live in the aduit condition in mam-
mals and birds; the larvrn are parasites of insects and molIusks.
The Genus Dipylidium includes tapeworms of small size with the segments
provided with two genital pores, one on the l'ight and one on the left margin,
lind corresponding double sets of sexual organs within the segmen ts. Eggs
with transPllrent membrane, und collected in distinct capsules. 'rtle larva is a
Cryptocystis and lives in the body cavity of certain
insects.
Dipylidium caninnm (h) Leuckart 1863.
SYN.-Tmnia canina L. 1767, nec Batsch 1786; 1'.
moniliformis Pallas 1781; T. cucumerina Bloch 1782;
'1'. elliptica Butsch 1786.
Total length 100 to 250 mm., and,in the last proglot-
tis, a width of 1.5 to 2 mm. Head with bulbous rostel.
lum, which can be retracted. Hooks in four regular
rows, containing a total of sixty. The neck is short
and half their width of the head. First segments insig-
nificant in breadth and length, rapidly brcoming longer.
With increase in size the segments become more sharply
marked off and by constriction at the places of joining be-
camp, instead of trapezoidal, rather the shape of melon
seeds (Fig. 48). The ripe proglottids have alight rose
color, and separate easily from each other. Eggs in
capsules of two to three dozen each j isolated eggs meas·
ure 0.043 to 0.05 mm., the embryo 0.032 to 0.036 mm.
in diameter.
This species is the commonest parasite of pet cats and
dogs. It i~ fouud in the posterior half of t,he small in-
testine. The specimens obtained from the dog are larger
than those from the cat, find both have been listed as
special varieties. Its occurrence in infants and young
children is also recorded. The larval form, Cryptocystis
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trichodectis YiIlot, lives in the visceral cavity of Trichodectis canis, the dog
10usA, and of Plllex cer1'8ticeps P. Gerv., the dog flea.
The structure of the proglottid is sufficiently illustrated in Fig. 49, so that
further explanation is unnecessary.
LIFE HISTORY.-The developed egg is spherical and possesses transparent
membranes through which the six-hooked embryo may be seen in the interior.
By rubbing the substance of the crushed segments of the tapeworm on the
skin where the lice
are abundant it is
possible to infect
them and in the
body cavity of the
louse to find the
Im'va of the tape-
worm. This larva
is known as CI'Y!J-
tocystis trichodec-
tis and is a pear-
shaped body (Fig.
50), about 0.3 mm.
long.. It shows the
r:;:;::::}i/ infolded bead withOf'/".
FIG. 40.-Central portion of a Bel':ml'nt of Dipylidium caninum suckers, and the
Bhowlng c, chorus: cd, vas deferens: () v. ovar~': I'C. cirrus Bac: rs, rostell urn w I' t hBemlnal recl'ptllcle: t. testl's: u, network of uturuB: v, vagina; .,t.
yolk gland. x25. [After Neumann.] hooks at the bot.
torn of the infolding. While this was first found in the body cavity of the dog
louse, its more usual host is the dog flea. Uoth of these inflects become infested
by the larva while they are gnawing the matter attached to the hairs of the
dog, among which are often remnants of tbA segments of the tapeworm.
It is a well known fact that the dog endeavors by
gnawing to rid itself of the fipas and lice and in so do-
ing will f!'Om time to time swallow the larva of the tape-
worm. The development from the larva to the adult
worm goes on very rapidly in the intrstine of the dog;
not more than four or five weeks are necessary for the
production of ripe spgments.
PATIIOLOGY.-This tapeworm is found in from one-
fifth to four-fifths of all the dogs examined by various
European investigators. Here in Lincoln it is hardly
less common.
It is also found in large numbers in each dog, as one
wculd infer from the lire history and probability of F
• • • <'G. 50.-CYBt1cercoldIIlfectlOll. As many as 2,000 are recorded from a smgle (Cryptocystil! trichodec-
h t tis) of Dipylidium caDi-as . Dum, x60. [After Leuck-
Its effects on the host are not known to be different art.]
rom those of other tapeworms, and the same methods of treatment and pre-
vention should be adopted. Further information on this point is given under
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Tamia on pages 278-9. On page 277, t,he student will find a
table fOI' the identification of the various species of tape-
worm found in the dog.
The genus Hymenolepis includes tapeworms with a small,
oiten slender body; the head is either armed or unarmed,
and the segments are wider than long, and the [ower cor-
ners project like saw-teeth. The genital pores are located
on the left margin, while the ant€rior 01' ventral surface con-
tains the female genital organs. The egg possesses three
coverings.
These tapeworms are parasitic in man, bats, rats, mice,
and even insect eating birds. Only one species deserves
mention here.
Hymenolepis nana [v. Sieb.] (Fig. 51.)
....,
.,.;
;; SYN.-lmnia nana v. Sieb. 1852, nee v. Ben. 1861; T.
'd mgyptiaca Bilh. 1852, nee Krabbe 1869; Dip/;lCuntl1l19
~ nanus Wein!. 1858.
~ Total length 10 to 20 mm., breadth 0.5 to 0.7 mm.
..... Head spherical, 0.3 mill. in diameter, with fonr round suck-
gel's and a rostellum bearing a single row of 24: to 28 very
H~ small hooks. Number of segments 150 to 170, of which
~ 20 to 30 are ripe; the largest are 0.92 by 0.30 mm. Em-
.~ bryos 0.023 mm. in diameter with three membrJlnes. Eggs
~ 0.04 mm. in diameter.
C2 The structure of aclosely allied species isshown in Fig. 52.
Sl The H. nana is found in the small intestine of man. It is~ so closely allied to H. murina of rats and mice that some
~ investigators have maintained the identity of the two
~ forms. It has been discovered in Egypt, Italy, England,
~ Sel'via, Argentine Republic, and the United States. The
worms are usually present in considerable numbers. In
such cases they excite digestive troubles of some se-
severity. Deterioration of general health and often reflex
nervous disturbances are induced in many cases. A full his-
tory of such instances has been collected by Blanchard and
published in the BibiiothequeGsnsrale de ~Mdecine. The dis-
turbances are more serious than those caused by larger
tape-worms. Diagnosis can be made from the presence of
eggs in the fmces, and treatment should be in the hands
of a. physician.
Family of the Bothriocephalidm.
The head is oval and fiattened; it carries two elongated
suckers corresponding to the fiat sides of the body. The
uterus opens on the middle of the ventral surface near the
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front of each segment and the eggs are continually discharged. The gen •.
ital organs persist. The emhryo possesses ordinarily a covering of flne vi.
bratile hairs or cilia by which it makes its way a.bout in the water.
Of the large number of species in the family the greater part are fish para.
sites. Ooly one which is a human entozoon need be considereJ here.
Bothriocephalus latus Bremser 1819.
SYN.-Tmu;a prima Plate 1603; T. vulgaris and T. lata L. 1748; Diboth.
rium latum Diesing 1850.
Total length 2 to 9 m., occasionally up to 20 m. Head oval, with rounded
or pointed tip, flattened and bearing on its edges the two groove-like suckers.
Its length is 2.5 mm and its breadth 1 mm. Neck very variable. Body thin
and flat, especially towards the edges. Number of segments 3,000 to 3,500.
The ripe segments measure 3 to 4.5 mm. in length by 10 to 12 mm. in width
Towards the end of the chain the width decreases and length increases until
the form is quadratic or even elongated. Genital orifices on the median ven-
om pc
ea ,
cd c; fiJ m u
I
lit
FIG. 52.-Sexual ogans of HymenolepIs dim/nnta; cd. vas deferen~; CP.. efferent ca-
nal; tv. point of union of vagina, oviduct and yolk itnct; m. enlargement of canal
surrounde I uy l)ells of shell gland; 0, ovary; of, female g-enltal opening; om, male
genItal opening; PC. cIrrns sac; fS, seminal receptacle; t, testes; U, uteruo. shown
only at one point; va. vagina; VS, seminal vesicle; vt. yolk gland. [Arter Zschokke.]
tralline, that of the cirrus and of the vagina being on a small papilla near the
anterior edge of the segmer.t, while the opening of the uterus is a short dis-
tance behind. The accumulated eggs in the uterus of ripe segments gives rise
to a star-shaped marking, some like a "fleur de lis." The proglot.tids are not
freed 6ingly, but in considerable numbers. Eggs oval, 0.05 to 0.07 long, 0.035
to 0.045 wide; they have a brown shell with a cover.
This parasite is found in the small intestine of man, dog, and perhaps the
cat. The larva is found in the muscles and viscera of numbers of fish, pike,
burbot, grayling and various trout. The distribution of theadult isnaturaBy
confined to regions in which these fish are abundant, and yet it is not found
everywhere that the fish are known. The region about lakes Geneva, Neu·
chatel, and Bienne ill SwitzprJand, the lake region of upper Italy and the shores
of the Baltic are the European regions in which the parasite is commonly met
with; elsewhere it is rare. In Asia it is certainly very common, especially in
Japan where tbo larval host is a salmonid, eaten raw by the natives. I do
not know that it has ever been reported from the United States.
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STRUCTURE.-In some respects the
structure of this tapeworm differs
widely from that of those alr'eady
considered. The forin of the body
(Fig. 53) agrees in general save
that the segments are not of equal
thickness throughout, but much
thicker in the median field than
nellr the edges. Of the size of the
various proglottids enough has
already been said in the general
description.
The arrangement of the sexual
organs requires more detailed con-
sideration. This system is repres-
ented in I.';gure 54. 'I'he male
organs, cOllsisting of the numerous
small testes (tt) in the two later-
al areas and the vas upfel'ens (8p),
are not unlike the male organs of
the Trenin (Fig. 9) save that the
male orifice (op), is at the middle
of the ven tral surface here instead
iI of at the latel'al margin as thrre.
" The yolk glands (vt) are scattered
Ull!1~1-'"1,.1 over the entire lateral fields in the
surface layer (as on the left oi
figure 54); the ovary (va) lies in
two lateral masses at the pos-
terior edge of the segment and be-
tween them the shell gland cover"
the beginning of the uterus. III the
figure oVaI'ies and shell gland are
represented as a solid Illass (va).
ka~.~g:"J.n~~~{:~~f]iocePlJi1IUS latus. [After,.euc- The uterus makes but 4 or 5 loops
at each side and opens (at am)
behind the male orifice. The second opening (ovg) near the orifice of the vas
deferens is the openingof the vagina, a tube leading back through the segment
to the shell gland and beginning of the uterus; it is the tube by which the
sperm euters. Since the uterus has an external opening the eggs may be dis-
charged by this means.
LIFE HISTOny.-'l'he embryo, which is not developed until some time after
the eggs rt~ach the exterior, has all external layel' of cells with long vibratile
hairs,or cilia (Fig. 55, A) and an internal mass of cells, in which are three pairs
of hooks. Its further development is a matter of doubt. The external layer
of ce!l,~ is thrown off when it enters the larval host, and the six-hooked embryo
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may make its way directly into the viscera, or muscles where it is found.
but attempts to infest various forllls have failed, so that some observers hold
to the necessity of a preliminary stay in some small aquatic animal.
A
",Ir'"""~-&,,,,,,,,+-n'
o;...JI~.=::....,\-'V
B
vt-++.-"-i
.tnt
Braun found
the larvm (I<'ig.
G5, B) plentiful in
various fish sold
in the market at
Dorpat, and since
then they have
been discovered in
other places also.
They are easily
killed by a solu-
tion of Aal t and
by a temperature
of 1300 F., so
FIG. 54.-lilaJl;ram of 11 seJl;ment of Bothrincpphallls latus, seen from that from well
the ventral surlal'e, dv. yolk duct; lilt, uterus: n, JonJl;itnrlitlltl nerve cooked fish there
trunk; om, openin\l of utE1rllS; op, op~ninl-;' of vns doferenR; OVI!, open-.
lnl-: 01 vn~ina; pv, beginning of ulerns; Bp, VIlS delel'ens: tt, testes; v, IS no danger of
Jonl-:itudinal excretory canal; vg, vagina; VO, ovary; vt, yolk glands. infection[Alter Neumann.] •
The e ff e c t of
this species does
not seem to be
m u c h different
from that of the
other large hu-
man tapeworms.
It is said to beIlg~_ easily removed.In reference to the
diagnosis it may
be said that the
peculiarity of the
sh ape and the
evacuation of the
segmen ta, not
FIG. 55.-A, Ciliated embryo of BothrIocephalus latlls. In the Interior. lb"
mass can be Indistinctly seen the three pairs of hooks. x600. [After Sill P; y, Uti III
Leuckart.] short bands af-
B, Larvlll of the same parasite, taken from the tissues of fish. Natural f '
size. [After E. Parana.] ord easy dis_
tinctions. Prevention depends simply on the thorough cooking of all fish.
Ol'der III.-NEltIATODES.
'I'he Round or Thread Worms constitute a large and very variable group.
They are characterized by a cylindrical, sometimes threadshaped body, by the
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In general form they are cylindrical,
usually much elongated, and never
show any division into segments.
The external surface of the body is
cover'ed by a transparent tough mem-
brane of a horny substance, which is
called chitin. This frequently shows
on the outside delicate rings or fur-
"
c
absence of segments,and by the presence of a body cavity. All of them possess
an alimentary canal at some time in their life history. It is a permanent struc-
A ture in the members belonging to the
B sub-order of the true Round Worms
~ or Eunematodes,but in the sub-order,
~ of the HiliI' Worms, or Gordiacea, the
~ alimentary canal is much reduced in
a the adult, the mouth is closed and
o a solid string of tiRsue marks
...,
g the resophagus; at the posterior
~":I end, however, the canal retains
",""
.. § its cavity and affords a common
.~~ outlet for the sexual organ8, both
-~ male and female. In the Eunema-(jj ..
.s~ todes, on the other hand, the male
~.::. organs empty in common with the
~.; alimentary canal, but the female
Ql~
1
• (jj~ sexual pore is variable in position
s:lJ~.:: and always independent of any con-
0\'~ ~ nection with the digestive tube.
;';6 By fa1' the largest number of forms,
"i:
do S.; and those most important for our
..:~ purposes, are ineluded in the first
~,~ sub-order, or Eunematodes. The
~ ~ great majority of them are para-
..... 1>-~ ~ sitic forms, but there are not wllnt-
III I> iug a few small species which live free
(;3;':;::;; in damp places in the earth or in
~ ~ water. The free forms are uniformly
';0 insignificant, but the parasitic species
,g ~ include both extremes of size. 'l'hel'eeng
.s ~ are blood parasites of microscopic
I'l C dimensions and the other extreme is~ ...
o gj represented by skin parasites of more
'C~:§,a than a meter in length. In respect to
~ g- location in the body of the host, no
~ e group of parasites presents wider
'~ei variations.
oQ ..
§,e
-. +0
.~ ~
.. -Illl'l
l:
m~
~~
~.g
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Among the m08t impol'tant organs
are the Ia.teral "lines" as they are
called. These appear all two delicate
stripes (c, F'ig.5G) running the length
of the body along the sides and aJ'e
usually distinctly seen. Two others,
the median lineR, extend along the
dorsal and ventral surfacel:l, but they
are commonly much less distinct.
Tho muscular lay(!r of the body lies
almost directly below the externlll
covering, and ifl easily identified as t1
longitudinal set of fibl'es. These longi-
tudinal muscles are in terrupted by
t he lines already men tioned and forll1
hence foul' muscular areas. Dirt'ctly
within the muscle layer comes the body
cavity, which contains the orgoans of
digestion aud rep"ocluction. The ali-
mentary canal is usually a stl'aight
tube extending from the mouth which
is located at the anterior tip of the
body to the anal opening lying at
the posterior end, or not farfrom it, on
the ventral surface. One can dis-
tinguish, however, at least thl'ee
regionl:l of thecanal which are import-
an t for the determination of certain
spl'cie8. 'l'hey are (1) the so-callNj
pharynx 01' mouth cavity, an eularge-
llIent at the very bl'ginning, then (2)
a slender ffisophngus, (w) whici! is not
infrrqul'ntlyenlarged at its pOHterior
end iuto one or two bulbs, and (:I) the
illtestille (i) somewhat Im'ger in di-
ameter than the first two part"" but
FIG. 57.-Ascaris equorum. A, the genital becoming narrow tOlVardfl iis termi-
apparatus of thA temnle; do, oviduct· av, nation, The sexual ol'gans consi8t of
ovar.v: u, u, the two uteri; v, vag-inn. 'rhe
left hall of the organs has been cut away near a singlH or double tubl" which is I'X-
the vag-inG, and only the hc/.!Cinning of the tremely long and lies coiled bacl:I"ul'd
uterus on that side is repl'esented. B, Cl!"CS ,~ • ,
Imlarged about I~O times. [After Delafond.] alld fOl'lvard, occupying early the ell-
tire space of the body cavity. The bliud end of this tube is very fine j it ill-
treases in diameter, however, gradually, and has an enlargement near its
termination at the sexual opening. The female sexual orifice lies more com-
rows running around the bouy, which have the character of folds rather than
segment limitf.l, for they are purely surface markings, und do not affect the
internal structUl'e of the body.
A
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monly near the middle of the body, and the single tube which passes inward
(vg, l"ig. 56. B; v, 57, A,) divides almost immediately into two such tubes 8S
those described. In the male the sexual organs empty with the alimentary
canal. They consist of ouly a single tube such as that described above. 1'he
male is also supplied in most cases with one or two needle-like orgaus which
projp.ct from the common opening of the alimentary canal and sexual organ;
they are the" spicules," and are used as copulatory organs.
The Nemetodes are either oviparous or ovoviviparous, that is, the eggs are
laid and develop outside of the body, or the eggs are retained in the female
ducts within the body un til t~Jey are hatched, in which case theyoungcomeforth
alive. In the first case, thd eggs are provided with a thick shell fitted to I'esist
long drying and to pwtect the embryo under unfavoratlle circumstances; in
the second case the shell is frequently very thin and insignificant.
The :Uaw \Vorlll, Ascaris equorum Goeze 1782.
SYN,-A. megaloceplJaJa J. Cloquet 1824.
The male is 15 to 25 cm. 101lg; the female 18 to 37 cm. The female genital
opening is in the an tarior fourth of the body; the male haB two equal spicules
and a large number of papillre in front of and behind the anus. Both sexes
have surrounding the mouth three lips, one dorsal, and two ventral; the eggs
are spherical, 0.09 to 0.1 mm. in diameter.
This is the largest of the ascarids and is found in the small intestines of the
horse and the lUule in considerable numbers, as many as a thousand to fifteen
hundred specimens having been obtained from asingle horse. Its geographical
distribution seelUs to be very wide, and is that of the horse itself. In many
cases it appears to have no effect on the health of its host, but in others it
certainly causes intestinal catarrh, colic, and sometimes reflex nervous
troubles, so that it is undoubtedly better to keep horsess free from the para-
sites. The best vermifu~e to be employed is arsenous acid in doses of one to
two grammes a day. 'rhc tJ'eatmellt must be continued from two to three
weeks.
Ascaris lumbricoides
L. 1758.
Lips (Fig. 58) almost similar,
approximately semi-circular with
fine teeth on the edges, the npper
possesses two papiJlro, and each of
the lower ones only a single papil-
la. Male 15 to 17 cm. long and
3 cm. thick, with the posterior end
curved towards the ventral face.
FIG. 5~.-Anterlor end of Asc,uJs lumbricoJdes. It has two short spicules and a
A. front view; B. side vlp.w. large number of papillre. The fe-
male is from 20 to 23 em. long, and 5 mm. thick, with conical posterior end·
The female sexual opening is in the anterior third of the body, and situated in
a. ring-shaped depression. Eggs elliptical, 0.050 to 0.075 mm. long by 0.040
to 0.058 mm. wide.
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This is the common thread worm of children, and inhabits the smalI intes.
tines of man; it is probably t,he same species as A. 8uum Goeze 1782 of the
pig, and A. o vis of sheep. It seems to be distributed over the entire world, but
it is more common in those regions and among those people who exercise little
care with regard to drinking water. It is for this reason that it is 80 common
among children, who are much less fastidious than grown people. Its struct-
ure requires no particular explanation.
LIFE HISTORY.-The development of the eggs does not begin until long after
they have been expelled from the human intestine, and is dependent upon both
moisture and warmth. Under favorable conditions the embryo is completed
in from 30 to 40 days, and then lies in a spiral within a thin shell which it does
not seem to leave so long as the egg remains free. The further development is
believed by Leuckart to require the intervention of another host in which a
larval stage it'lpassed. Davaine was successful in hatching the embryos in the
intestine of the rat and believes that the intervention of a second host is un-
necessary. In the latter case the eggs are probably introduced into the
human system with the embryo within by means of the drinking water. 'fhe
embryo is then set at liberty in the alimentary canal, and further develupment
is merely growth. Of course the infection may be brough t about by the means
of vegetables, especially salads, which have been imperfectly cleaned.
PATnOLOGY.-It has already beeu mentioned that the worms are most fre-
quently found in children, but this is dneto theease of infection rather than to
a. conditions for development, since
the worm has been obtained from
persons of all ages. Ordinarily one
finds several specimens at once and
in some cases from 500 to 1,000
have been obtained from a single
individual. Their presence in the
intestines give rise ill many cases
to severe nervous disorders, hys-
teria, epileptic attacks, etc., the
B C reason for which havA not been ex-
plained. Dil:lturbances due to their
entering the gall or pancreatic
ducts or to penetrating into the
body cavity are by no means rare,
but differ in the individual case.
The worms show no desire to
leave the alimentary canal spon-
Fig. 59.-A nterlor end or Ascaris vltulorum A. t I b t t b d
front view; x20. B. dorsal and C. ventral views; aneous y, u mus e remove
xI3. LAfter Neumann.] by medical treatment. Diagnosis
of their presence is easily made by examination of the fmces, which show the
characteristic brown eggs of the size already given.
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This species is closely related to the last. 'l'he body is a little more slender'
the head smaller, and the lips (Fig. 59) differ in shape as will be seen by con-
sulting the illustrations. The female genital opening is situated in the an-
terior sixth of the body; the egg-a have a diameter of 0.075 to 0.080 mm.
The species is found in the small intestines of cattle, especially calves; it has
been found in Europe and Asia; and Neumann states that it gives rise to in-
testinal inflammation which may be severe.
Ascaris mystax (Zeder) Rud. 1802.
SYN.-Lumbricus Cfw,is Werner 1782; A. caU and caniculm Schrank 1788;
A.tr icuspirJata and frli~Brugujet'e1791 j A. Werneri Rurl. 1793; Fusnl'ia m.vstax
Zeder 1800; A. 11w.rginafa, and A. mJ'stax Rud. 1802; A. alafa Bellingham
]839.
Anterior end ordinarilycurverl and provided with two wing-like membranes
which extend one along each sido; lips almost eqllal, 3 to 6 cornered. Female
genital opening situated in the antel'ior fomth of the body; male 90 mm.
female 200 mm. long.
This Ascnris is at home in the small intestine of the dog. cat, wolf, lynx, lion,
etc. It hus also been repOl·ted f!"Om man. Varieties have been distinguished
according to the size of the illdividuuls, those from the cat are smaller, those
from the dog slightly larger. The life-hIstory and pathology are, so far as
known, similar to what has been said for A. lumbrieoides.
Oxyurilil veI'miculaI'is (L.) Bremser 1819.
SYN.-Ascaris vermicularis L. 1767. Fusaria vermicularis Zeder 1803.
<Esophagus long and followed by a distinct bulb. with teeth; males small,
with only one spicule; female, with long awl.
shaped heads. Wing-like projections (Fig. 60)
from the dOl'sal and ven tral surfaces near the
head are present, and also a low projection
along the lateralliues of the body. Male, 3 to
5 mm. long, with spirally rolled tail. Female, 9
to 12 mm. long, tail awl-shaped. Female
genital opening, situated a little in front of the
anterior fourth of the body; eggs elliptical
0.050 loug by 0.025 wide.
This well known parasite is found in the Clll-
CUIll of the human intestine. It appears to be
present everywhere; like the Ascaris, it is more
frequent in the city, but unlike the latt,er, it is
FIG.60.-0xyurls vermicularis.maJe. found in the colder latitudes abundantly.
Natural Bize and enlarged. LIFE HISTOnY.-The first stages of its devel-
opment are passed in the uterus of the worm, and when the egg is laid it
a.lready contains an embryo; a temperature of at least 30° C. and moisture, are
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necessary for further development. It is not able to endure the continued ac-
tion of clear water, however, and hence that agent must playa secondary role
in its distribution. Leuckart has established the direct development of this
worm, i.e., its development without an intermediate host, by his experiments.
Re and some of his students swallowed some dozens of eggs which had been ir.-
cubatedand enclosed already ripe embryos; these persons were found to be
infected with the parasites 6 or 7 mm. long by the end of two weeks after the
experiment.
PATHOLOGY.-This parasite is found in persons of all ages, at least one per-
son in every five in nOl,thern Germany being infected. Frequently it seems that
the parasites have no effect on the general health of the host, but in other
cases, especially if very numerous, they give rise to serious complications.
The treatment of the malady, which is somewhat difficult, should always be
in the hands of an experienced physician,
THE FAMILY OF THE STRONGYLEs.-An elongated cylindrical body rarely so
fine as to deserve the name of hair-like, a mouth provided with six papillm, some-
times in the axis of the body, sometimes turned towards the dorsal or ventral
surface, and frequently armed by chitinous teeth are characteristics of this
a a group; the <esophagus is more or
less enlarged at the posteriOl' end, but
not provided with a distinct bulb; the
males possess a caudal sac, which
furnishes one of the chief elements in
classifying this group; it is in shape
like a saucer or, if deeper, a bell encir-
cling the tip of the tail and including
within itself the common opening of
the alimentary canal and the sexual
organs. The one or two spiculflS pro-
ject from it, and the ribs which
mark its surface have characteristicFia. 6I.-Cuudul pouch 01 OesophllRostoma,
dentatum. x93. a, nnterior ribs; ae. an- arrangements in different species;
terior external ribs; m, middle ribs: p, pos-
terior ribs; pe, posterior external rib~. tlJese have received the name, accord-
[Arter Schneider.] ingto their position (Fig. 61), of pos-
terior, posterior-external, middle, anterior-external, and an terior. '1'he marp;in
of this sac may always be notched or deeply cut so that it appeurs to consist
of two separate parts; near the male orifice a small number of papiIlm are
orten found; the female has one or two ovaries; the female sexual opening is
very variable in position. The eggs when laid have undergone at least part
of the development. 'rIds family includes a considerable number of important
parasites of which the following have some special claim to attention.
Dioctophyme gigas (Rud.) ColI. Meyn. 1802.
SYN.-Ascaris canis et mllrtis Schrank ] 788; A. visceralis et renalis Gmelin
1789; Strongylus gigas Rud. 1802; Eustrongylus gigas (Rud.) Diesing
1851; Strongylus renlllis Moq. Tand. 1860; Ell. viscerlllis Raill. 1885.
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Generally blood red, slightly tapering at both ends, especially the anterior,
and with a triangular mouth bordered by six small papillm. The male 13 to
40 em. long, 4 to 6 mm. broad. The caudal extremity obtuse and terminated
by a membranous pouch without rib lines. One slender spicule presen t '1'he
female 20 em. to 1 m. long; 5 to 12 mm. broad; tail obtuse and sligh tly curved.
the female sexual opening" is situated near the mouth, the eggs are ovoid;
brown, and measure 0.068 to 0.080 mm. by 0.040 to 0.043 mm.
This is the giant of all the Nematodes (Fig.62),and
is a kidney parasite encountered in man, dog, cattle,
horse, wolf, and many fish-eating animals.
LIFE HISTouY.-The developmpnt begins in the fe-
male worm, hnt is completed only after the egg has
been expelled from the host. Five or six months in
wbter and shorter time in summer are necessary for
the remainder of the development of the embryo. It
lives a long time in water, but cannot endure drying.
It has been found that the embryos will not develop
if transferred directly to the dog or some other host
of the adult animal, so that it seems probable that
an intermediate host is necessary. 'l'his has been
cOlljer:tured to be a fish, but no evidence has been
obtained.
PATIIOLOGY.-Observations are at hand on the
effect of this parasite in the dog. In some in-
stances the presence of the worm does not cause
any pain; in most, however, it exercises a serious
influence upon the health of the host. This is
shown by loss of flesh, and by evel'y manifestation
of pain on the part of the animal. The pamsite
causes, of course, di8tension of the orgall or part in
which it is found and a corresponding effect Oll the
function of the same. The tissue of the kidney is
gradually destroyed until the coating of t,he organ
constitutes no more than a bladder in which the
worm lies. It may escape by the ureter or may make
its way into the body cavity through the wall of the
kidney, in which case it usually penetrates the \\'all
of the abdomen, causing the appearance of all ulcer
or tumor. No cases have been found in which more
than one kidney is affected.
FIG. 6Z.-DIoctophyme gi- 'l'he diagnosis of the parasite is difficult. Suspicion
gS8; male, natural size. might be excited by bloody urine, but the diagnosis
conld only be made by microscopical examination demonstrating the presence
of ova of the characteristic size and shape. Cure would be difficult, though
by means of a proper remedy the worm might be made to leave the body,
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Strongylus fila.ria Rad.1809.
A whitish worm, long thread-like, somewhat pointed at both ends, the head
more obtuse and without projections; male 3 to 8 cm.long; caudal pouch
elongated, posterior ribs three-parted, middle ribs simple, anterior ribs two.
parted; spicules brown, short, thick. Female 5 to 10 cm. in length; tail
straigh t and conical; female sexual pores in the third fifth of the bodYi eggs
elliptical, 0.112 to 0.135 mm., by 0.052 to 0.067 mm., enclosing, when laid, an
embryo which instantly breaks from the shell; the embryos 0.54 by 0.02 mill.,
pointed at the posterior end and with a Rlip:ht enlargement at the head.
This Strong~'lus is found in the respimtor.v passages (bl'onchi) of sheep, goat,
and some other forms. It occurs in both Europe and America.
LIFE HISTORy.-The embryos of this parasite are expelled from the air pas.
sages of the host in coughing. They do not live long in water, and Leucknrt
was unable to infect a lamb by the embryos directly, so that there is pl'Oba-
bly an unknown stage in the life history.
PATHOLOGY.-This threarl lung-worm, as it is sometimes called, is the best
known of the sheep lung-wol'JnS. Together with its eggs and embryos it
causes a catarrhal inflammation which is known as verminous bronchitis,
husk, hoose, or paper skin. 'rhe disease attacks young animals, and those
under two yeurs suffer most, us in muny otllel' cuses. The first symptoms are
slight, but soon become ngg'l'3.vated; lInt'll breathing, coughing, and general
weakness are the most eviden t symptollls. A positive diagnosis is made by
showing the presence in the matter coughed up of the eggs and worms.
The sheep lose flesh by the disease, and in the last stages the symptoms
become very severe; owing to a lack of sufficient respi,"ution the skin becomes
dry and hal'd, resembling parchment, and hence the name "paper-skin." 'rile
aniuml is carried off in the course of three or four months by exhaustion or
suffocation. In cases where the symptomH are sevel'e the patients rarely sur-
vive. The height of the disease comes in fall, and those which survive its at-
tack/! recover in the spring. They are, however, much reduced in flesh, and
the growth of the fleece is retarded. A very large per cent of those attacked
succumb.
TREATMENT.-lt is of course true that the best noul'ished animals lire most
fitted to withstand the attacks of the parasite, and after the animals become
sick the diet must be especially cared for; at the same time infected pastures
should be avoided. Medicinal treatment is of little avail unless resorted to at
an early stage, and the difficulty of applying the treatment will render it im-
practicable for large flocks. 'I'r-acheal injections seem to be decidedly advan_
tageous, but should not be resorted to by other than an experienced veteri-
narian. In conclusion, I quote some recommendations from Neumann (page
590) with reference to this disease:
"Two different procedures in treatment are pursued. In one, substances are
passed into the digestive canal, which, being diffused in the blood, are believed
to be capable of attacking the worms in the bronchial tubes. But experience
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has shown that, while such treatment is troublesome to carry out, its efficacy
cannot be relied upon.
"Success is more certain with fumigations, as they penetrate directly to the
worms, stupify them, and induce fits of coughing that cause their expulsion.
The fumigation should be practiced only in buildings fl'om which all forage is
previously removed and which are well closed. Into these the diseased ani-
mals are introduced, and on a red-hot shovel are placed rags, horns, feathers,
hair, old pieces of leather, empyreumatic oil, tar, juniper berries, asafetida,
etc. The intensity, dnration, and number of these fumigations are graduated
as the sheep become accustomed to them. At first once a day may suffice, and
then the intensity should be moderate and the duration about ten minutes.
Afterwards two, and finally three may be given during the day, each lasting
for twenty minutes. Kowabwsky says he has obtained very good results
from similar fumigations. Fumigations with chlorine, sulphur, and sulphuret
of mercury or cinnabar have been recommended, but they are dangerous.
"Stephen recommends asfollows: put about forty lambs at a time into au
air-tight house and place tar, sulphur, and turpentine in a pot of burnin~
coals, suspended by a chain from the ceiling, and brought as near to the heads
of the animals us possible. The fumes are to be allowed to fill the house,
and more ingredients are added as required, thp, lambs being kept in the place
for twenty-five minutes each time, and the process to be repeated on three oc-
casions.
"Tracheal injections in the verminous bronchitis of calves areof great utility,
but for a flock of sheep they would be troublesome and difficult to administer.
However Nieman, has successfully employed them on 384 sheep belonging to
several small owners. He used a solution of two parts of iodine and ten
parts of iodide of potassium, in 100 parts of distilled water. This fluid was
mixer! in equal parts with oil of turpentine, and made into an emulsion with
olive oil. Each sheep received 5 to 8 gmmmes of the mixture, and the number
of injections varied according to the gravity of the disease-from 2 to 3 at
two days' interval. The worms were killed and expelIed during the paroxysms
of coughing, and the bronchitis waR modified.
"The medical treatment should b~ assisteJ by velY nourishing food, and by
bitter, stimulating, and ferruginous tonics, which arouse the digestive func-
tions and alIowthose animals which are least exhausted to reach the period of
elimination of the parasites."
Strongylus rufescens Leuckart 1865 (Fig. 63).
SYN.-Str. minutissimus Megn. 1878; Pseudalius ovis-pulmonalis A. Koch
18l:l3; Str. ovis-pulmonalis C. Curtice H:l90.
Worm reddish brown, thread-like; mouth with three lips; male 18 to 28
mm. long; caudal pouch notched deeply behind, and slightly on the side; pos_
terior ribs indistinct"middle ribs double, anterior ones dividf!d, spicules arched.
Female 25 to 35 mm.long, tail blunt; female sexual pore at the baseof a small
eminence just in fron t of the anus; eggs elliptical, 0.075 to 0.120 by 0.045 to
0.082 mm.
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C B Strongylus rufescens
is found in the sheep and
goat, where the worms
may occur in the air pas-
sages or bronchi, but
seem to penetrate also
into the ultimate \Img
cells.
PATHOLoGY.-Thedis-
ease which is caused by
these parasites isknown
as verminous pneumo-
nia. It may exist'with
parasi tic bl'Onchitis,
which is caused by the
last described species.
'rhis disease manifests
itself either as globular,
d i ff use, or nOllular
pnpumonia. The last is
FIG, 63.-,Stl·ongF]us l'u.'csccns. A, malo aud felllll!e, IHli ul'al also known as pseudo-
size. B, caudal end of female, x"O, C, caudal end of mule, xlOO.[After Hallllet.] (uberculosis. I t is caused
by t·he acculllulation of eggs and embryos in c"Jrtain parts of the lungs, where
they constitute distinct centers, apparently tuberculous, and this is the most
frequent fmm of the disease. This disease is extremely common, and all that
has been said with reference to the pathology and tl'eatment of the diseaso
caused by the last species applies with equal force here.
Strongylus contoJ.·tus Rud.1803.
SYN.-Str. ovinlls O. Fabr. 1784; Str. llmmonis Rud, ISU); Str. filicullis
Molin 1860, nee Bud. 1803.
llody red or pale, thread·like, tapering towards the extremities; two small
lateral papillm ROIllO distance fl'om the antPI·jor end. Mouth unarmed; male
10 to 20 111m. long. Caudal sac ({<'ip;. 64) composed of two elongated lobes
, .' each with foul' ribs of
which the middle and
an terior are doubled;
the right lobe haAalso
all accessory projec-
tion. Two spicules
wit han accessory
piece. Female 20 to
30 mm. long, tail
elongated very sharp,
sexual opening
towards the posterior
fiith of the body,
covered by a strong
FIG. 64.-Caudal end of male of StroDsyJu8 cODtortu8j x50. tongue-shaped flap.
After Rallllet.] The parasite lives in
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the fourth stomach of the sheep and goat, and is also reported from the cow
where it is said to constitute a variety somewhat larger than the one des-
cribpd. The development is probably direct, and the embryos, according to
Leuckart, develop well in muddy or stag-uant water. The probable means of
infection is then the drinking wuter of the cattle. In Germanv this parasito
has been considered asthe cause of an epizooty which attacks especially lambs
and yearlings. Similar cases are relJorted from England, and Stiles has ob-
served an epizootic in Ppnnsylvania where the worms were extraordinari Iy
numerous. The disease appears to be most common in places with sandy soil
and more or less stagnant water. Thesymptoms somewhat resemble those of
distomatosis. Anthelminthic remedies are recommended for removing tho
worms, and transfel'ring the slleep to uninfected pastures is absolutely neces-
sary to pl'event the recurrence of the disease. Stagnant water should not bo
used for the animals.
OesopltogostolU columbiannm Curtice 1890.
The body is pale and the head curven so as to appear like a hook. The
mouth circular and arml'd with a donble crown of convergent teeth, the ontel'
ones long and curved, the inner shorter and two pointed; two narrow lateral
folds extend one-fourt.h the length, brginning at the neck fold. Males 12 to 15
mm. long; caurlal sac throe-lobed; posterior ribs divided; middle and anterior
lobes, double; two spicules 0.7 mm. loug. Female 14 to 18 mm. long; female
sexual pore just in front of the anus on a papilla; eggs elliptical, 0.090 by
0.050 mm.
The worm lives in the large intestine of the sheep below the cmcum, and the
embryo forms tumors in the intestinal walls of bothsmall and largeintestincs.
The sppcies has been found thus far only east of the Mississippi river.
LIFE HISTORY.-The wanderings of the parasite from the time the eggs are
discharged rrClm the intestines to their discovery in the tumors are unknown;
theyonngest forms known are found enl'ysted in the intestines and are little dif-
ferent from those in the eggs. The cysts incite inflammation in the tissue abont
them, and the worms come from the cysts to live in the inflamed substancp.
After Reveral months, when a size of 3 to 4 mm. is obtaincd, they leave the
tumol' and bpgin t,he adult life in the intestine.
PATROLoGY.-The tnmors are found in the sub-mucous tissue, and at first
each appears like a sac filled with fluid; later there accumulates a green, cheesy
substance, which gradually increases in amount. From the largest tumors the
worms have already escaped.
Diagnosis of the disease can only be made from post mortpill examinations.
It is probable that, except in extreme cases, no external disturbance can be
noticpd; then, however, general debility, and even diarrhrea, reduced the health
of the flock considerably. Ordinarily, the adult worms are few in number com-
pared to the tumors, and it is the latter alone which have caused much trouble.
To the butchprs these are known as "knotty" entrails, and are useless for
making sausage cases, entailing thus quite a considerable loss to the sheep
raiser.
TREATMENT.-No medicinal remedies can be suggested for the removal of the
adult worm, and removing the embryos is evidently quite beyond power of
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medicine. Clearly the only valuable treatment is preventive. Since the eggs of
the parasite pass from one sheep to another by means of water or food, re-
moval to another pasture and care in the water supply will lessen the chances
of infection; though if the sheep are badly infected already this will but result
in infecting 8 second pasture. A plentiful supply of salt has been recom-
mended as for other parasites.
Sclerostoma pinguicola* Vurill1870.
SYN.-Stephanuru8 dentatus Diesing 1839; St. Nattereri Cobbold 1879;
Strongylus (ScI.) pinguicola (Verr.) Magalh. 1894.
Body elongated, cylindrical, mouth terminal, armed with six teeth, of which
the two opposite are stronger; male 22 to 28 mm. long; caudal sac composed
of five 10beB united by a delicate membrame; spicule filiform. Female 33 to
40 mm. long; tail curved, but prolonged into 8 small point and provided on
each side with a short process. Sexual opening at the middle of the body;
eggs 0.084 mm. in length.
This parasite is found in the OI'gans of the abdomen, especially in the fat
tissue, of the hog. It has been called by some Americans the kidney worm
since at times it penetrates into the kidneys. It appears to be very common
in America, and is frequently found in lard, so that it has also received the
name of lard worm. Some have even regarded it as cause of the hog cholera.
The parasite was first found in New England by White, and Verrill has given
an account of it in his paper on animal parasites. Dinwiddie reports that in
Arkansas it is so common in the livers of hogs as to render them unfit for use.
In those he examined were numerous small cavities filled with pus-like cores
which marked the wanderings of the parasite. So far as is known, their only
effect on the animals iR to render the liver unfit for use. This represents, how-
ever, a considerable annual loss to hog raisers.
Sclerostoma equinum (0. F. M.) de BL 1828.
SYN.-Strong.vlus equinum O. ·F. M. 1784; St. asininu8 Viborg 1795; St.
armatus Rud. 1803; ScI. armtltum Dies. ] 851.
Body brown or gray, straight anll rigid, the anterior part broader, mouth
circular, distended, with chitinus rings provided with small teeth; the mouth
capsule is supported by a longitudinal rib, and has at the bottom two round,
sharp plates. Male: length 18 to 20 mm., caudalsl1c (Fig. 05), 3-lobed; poste-
rior ribs 3-parted, the middle, double, the anterior divided; two spicules long
and slim. Female: 20 to 55 mm. long, with a long, blunt tail, and the sexual
pore in the last third of the body; eggs elliptical, 0.092 by 0.050 mm.
This Sclerostoma, more generally called by veterinarians, the armed stron-
gyle or th~ palisade worm, is found in the ClBcum, or rarely the colon of the
horse. It is the commonest parasite of that animal, and is usually found in
considerable number, more than 1,000 having been counted in a space of two
inches. They are also frequently found in a larval condition in the aneurisms
*Wlth regard to the name of thIs form Dr. Stiles wrItes: "Stephanurus dentatuB is on-
questionably a Sclerostoma. The earlier speclflc name dentatu8, however, cannot be com-
bIned wIth the generic name Sclerostoma, as the term Sr./eroBtoma dentatum de BlalnvllJe
1829, already exIsts In synonomy. 'Verrill's specifiC combInatIon of 1870, Sclerostoma plngul-
(lOla Is accordlngJ,y t;J~p &lllrllest combInatIon available."
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of the mesenteric (Fig. 66), and arteries as well as in the cysts on the cmcum
and duodenum. They are
found in all parts of Eu-
rope, and have been re-
ported from Canada and
the United States.
LIF E HISTORY. - The
eggs are expelled with
the dung, and hatch in a
few days in a damp
place; under favorable
conditions of moisture
they continue to grow
and moult, and Railliet
has kept them a consirl-
erable time in this condi-
tion. Probably at this
period they enter the
body of the horse in the
food or drinking water,
and fix themselves in the
. mucous llllillbra ne;
FIg. 65.-Caudlll end of Sclerostoma equinum, male; x30. . . h[Artp.r Rllilliet.] some remam III t e CyRts
which aro formed about them, the others reach the blood vesselR,
-fix themselves in the large arteries of the abdomen and give rise to aneurismal
dilatations in which is a rough clot adherent to the inner surface, and in this
the worms are developed. After a stay of uncertain length in the aneurism
they leave it and are carried hy the blood to the crecum, where they form sub-
mucous cysts. These they abandon later to take up life in the intestines,
where they become sexually mature. This, at least, is the them'y of Railliet on
their development, and it seems to be the best fmpported of any yet offered.
PATHOLoGY.-The adult worms are very firmly fixed to the mucous mem-
brane of the intestines by their mouth armature; they form small, dark
prominences on th~ intestinal wall and live on the blood which is drawn from
the same. They are believed by some to be the cause of diarrh<l!u, colic, etc.,
but the fact is not yet certainly established. The tumers formed by larval
stages appear to be without influence on the health of the animal. Not so
with the aneurisms which are very common, and always in the abdominal ves-
sels (Fig. 66). 'l'hese are very dangerous on account of the risk of rupture
and more especially on accouut of the clottl which may break loose or give off
parts to be carried by the' blood until they block up some small artery. The
disturbance produced is proportioned to the size of the vessel stopped up. Im-
mediate anemia of that portion to which the artery affordd blood supply is
produced; this causes paralysis or suspension of the functions of that area.
The result of this is colic which mayor may not be fatal. Recurrence of the
trouble is not only probable bu t practically certain. The secondary effect of the
aneurism is to diminish the blood supply to the intestines since the clot pre-
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vents the free passage of the fluid, and in this way chronic indigestion may
arise.
TREATMENT.-Neumann says it is of the highest importance from the above
consideration to diminish the extension of the sclerostomes as much as pOHsi-
blA. This can only be done by a most careful inspection of the water horses
drink, and filtration alone affords reliable security; but the harmfulness of the
aneurismal worm is not sufficiently tangible, at least to owners of horses, to
permit of a hope that a precaution which would be so contrary to present
usages is likely to be adopted.
Fig. 66.-Verminous aneurIsm or tbe great mesenterIc artery, balf
DlLtural size. a, aorta; e, creliuc trunk; ed, rlgbt or atmlp;ht collo
artery; ef, first artery 01 1I0ntlng colon; eg,lelt colle artery; ei, In-
ferior crecnl artery; eB, superior crecal artery; Ig, arteries or left
fasciculus, or smlillintestlne; g, p;astric lntery; h, hepatic artery;
ie,lleo-crecnl artery; m, trunk or the great mesenteric artery; rg,
left renal arter.v ; B, splenic artery; ta, trunk of the anterior fosclcu-
Ius, the spnt of a small aneurism; rd. trunk of the right fasciculus.
the seRt of an aneurIsm. [After nailliet.]
The free wormS can be removed from the cmcum by vermifuges, althoug-h
this is difficult. In the case of the aneurismal worms, the use of oil of turpen
tine is said to be beneflcial.
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"Uncinaria duodenslis (Dub;) Raill. 1885.
SVN.-Anch.vlostoma. duodenale Dub. 1843;
Strongylus qUR_dridentatus v. Sieb. 1851;
Dochmills anchilost0ll111m Molin 1860; Bele;
rostoma dllodenale Cobbold 1864; Str.
duodena/is Schn. 1866; Dochmius duodena/is
Leuck. 1876.
Body pale reddish, cylindrical, sligh tly smaller
in front (Fig. 67); buccal capsule little inflated
with two pairs of recurved teeth; two papillm
d opposite at the anterior sixth of the body.
~ Male 8 to 11 mm. long; caudal sac (Fig. 68)
g with small dorsal. lobes and two prominent~~ lateral lobes ; posterior ribs three-parted, mid-
fp dIe onee dou blp, allterior ones split; two long
:::
::. spicules. Female 10 to 18 mm.long; tail blunt,
prolonged into a Blender point; female sexual
.,;
:l opening toward the posterior third of the body;
~ tJggs elliptical 0.052 by 0.032 mm.
a This species inhabits the small intestines of
;,; man and has also been found in Italy, France,
"ili3 Austria, Germany, Spain. in various parts of
~;q Asia and Africa, and is statell to have been
«> found in America, though I am unable to find
"il where, as the statement is quoted without any
a authority.
-.:J€ STRUCTuRE.-One point in the structure de-
~ serves special attention; it j8 the so-called
~ pharynx or buccal capsule (Fig. 69). This is
c
-5 very nearly spherical and is armed with four
<I! strong curved chitinous teeth. At the bottom
't:
~ of the capsule are two triangular lance-like
'<ll§ organs, the function of which is the penetration
I of the tissue.
Ii LIFE HISTORy.-The development of the egg
e does not go on wall in water, but in droppings
f«
or in slime progresses rapidly, and the majority
of the embryos are hatched in from one to four
days. They undergo several molts in the free
condition, and, curiously, they do not escape
from the molted skin, but use it as a protective
covering. In this way they are enabled to en-
dure even extreme dryness and may be trans-
ported by the wind. It is probable that they
rae taken directly into the human alimentary
canal without the intervention of an intermediate host.
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PATHOLOGY.-The worms fix themselves to tIle mucous membrane of tho
intestines and live on
blood extracted from
the tissue. Their pres-
ence in numbers gives
riRe to a disturbance
knolVn as Egyptian
chlorosis or miner's
anmmia. Thi~ dis-
ease is very commou
among the miners,
having attmcted at·
FIG. 6S.-Caudal sac of Uncinaria duodenalis; x50.
tention hy its severity at the buikling of the
Raint Gothard tunnel. Without considering" in
detail the symptoms of the disease, it may be
said that the treatment consists entirely in the
observatin of strict, sanitary principles. The
use of anthelminthicB is of little avail since the
parasites adhere "ery firmly by means o[ their
recurved teeth.
Uncinaria trigolloceplwla (Rud.) and Uncin-
tlria stenocephala Rail I. are related species
which cause a similar disease in llUnting dogs
or hounds.
Uncina.ria cernua (Creplin) Raill. 1885 has FI~. 69.-:-Anterlor end of Unclnarla.
, duodena/18 from the dorsal aspect.
been described by Curtice in his "Animal Highly maKnltled. (Alter Perroncito.)
Parasites of Sheep," under the name of Dochmiu8 cernuus. It is closely
related to the last mentionefj species and inhabits the small intestines
of sheep. It lives upon the blood, and the effects of its parasitism should be
investigated. Further details on this species may be found in the article quoted
above.
FAMILY OF THE TmcHOTRACBEL-
IDE.-These worms are extremely
elongated; the anterior part
of the body is very slender,
and the posterior more or
less en!arged. The malel:l are
without any spicules in some
cases; in other cases they possess
a single simple one.
This family includes some of the
best known and most feared of
FIG. 70.-Trlcbocepbs/U8 dispar; male, natural human parasites.
size and J;losterlor end Qf same enlarKed.
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Tl'lchoeephalns dispal' Rud. 1801. (Fig. TO.)
SYN.-1'1'. hominis Schrank 1788; Asca,ris trichura IJ. 1771.
Male 35 to 45 mm. long, with spicules 2.5 mm. in length. Female 35 to 50
mm. long j slender portion proportioned to posterior part us two to onp;
egp;s brown, 0.051 by 0.022 mm.
This parasite lives in the cmcum of man, but is rarely found in the vermifol'm
appendix and the colon. Ordinarily only a few are pre8ent, but they are oc-
casionally more numerous. It is extremely common all ov('r the entire globe.
Ordinarily tlte slender portion at the body is embedded in the mucous, anf] in
general, its pre8ence is not accompanied by any serious trouble. Oi comse the
presence of a large nnmber of the paras ites is likely to give rise to Berious ner
vous trouble.
Oi the life history it may be said that the development takes place without
any intermediate host, and tho parasites are introduced by means of drinking
water j the entire development occupies a period of four or five weeks.
Tl'ichina spiralis Owen 1835.
Male 1.4 to 1.6 by 0.04 mm. Cloacal opening between two caudal appendi-
ces; in front at the opening, two pail's of papillm. Female 3 to 4, mm. by 0.06
mm.; anus terminal; sexual openings at the end of the anterior portion of the
body; ovovivipal'Ous. 'I'he embryos 0.09 to 0.1 mm. by 0.006 mm. In the
larval conflition, coiled in muscular and adipose tissues, they measure 0.8 to 1
III Ill. by 0.04 mm.
FIG. n.-Intestinal TriehiDre; male at left, female at right. Much magnified.
[Alter Colin,]
Two forms at the Trichina are recognized commonly; first" the so-called
intestinal tI'iclJina (Fig'. 7]), which is the ilexually mature fOl'm found in the
small intestines of many animals j the second is the so-called muscular tri-
china (Fig. 72), which is the larval condition and is found encysted in various
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parts of the body. Of the m'1ny animals in
which the trichina may develop, man, pig,
and rat are those easily affected, the
mouse, Guinea pig, and rabbit still more
easily, while a. long list of other forllls, in-
cluding the horse, do~. cat, calf, lamb, etc.,
are occasionally or very slightly affected.
'l'he intestinal trichina may be made to
develop in birds, but the larva are not able
to penetrate the walls of the intestines, and
hence the flesh of the bird does not contain
any of the encysted forms. Muscle trichinlB
have never been found in the flesh of fishes or
invertebrates; and all statements to the con-
trary, as well as reports of trichinm encysted
n vegetable tissue, depend upon confusion
with some different species of Nematodes.
This confusion renders it all the more neces-
sary to consider very carefully the structure
FlO. 72.-MuscIlJar tissue contaIn. both of the larval trichina and of its cyst,
Ing encysted Trichinm; the right which will be taken up under the life
cyst contains t\\ 0 worms. [After . t
Colin.] hiS ory.
Of all the many animals in which the trichina has been found, it seems some
what probable that the rat was ita original host The brown rat, which made
its appearance ill Europe in 1727, possibly brought the parasite with it from
the East, and with the rat the parasite has spread over the entire world.
The muscle trichina was first discovered in 1828, in
dissections undertaken in a London hospital. !tacon-
nection with the disease it produces, and the stages
in its life history were demonstrated in Germany
by the reseaches of Virchow, Zenker, and Leuckart.
Leidy discovBl'ed trichina in pigs in America in 1847.
STRuCTuRE.-The sexually matnre worm (Fig. 71),
seldom comes to the observation of persons other
than those experimelltin~. It differs from the larva
(Fig. 73), in the development of the sexual organs
and accessory parts. Among the organs of the body
the so-called middle intestine, or according to some
other authors, the "cell·body " of the oosophaguB,
deserves especial mention in this place; it is composed ,FlOd· 7~f·-Lalrva of Trichina.. . ree rom ts CYBt. [After
of large nucleated cells whiClh are very strlklllg III Colin.]
appearance. This organ, in connection with the size, serves for iden tifying the
species.
I,IFE HISTORy.-The life history of trichina is peculiar among all parasites in
that it. is in most cases, and always normully, probably carried on within the
body of the hosts and no part of it is played in the open world. Hence the
agency of drinking water, so important in other cases, is unimportant here.
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It is difficult to find & perfectly natural point. to begin the account of the life
history, but perhaps the matter becomes clearest if one starts with mU3cle
trichina encysted in a piece of flesh. If a rat, for instance, which we may probably
regard as the original normal host of the trichinm, be fed some pieces ·of muscle
containing encysted trichinre, the flesh is dissolved by the gastric juice, and the·
larvlll are freed and pass into the intestines. Less than forty-eight hours are
required to attain sexual maturity.
The development of the embryos begins in the uterus immediately after copu_
lation, and by the sixth day the embryos are ready and beginning to escape
from the female; the males, which are rarer than females, have already begun-
to leave the intestines with the fleces. Recent investigations seems to render it
probable that the female intestinal trichinlll bore their way iuto the velvet-like
projections, the villi, of the intestinal wall. 'l'hey are found in all the superficial
layers of the wall and sometimes at least partly in the cavities of the much
distended chyle vessels, though living trichinal are found in the cavity of the
intestines up to twelve weeks after the infection. Here it is probable that they
give birth to the mans embryos, and for something like a man th they continue
to bring forth embrj'os. The number of embryos produced by a sin~le female
has been estimated to be from 10,000 to 15,000; these are gradually dis-
charged, possibly in the intestinal walls or blood vessels, but more probably
into the cavits of the chyle vessels; in the last embryos have been positively
demonstrated in some cuses so that we are inclined to believe that the females
bring the young into the tissue instead of depositing them into the intestines
a8 was formerly maintained; and that the lymph stream carries them from
the intestine. Nodoubt someof them make their way into the blood current or
through the connective tissues by active migration. In these "ays they will
easily reach rarts remote from the in testines in a very short time. The duration
of these migrations is said to vary fro III six to ten days. While the larVal !Day
settle down in al most any portion of the body or in almOl;t any kind of tissue,
they are most ordinarily found in the muscles, especially in the vicinity of the
bones or tendons by which their migration is arrested. Some authors believe
-that they develop within the muscle fibers, others inclined to believe that
their final location is in the tissues between the fibers.
Having finally reached its resting place the larval trichina increases rapidly
in size aud coils itself in the shape indicated in the figure. Here its movements
result in the formation of a cyst by the irritated tissues surrounding. At first
granular substance with some large vacuoles are visible around it (Fig. 72),
and later a shpath with a fine deposit of lime becomes apparent. In general
the cyst is ovoid, lengthened in the direction of the muscle fibers. In size it is
0.4 by 0.25 mm. but may vary considerably. Commonly only one trichina is
found in each place but two, three, four, or five may be SfJen. The trichina rests
within the cyst unchanged for long periods of time, being found alive accord-
ing to Damon eleven years after introduction in pork and from 13 to 24 years
in man. Neumann remarks, however, that the possibilitv of new infections
between times has not been disproved. In the course of time the cyst may un-
dergo degeneration; this may be either by the addition of the pigment gran-
ules or by fatty or calcareous degeneration. Cysts Which have become calcar-
ous are very frequently met with in the flesh of both pig and man.
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The encysted trichina may be distinguished from other forms of Nematodes
encysted in tissue by means of the "cell-body" so-called which may be mad~.
visible by proper treatment.
The larva lies dormant in its cyst until the flesh is eaten by some animal
when the cycle is begun again wit,h the development of the sexually mature in:
testinal trichina. It is not impossible that the trichina might be acquired
through the means of those intestinal trichina which may be evacnated from
the intestine of an animal that has become infected and through their acci-
dental importation into the alimentary canal of some suitable host. In this
way it is possible that a pig may become slightly infected by eating the dung
of a diseased rat. Such instances as these have been produced experimentally
but are necesssarily rare, and in the majority of cases the worms are introduced
into the intestines of the hog by the eating of rats or refuse from slaughtered
animals which were themselvetl infected.
PATHOLOGY.-There are two forms of trichinosis or trichiniasis, the one
due to the larvm in the muscles, the other due to the eating of infested flesh,
the development of the sexual form in the intestine, and the wandering of the
embryos to the muscles. The disease is much more frequent in the pig than
in any other of the domesticated animals. Its symptoms are displayed only
when the quantity introduced is large, and hence in the majority of cases the
dieease will escape notice. Intestinal trichinosis is the cause of the first dis-
turbances which appear in four to ten days after eating trichinous flesh; loss of
appetite, thirst, fever, diarrhcel1 of a persistent character, sometimes vomiting,
are symptoms which may manifest themselves in cases, but in all these there is
little characteristic of this particular disease.
Following this, symptoms of muscular trichinosis due to the wanderings of
the worms are observed from the eighth to the fifteenth day. These include
muscular troubles such as stiffness, pain in the muscles, and difficulty in move.
ment, especially in mastication and respiration. 'l'he last period which follows
the encystment of the larva is characterized by cachexia and extreme anemia.
Edema appears in many places and is usually followed by the death of the
animal. Nearly all the hogs attacked gradually recover however. The du-
ration of the disease varies naturally with the degree of infection; in light cases
It is about two to three months.
These doubtful or often scarcely visible symptoms make the diagnosis very
difficult and urmally impossible. A harpoon has been invented for obtaining
a sample of the muscle in order to diagnose the disease from the presence of the
larva. The thick layer of fat found beneath the skin renders the use of the in-
strument rather difficult.
Unless the infection is severe the muscles are very unequally filled with the
trichinre. Kauhn showed that the diaphragm is most seriously infected; after
that in less intense way the shoulder muscles, the psoas muscles, larynx, neck,
tongue, etc. In order to ascertain the presence of trichinm the musde
should be taken from the part most seriously infected j Neumann recommends
the following method: a small piece of muscle is cut parallel to the direction of
the fiber; after lying in water a short time it is pressed between two glasses,
and will show the cysts under a magnifying power of 100 to 150 diameters.
It is better, however, first to tease the fibers in water by needles and then ex-
amine in the normal salt solution (see appendix A) or in a 0.1 to 0.5 of one
per cent solution of acetic acid.
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A single animal may cuntain a truly enormous number of cystSj in all ounce
of flesh Leuckart has estimated between 200,000 Ilnd 225,000, which would
make the totll.! number in the body about forty millions. Othera have esti-
mated from five to one hundred millions in the body of a single patient. In
this wayan approximate idea of the severity of the infection may be obtained-
The life history makes it clear that the disease must always be due to the
introduction of trichinous meat or of worms 01' embryos fwm excrement. It
is, hencl', of importance to establish the proportion of trichinre in different an-
imals and different localities. It. has already been stated that the rat is prob-
ably the original host of the trichinm. 'l'he number of rats infected with trio
chinre is said to be for Paria about 7 per cent, for Germany, from 3 to 50 per
cent, while Neumann quotes from a source which I am unable to learn, the sta-
tistics for Boston of from 6 per cent in stable rats to 70 per cent in slaughter
house rats. The proportion of pigs infected with trichinm is 12 per thousand
in Russia, 4 to 15 in Sweden, 0.1 to 0.13 ill the German Empire.
For the United States there is no official register of any sort, and for evident
reasons the reports are somewhat widely at variance. One can hardly too
strongly criticize the ignorance or maliciousness of the foreign consul at Phil-
adelphia who stated in an official report to his government that in Illinois
alone trichinosis killed 700,000 pigs in 1880, kindly including in the total the
mortality due to the hog cholera 111 Equally wild and unsubtantiated at'e the
reports commonly curreut in European journals to the effect that 70 to 80 per
cent of American hogs are infected. On the other hand, the claim advanced
by some persons that trichinosis is unknown to this country is certainly un-
true. One undoubted case of death from trichinosis within this State has come
under the writer's observation. It is of the greatest importance that the system
of meat inspection should be widely introduced, and that the actual state of the
case should be made known. Not only that the pork expOI·tillg firms suffer se·
riously from the believed prevalence of trichinosis, bu t also the !Deat consumers
have a right to demand exact knowledge with re/1;ard to t,he flesh which is of-
fered for sale.
Meat inspection is most rigorously and scientifically carried out in Germany
where trained examiners report upon the condition of every animal killed.
For trichina the method employed is that already su~gested-theexamination
of a small part of the muscle from some Apecial region with a view to detect-
ing the presence of trichinous cysts. The meat is also examined at the same
time with ref6rence to the occunellce of the other parasiteA.
The disease may be contracted by man through the consumption of flesh
containing living larvffi only. Both the intestinal phase and the muscular
phase are similar in genel'tll symptoms to those of the pig. Epidemics have
been reported in widely separated places in various countries. They are espe-
cially numerous in such regions in Germany whet'e raw pork in various forms
is eaten.
TnEATMENT.-Trichinosis is rarely a serious disease for the pig, but becomes
exceedingly so for the consumer of the flesh which has had the attack. So far
as preventive meaIlS are concerned they will depend naturally upon the vi-
tality of the trichinre in the CYAtS. Extended experiments have been made by
many observers with reference to the temperatures required to kill the para
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site. It has been found that cold is very unreliable, but that a temperature
of 55° C.(135° F.) is high enough to kill. It is necessary, however, that the en.
tire mass should reach this temperature in order that the worms in the center
are certainly destroyed. Fjord has conducted some experiments which show
that the time of cooking necessary to kill the trichinw in the center of a pieco
of pork is proportional to its size; fifteen to eighteen minutes should be used
for each pound of flesh, less half the time necessary to bring the water to a boil.
A ham weighing ten pounds should therefore be boiled eighteen minutes x 10
i.e., three hours, if put into boiling water, or two hours and one-half if un hour
is required to bring to the boiling point tlle water into which the ham is put.
Roasting should also be careful and complete; so as not to leave in the cen tel'
raw or half-done portions. Practically one may judge of thcsufety limit by
the entire loss of the reddish color and the absence of any reddish fluid under
the action of a knife. The effect of salting is somewhat uncertain, When the
process is thoroughly carried out the tl'ichinw are apparently killed. nut in
a very large number of cases the pickle does not penetrate to the center of the
piece and even after a long time living worms may be found thCl·e. Smoking
during three days and more is usually snfficient to kill all the worms.
In order to suppl'eAs the parasite more care must be exercised With reference
to the feeding of the pig. The conditions found by Calvin in IOIVa sh~w that
the swill-fed pigs are very lm'gely infested while thE: corn-fed swine are almost
free. Since at least 95 per cent of the animals killed by our packing houses
for exportation are grain-fattened, the chance of obtaiuing trichinized meat is
hardly sufficient to walTant the absolute prohibition placed upon it by some
Europeau governments. To quote also from Neumann, "It may be mentioned
that as the result of an exhaustive discussion in1884 theAcademiede Medicine
and the Societe de Medicine Publiquedecided that theimportat.ion of American
salt pork of the type fuUycnred offered no danger." There is little doubt that
the prohibitive measures are largely political and do uot depend to llny extent
upon a scientific study of the subject.
In conclusion it may be said that care in the tending and feeding of the
swine will tend to lessen the disease and equal care in cooking will remove
danger of human infection. Cured ham must be carefully examined or obtained
from Home source where the m:croscopical examination is known to have been
made beforehand.
FAMILY OF THE FU,AHID..E,-The body is thread-like, of considerable length;
the mouth and mouth caveule are variable; the oosophogus is not provided
with a bulb at its end; the male possesses a. single spicule or two unequal
Ilpicules, and the tail of the male is ordinarily somewhat coiled. The female
sexual opening is located towards the front of the body.
The most famous member of this group is without doubt the Filaria, of
Medina, a worm of more than half a meter length, and of uniform diameter
throughout, which occurs as a parasite just beneath the skin of man ill tl'opi-
eal countries; from this position it is removed by being carefully wound about
" small stick, an opel'atioll in which the negroes of that country al'e said to be
very expert. It has been introduced into South Amel'ica, probably by the
negroes. Since this worm is not found in temperate regions it ma.y he passed
here with the mere mention.
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and Delafond. 1852.
Filaria immitis Leidy 1856.
SYN.-F. papillos8, hmmatioa canis domestici, Gruby
Body white, obtuse at both
ends, the anterior being some-
what thicker than the posterior
(Fig. 74). Mouth with six
small, indistinct papillm j male
12 to 18cm.long; tail with two
lateral wings and 11 papillm
,..., on each side; two unequal spi-
9 ~ cules. Female 25 to 30 em.
long, 1 mm. broad; tail short
~
.. and blunt; the female sexual
.e3. opening only 7 mm. from the
mouth. Ovoviviparous embryo
~ (Fig. 75) 0.285 by 0.005 mm.,
;:: with the pusterior extremity
':;j tapering to a very slender fiue
-a pointed tail.
8
oS The so-called" cruel" Filaria,
j inhabits chiefly the right side
~ of the heart and the pulmonary
-a artery of the dog. It is frequent
::a i~ China, Japan, and not un-
~ common in Europe, North and
Oi South America.
al
~ PATHOLOGY.-It appears to Fig. 75.-EmbryoB of
ciI frequent particularly huntin~ Filaria immitis tllk!'n
r:l from the blood of a dOl\".:Ii dogs, and those of some size, x300. [Alter Railliet.]
EJ and its presence is not often made known by any dis·
!l turbance in the heaah of the animal. It may, how-
.~ ever, be detected by microscopical examination of the
~~ blood, in which case the delicate embryos will be dis-
I covered. Curiouslyeuough, it has been discovered by
i Manson, that these embryos abandon the surface cir-
Ii~ culation during the day and appear in it at night..
Frequently the death of the animal is sudden, but
convulsious, or even appearance of madness, may pre-
cede death. If the heart of the dog be examined, the
right side and the arteries for aome distance will be
found to contain bundles of the worms tied up iu in
extricable knots. The males al'e ordinarily only half
as common as the females, but cases are on record in
which only males and only females have beeu found.
The disturbance in the circulation is notunfrequently accompanied by lung and
kidney troubles.
The life-history is unknown, and no treatment, medical or preventive, can be
suggested.
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Filaria Bancrot'ti Cobbold 1877.
SYN.-TrichilJl1, cystica Salisbury 1868; F. sanguinis hominis Lewis 1872;
F. dermathemica da S. A. 1875; F. Wuchereri da S.L. 1877 ; l/~ s8nguillis
hominis nocturna P. Manson 1891.
Body white,
hair-like (Fig.
76), s m alle l'
towards the
ends; III out h
without papil-
Ire. Male, 83
mm. long, 0.4
Fig. 76.-Filarla from human blood; female nt rIght, male at left; nat- mm. wide; tail
urnl size. [After de Magalhaes.] curled up; four
pairs of preanal papillre, two unequall'lpicules. Female 155 mm. long, 0.7 mm·
thick: female sexual organs 2 to 3 mm. from the head; eggs, 0.038 by 0.014
mm.
This parasite in the adult condition is found in the heart and lymphatic
vessels of man. It is common in the warmer regions of the earth and has bel'n
found in individuals from those regions who have gone to colder places. It, is
especially common in Brazil. The female is ovovi viparou8, and the embryos
are found in the blood. Like the FilariLL of the doA', they are found in the sur·
face circulation only at night. The further development is believed to take
place with the aid of a mosquito. They are according to Manson removed
from the I;urface vessels 01 man at night by the mosquito, aud undergo certain
changes in its alimentary canal, later to reach stagnant water in the eggs of
the mosquito, and thence rpach the human system through drinking water.
'l'he disturbances which are caused by the presence of the Filaria are varied,
depending upon conditions of race, age, and locality, and the medical treat ment
has not yet heen discovered. Of course the preventive treatment depends UpOIl
use of pure or filtered drinking water.
We pass a large number of related forms to mention briefly some species of
Nematodes which are parasitic on different forms of plant life. These are in-
cluded in the family ot the Anguillulidre. 'l'hey are characterized by small
size, and thread-like body; the mouth cavity is provided with a piercinll: ap-
paratus or with teeth; the oosophgaus has one or two bulbs; the male has two
spicules; the females are ovoviviparous and often produce onlyasmall number
of eggs. Most membel's of the family live free in water or earth, some in ler-
menting substances, like the well-known "vinegar eel" and" paste eel," and a
few are pal'asites of plants.
Angnillulina t.'itici (Bauer) Gerv et Ben. 1859.
SYN.-Yibrio tritici Bauer 1823; TylencllUs tritici BaRtion 1864; Anguillula
tritici Dav. 1856; A. scandens Schn. 1866.
Body pale, c.vlindl'ical; the oosophagus with two bulbs, anterior one fusiform.
posterior spherical; male !!lender, 2.5 mm. long, 0.1 mm, wide; tail provided
with a large sac; spicules separate; female thicker, rolled into a spiral, 3 mm.
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long, 0.25 mm. wide; female sexual opening just in front of the anus j eggs 0.08
mID. long.
This worm is the cause of the "eelworm dist'ase" of wheat; the kernels of
grain if examined are seen to contain about a dozen of the worms in the cen-
ter, and the grains themselves are distOl'ted and useless. II these are sown, the
WOI'IIlS escape, develop, climb thl) stalk of growing grain in the tissue, and lay
thl'ir eggs in the developing "ears" where the larva are hatched. As a matter
of fact, the appal'ent grains iu which they are found are actually galls de"el.
oped on different parts of the flower, the effect of which is to destroy the gl'ain.
This species is Vf'ry destructive in some European countries, but, so far as I
have been able to har.. , .las not been fOlllld in this country.
Ciosely related sJ.ecies are pllrasiti!.: on rye aud buckwheat.
Hetel'otlera ]'3(licicola (Gref'ff) Miillel·1884.
SYN.-Anguillula radicicola Greeff 1872; Ang. arenal'h Neal 1889 (in part).
In the southern I:Itate8, particularly Flodda and Alabama, much trouble has
been caused by "root gails" on various cultivated plants. According to the
investigations of N(>al, and especiaily Atkinson they are widely distributed.
The lattel' gives a list of thirty-six plants from the vicinity of Auburu, Ala.,
which ure affected by these Nt'matode root gulls; the list includes peach, grape,
Pgg plant" parsnip, tUI'nip, cotton, lettuce, and beet somewhat infected, and po-
tato, tomato, sunflower, watf'r melon, pal'snip, and cabbage seriously in-
f,'cted.
While it is probably that the cold winters of this 8tate would kill the para-
sitf's and prevent the disease from becoming serious, yet it may prove tl'Ouble-
some in green-houses and hot-beds even this far north. For this reason I in-
clude a brief descI'iption of the infected plants quoted from Atkinson (Bull. 9,
Agl. Exp, Station, Auburn, Ala).
"The abnormal growths on the tomato root appear as irregular fusiform,
knotty, 01' nodulate enlul'gements, two to ten times the natural diameter of the
root8. The surface of the gall is at first smooth, 1110re or less undulate, or
papillate, but becomes later roughened, scurfy or cracked, and finally decay of
the tissue sets in. The tap root and theearlier lateral roots are attacked early
in the season. When the roots begin to die they send out lIew roots in tIle
efforts of the plant to recover from the effects of the disease j these roots are
attacked in turn and deformed. Other plants wel'e found with the tap root still
alivl', very much enlarged and cracked,and the diseaseiu an active state. The
enlargementR of the rootRof the Iri8h potato are similar in form though on the
specimens which I have examined they are not so numerous or large. The
surface of the affected tubers first presents minute elevations usually at the
point on the surface corresponding to a lenticeL The minute elevation soon
~I'O\\'S to be quite a large COli vex elevation and finally cracks. There is great
variation in the form of the galls, even in the same species."
Expf>I'iments as to the best method of meeting the difficulty are almost lack·
iug; flul!gestious are made as to the sterilization of the soil by starvation,
with Jll'opl'rrotation of crops, clean cultivation, and perhaps the use of "trap-
ping" plants, which, planted early and attracting the young worms, can be
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pul1ed up and then burnt with the worm adhering to the roots. This method
has proved succesflful in the case of a related species which attacks the sugar
beet in Germany.
Other closely related species are parasitic in the leaves of plants, especially of
green-house and cultivated plants. An illustration of such an eel worm and of
the appearance of the infected leaves is given (Fig. 77). Violets, chrysanthe-
mums, begonias, roses, etc., are among the species attacked. It is difficult to
sugp;est any preventive method which could be applied on a large scale and
which will prove absolute. In case of those who may meet the trouble in small
beds of plants, it may be suggested that a change of soil is beneficial and
that the baking of the soil in which the plants are to be put will be an abso-
lute preventive. The use of lime water, sulphur, and other substances not in-
jurious to the plant but fatal to the worm has been suggested. A similar
trouble due to another species has been met with by strawberry growers, but
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is not likely to be dangerous in this climate. The German sugar
beets have been attacked by a species that is parasitic on the
d beet root; this is not at present in our country and is mentioned
1'1
o to call attention to the necessity of avoiding the importation of:;;
III beet-roots or soil by which the worms might possibly be intro-
] duced. They could not, however, be imported in the seed.
Ol The family of the Angiosto- B A
~ midw is interesting as it is
~ composed of the so -called
~ "heterogenic" forms, that is
..... to say, those which have two
.g sexual generations succeeding
!l::l each other Irregularly, one ofe;;' which is dioocious and free" the
::.l other hermaphroditic and par-
~ asitic.
~ Strongyloides intesti-
~ nalis (Bavay) Grassi 1883.
~ SYN.-Anguillultl. stercoralis
.!!! and A. intestinalis Bavay
.cl:a 1877; Leptodera stercomlis
f:: and L. intestinalis Cobbold
g 1879; Pseudorhabditis ster-
:;;
f coralis Perl'. 1881; Rhabdo-
~ nelfla strongyloides, Leuck.~OJ 1883; Rh. intestinalis H. Bl.
~ 1885.
! The intestinal female is 2.2
.s mm. long, and 0.034 mm.
~ broad; the body is slightly
~ smaller in front; the tail con-
~ ical, slightly pnlarged at the
.~ end; mouth with three
~ small lips, the oosophagus
:Q cylindrical, one-fourth the~
" length of the body and con-
~ tinuous with the intestine
~ without any constriction.
00
ci The female genital opening FIG. 79.-Stronl!yloldes Intestlnslls.
r;:; lies ill the posterior third of free generation; A. male; B. female; C.
h Th larva ready to become one of the Intes-t e body. e uterus can- tinal generation. Magnified. [After
tains six to nine eggs, ellipti- Perronclto.]
cal, 0.054 by 0.032 mm. Free-form both males an dfemales; body cylindrical,
tapering to the ends, especially toward the tail; mouth with three lips;
oosophagus with two bulbs separated somewhat from each other; male 0.7 by
0.035 mm.; tail curved, two spicules; female 1 mm. by 0.050 mm.; sexual
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opening slightly in front of the middle of the body; eggs elliptical, 0.070 by
0.045 mm., sometimes hatching in the uterus. The intestinal form is parasitic
in man, and appears to be distributed over the warmer portion of the entire
world.
LIFE HISTORY.-The two forms were regarded as distinct species until the
work of Leuckart showed that they were merely successive generations. In the
human intestiues one finds only the intestinal form and its embryos. The adults
are females alone (Fig. 78), and are preRent ordinarily in enormous numbers.
It is probable that the eggs develop without being fertilized, and the embryos
are hatched in the intestines to be discharged with the fmces. When they
reach the outside they moult, and in the old skin, which is not cast off, as a
protection from the dryness, they may be transported by circumstances to a
considerable dil;tance. If the tempet'ature, howevet·, is high they mature into
the free sexual generation (Fig. 79), und within a very short time the female
lays thirty 01' fort,y eggs, which develop very rapidly. At the end of two weeks
all of the free generation are dead, and their larvm have gone through a series
of changes which make them resemble the intestinal form; in this condition
(Fig. 79, C) they live hardly more than five or six days and perish if they do
not re-enter the human intestines.
PATHOLoGY.-The enormous nnmber of the parasites cannot fail to have a
serious effect upon the digestive system. It. is, however, questioned whether
they aI'C the real cause of the disorders with which they are u6ually connected
or whethet· perhaps they may render the troublp.s more set·ious. Investigat.ors
in Italy are of the opinion that they produce, when present in large numbers,
an intense enteritis.
A species somewhat similar to this has been found in the intestine of the
sheep; it is slightly larger, but otherwise very similar. It is not known to
cause any particular trouble.
'rhe sub-order of the Gordiacea, the second group of round worms, is dis-
tinguished by the degenerate condition of the alimentary canal in the adnlt.
These forms are familiarly known as "hair snakp.s" or "hair worms," and
popular snperstition believes them to originate from horse hairs which have
fallen into wat.er. III realit,y, the early life of the worm is passed in the body
of some insect, such as the gl'l.l.sshopper, and they escape into the water whe n
mature. Here the eggs are deposited and the larva later reach the insect.
Accot'ding to some they are also parasitic in fisb. A further account of their
stmcture and their life history hardly belongs here.
Ol.'tlel.' tV.-A.CANTHOCEPHALA.
'fhe fourth order of round worms, the Acanthocephala, or " Thorny-headed"
worms, includes an important and dangerous parasite to domestic swine, and
others found in birds and fishes. They at'e characterized by the entire absence
of the alimentary canal and by the presence of a protractile proboscis armed
with hooke,
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Fig. SO.-GI8antorhynCbnBI 'gM from Lin-
coin; male at left, female at r . It. Half natu-
ral size. (Orlglna!.)
Fig. 8t.-Head of Glgantorbyn-
ChUB gigas; magnified. (Original.)
Gigantorhynebus gigas (Goeze) Hamann 1892.
SYN.-Tmnia. hirudinacea Pallas 1781; Echinorhynchus
gigas Goeze 1782.
Body milkwhite, sometimes slightly tinted, with trans-
verse irregular ridges. Posterior end somewhat smaller;
proboscis spherical, armed with five or six rows of hooks.
The proboscis can be retracted into a neck-like region which
is much slimmer than the following portion of the body.
Male 60 to 90 mm. by 3 to 5 mm. with bell-shaped caudal
pouch. Female 230 to 350 mm. by 4 to 9 mm.; tail blunt;
~ eggs almost cylindrical 0.087 to 0.1 mm. long with three
embryonic envelopes.
The adult worm is found in the small intestine of the pig,
ordinarily fixed to the wall by the proboscis. It occurs in
Europe and in the United States, and is present in almost
all the pigs slaughtered in Lincoln.
IV-. STRuCTuRE.-Theelongated body (Fig. 80)is largest near
the head and tapers gradually towartis the posterior end.
At the anterior end asharp con'ltriction separates the body
from the short neck-portion which is not more than one-
fourth or one-fifth the diameter of the body close to it.
From the apex of this region may be projected the proboscis
which is contained within it, like the reversed finger of a
glove. As the proboscis rolls out, the hooks also turn out~
ward, and when the proboscis is completely extruded the
shape of the organ ( Fig. 81) is nearly that of a sphere On
Fig. 82.-Internal all-
atomyofIDaleGiglln_ which are from five to six irregular rows of hooks. Behind
torhYDchn8 gigas; these the proboscis is slightly smaller.
L, lemniscus; s. V, . d 11 b
seminal VP.slclesor If the internal structure be examme it wi e seen that
glands; 7', pOsterior the proboscis is provided with retractor muscles by means
testis; V. D., vas def-
erens, (Orlglna!.) of which it may be withdrawn into the body. At the base
of the proboscis is the small mass of nervous matter which represents the
brain.
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There is no trace of an alimentary canal, hence these forms, like the tapeworm,
take nourishment by absorption. Two elongated sac-like organs hang down
into the body cavity along the sides of the proboscis. These are the lemnisci
(L, Fig. 82); their function is uncertain.
The mass of the body is made up of the organs of t,he reproductive system.
Unlike those parasites thus far considered all of this order have separate sexes.
The male organs (Fig. 82) consist of two large test.es (T) together with the
ducts and accessory glands (S. V.) connected with them. The tail of the male
has a hemispherical expansion, something like the caudal sac of other round.
worms; the male sexual opening in the center of this sac at the tip of the body
is provided with a small copulatory organ. The internal sexual organs of the
female are much similar ill general appearance; the ovaries lie toward the front
of the body cavity which is largely filled with eggs in various stages of develop·
ment. These are discharged by the oviduct which opens at the posterior eud
of the body.
LIFE RISTORY.-The eggs of the GigalJtorhynchu8 are discharged from the
alimentary canal of the host and spread over the ground with manure.
The eggs are eaten by some insect and hatched in its intestines. The em-
bryo which has a. conical form armed at one end with four hooks like tape-
worm hooks, and a number of smaller ones, penetrate into the abdominal
cavity of the insect and encysts there. In this condition they remain and may
even live through the metamorphoses of the insect until the host is eatcn by
some pig. In the alimentary canal of the pig the embryo is set free, attaches
itself and acquires maturity. There is some dispute as to what insect is the
intermediate host; the white worm-like larva of the May bug and the larva Of
the common rose chafer have been found to contain these worms, and Stiles has
experimently infected the larvre of theJunebugin this country. It is also main.
tained that various species of snail may function as the larval host. In aIL
probability the larva is not confined to a single host, but may develop in
many.
PATHOLoGY.-The wall of the intestine will necessarily be irritated at the
points where the worms are attached; and these points or attachment produce
small abcesses. It is not strange, then, that the parasites cause considerable
disturbance in the digestive functions, producing debility, restlessness, emacia-
tion, and sometimes spasms and convulsions. The Rubject, however, seems to
have becn investigated very little, and I am able to find almost nothing on the
character of the disease, and, with regard to treatment, only the statement
that it is still to be experimented upon. Undoubtedly the worm would be dif-
ficult to dislodge on account of the powerful proboscis. I think it desirable
that some more definite studies in the life history and frequency of the worm
should be made in order to determine the actual amount of damage done b.y
it. In Germany it is said to occur in one pig out of every four, and some
authors believe that it is becoming rarer. In thia connection may be men tioned
the statement of Leuckart that it appears only in those pigs which feed in the
open air. With the introductioD, then, of pen-feeding it might be expected to
grow rarer. In those regions, however, where the animals are allowed the free-
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dom of a. considerable piece of territory the parasites would probably be more
abundant. I am inclined to believe then they are more common in our western
states than they are in the East; but the observation rests on slight experience
in a. very limited number of places. At least the subject deserves investiga-
tion.
PART IlL-CHECK LISTS OF PARASITIC WORMS.
Much of the difficulty of readinp; intelligibly works treating of the various
parasites is due to the confusion of names encountered. Anyone will see that
all value in scientific names would be lost if every man could give a name to
any animal he found whether the form were old or new; and zoologists have in
various international congresses formulated and elaborated the rules of nom.
enclature to govern the rights of the original discoverer. It is not surprising,
however, that forms are not always recognized as old and that the synonomy
has p;rown to be somewhat complex. At much labor and with the assistance
of similar lists publiHhed in the past, I have made a full record, I believe, of the
parasites of man, cattle, sheep, horse, and dog, and appenrl them to this re-
port for the convenience of all who are working or reading on these subjects.
By reference to the list under the name used by any writer, the correct name
can be found, t,he date at which the name was given, the author naming the
parasite, and the part or organ of the host in which it is found. It would be
impossible to enumerate all the s(lurces from which information was gathered.
I am, however, particularly indebted to the works of Leuckart, Railliet, Neu-
mann, and Von Linstow, and to a long list sent by Dr. Stiles of the Burean of
Animal IndustrjT, Washington. On species found in the United States the pa-
pers of Stiles, Curtice, Welch, and Francis have been consulted.
ABREVIATIONS USED IN LISTS.
• Found in North America in the host cited.
• * Found in Nebraska.
? Doubtful species, or doubtful host for this species.
All synonyms refer to correct name under which are given details on location,
distribution, etc. Larval forms are listed under adult with cross reference from
larval name if a special one is used.
Order followed: (1) Name of parasite.
(2) Name of author who gave the name used.
(3) Date at which named.
Name of au author in parentheses denotes original describer of species: name
after parentheses is name of author who included this species in the pl'eseut
genus.
Parasites of Man (Homo sapiens L.)
TREMATODES.
Amphistoma hominis Lewis and McConnell 1876; Cfficum and colon.
Bilharzia hcematobia Cobb. 1859, see Gyncecophorus hcematobius.
Cladoccelium hepaticum StoBsich 1892, Bee Fasciola hepatica.
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Dicroc03lium Buski Wein!' 1858, see Distoma Buski.
heterophyes Weinl. 1858, see Distoma heterophyes.
oculi humani Weilll. 1858, see Distoma ophthalmobium.
Distoma Buski Lankester 1857; duodenum.
capense Harley 1864, sea Gynmcophorus hmmatobius.
cavim Sonsino 1890, see Fasciola hepatica.
conjunctum Cobb. 1859; biliary ducts.
conus Gurlt 1831, nee Craplin 1825, see D.felineum.
crassum Busk 1859, nee v. Sieb. 1836, see D. Buski.
•• felineum lUv. 1884; biliary ducts.
hmmatobium Bilharz 1852, see Gynmcophorus hmmatobius.
hepaticum Retzius 1786, see Fasciola hep1,tica.
hepatis endemicum Bretz 1883, see D. sinense.
hepatis innocum Brelz 1883, see D. sinense.
heterophyes v. Sieb. 1852; small intestine.
japonicum R. Blanch. 1886, see D. sinense.
lanceolatum (Rud.) ~fehlis 1825; biliary ducts.
oculi humani v. Ammon 1833, see D. ophthalmobium.
ophthalmobium Diesing 1850; e.ve; perhaps young D. lanceolatum.
pulmonale Brelz 1883, see D. lVestel'manni.
pulmonis K., S. and Y. 1881, see D. Westermanni.
Rathouisi Poirier 1887; biliary ducts (1); perhapfi D. Buski.
Ringeri Cobb and Manson 1880, Ree D. Westermanni.
sibiricum Winogradow 1892, see D. felineum.
sinense Cobh. 1875; biliary ducts.
spathulatum Leuck. 1876, nec. RuJ. 1819, see D. sinense.
hmmatobium Bilharz 1852, sce Gynmcophorus hmmatobius.
Westermanni Kerbert 1878; lungs, rarely also encysted in con·
nective tissue.
Fasciola hepatica L. 1758; biliary ducts.
heterophyes Moq.-Talld. 1860. see Distoma heterophyes.
humana Gmelin 1789, see F. hrpatica.
lanceolata Hud. 18013, see Distoma lanceolatum.
ocularis Moq.-Tand. 1862, see Distoma ophthalmobium.
Festucaria lentis Moquin-Tandon 1860, see Monostoma lentis.
Gynrecophor-us hrematobius (Bilharz) Dies. 1858 ; blood vessels, especially
portal veins.
Hexathyridiumpinguicola Treutler 1793; ovary.
venarum Treutler 1793; veins.
Mesogonimus heterophyes (v. Sieb) Raill. 1890, see Distoma heterophyes.
TVestermanni (Kerb.) RailI. 1890, see Distoma Westermanni.
Monostoma lentis V. Nordmann 1832; lens of eye.
Schistosoma hmmatobiwn Wein!' 1858, see Gynmcophorus hmmatobius.
Thecosoma hmmatobium Moq.-Tand. 1860, see Gynmcophorus hmma-
tobius.
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CESTODES.
Bothriooephalu8 cordatu8 Leuck. 1862; intestine.
cristatu8 Davaine 1874; intestine.
latu8 Bremser 1819; small intestine.
liguloide8 Leuck. 1884, see B. Mansoni.
Mansoni (Cobb,) R. Bl. 1886; connective tissue and body cavity.
"Oysticercu8 acanthotria8 WeinlanJ 1858; larva of unknown Trenia.
•cellulosre Rud.; larva of Trenia solium.
tenuicollis Rud.; larva of Trenia marginata.
Davainea madagascariensis (Dav.) R. BI. 1891; intestine.
Dibothrium latum Dies. 1850, see Bothriocephalus latus.
cordatum Dies. 1850, see Bothriocephalu8 cordatus.
Diplacanthus nanus Weinl 185tl; see Hymenolepis nana.
Dipylidium caninum (L.) Raill. 1893; small intestine.
"Echinococcus polymorphus Dies.; larva of Trenia echinococcus. [This
form has been described by different authors as ap least a dozen dif·
ferent species; without quoting these names here it is enough to suy
that all are the one somewhat variable species given above.]
..Hymenolepis diminuta (Rud. 1819) R. BI. 1891; jejunum.
flavopunctata Wein!. 1861, see H. diminuta.
*nana (v. Sieb.) Leuck. 1863; small intestine.
Ligula cingulum Rud.; intestine (fragments of a Trenial).
Mansoni Cobb. 1883, see Bothriocephalus Mansoni.
Trenia regyptiaca Bilharz 1852, nec Krabbe 1869, see Hymenolepisnana.
canina L. 1767, nee Batsch 1786, see Dipylidium caninum.
cucumerina Bloch 1782, see Dipylidium caninum.
diminuta Rud. 1819, see Hymenolepis diminuta.
echinococcus v. Sieb. 1853; larva encysted in various organs.
elliptica Butsch 1786, see Dipylidium caninum.
flavopunctata Wein!. 1858, see Hymenolepis dirninuta.
inermis Moq.-Taud. 1860, see T. saginata.
lata L. 1718, see Bothriocephalus latus.
leptocephala Creplin 1825, see Hymenolepis diminuta.
madagascariensis Davaine 1869, see Davainea madagasca1'iensis.
marginata Batsch 1786; larva encysted in peritoneum, pleura, etc.
mediocanellata Kllchenm. 1852, see T. saginata.
megaloon Weinland, see T. saginata.
minima Grassi 1886, see Hymenolepis diminuta.
moniliformis Pallas 1781, see Dipylidium caninum.
nana v. Sieb. 1852, nec v. Bened. 1862, see Hymenolepis nana.
ojJicinalis, see T. solium.
pellucida Goeze 1782, see T. solium.
prima Plater 1603, see Bothriocephalus latus.
"saginata Goeze 1782; small intestine.
.. solium (L.) Rud. 1810; small intestine, larva encysted in muscles and
viscera.
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tenella Cobb. 1865; small specimens of T. solium.
varesina E. Parona 1884, Bee Hymenolepis diminuta.
vulgaris L. 1748, see Bothriocephalus latus.
Tamiarhynchus mediocanellatus Wein!. 1858, see Trenia saginata.
NEMATODES.
Anguillula intestinalis Bavay 1877, see Strongyloides intestinalis.
leptodera Nil'lIy 1882; skin.
Ankylostoma or Anchylostoma duodenale Dubini 1843, see Uncinaria
duodenalis.
Ascaris alata Bellingham 1839, see A. mysta::c.
apri Gmelin 1789, see Strongylus parado::cus.
brachyoptera Rud. 1819, perhaps A. mystax.
canis Schrank 1788, see Dioctophynw gigas.
cati et caniculre Schrank 1788, see A. mysta::c.
felis Bruguiere 1791, Bee A. mysta::c.
leptoptem Uud. 1809, in part A. mystax.
*lumbricoides L. 1758; small intestine.
marginata Rud. 180~, Bee A. mysta::c.
maritima Leuck. 1876; intestine or stomach.
martis Schrank 1788, see Dioctophyme gigas.
microptera Hud. 1819, perhaps A. mystax.
mystax (Zeder.) Rud. 1802; small intestine.
renalis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
trichium L. 1771, see Trichocephalus dispar.
tricuspidata Bruguiere 1791, see A. mystax.
triquetm Schrank 1790, Bee A. mystax.
vermicularis L. 1767, see O::cyuris vermicularis.
visceralis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
Werneri Rud. 1793, see A. mysta::c.
Cheiracanthus siamensis Leviusen 1889, see Gnathostoma siamense.
Eustrongylus gigas (Uud.) Dies. 1851; see Dioctophyme gigas.
visceralis Rail!. 1885, see Dioctophyme gigas.
Dioctophyme gigas (Rud.) ColI. Meyn. 1802; kidney.
Dochmius anchylos~omumMolin 1860, see Uncinaria duodenalis.
duodenalis Leuck. 1876, see Uncinaria duodenalis.
Dracunculus loa Cobb. 1864, see Filaria loa.
medinensis Cobb. 1864, Bee Filaria medinensis.
oculi Dies. 1860, Bee Filaria loa.
Persarum Kampfer 1694, Bee Filaria medinensis.
* Filaria Bancrofti Cobb. 1877; lymphatic vessels and heart.
conjunctivre Addario 1885; eye.
dermathemica da Silva Araujo 1875, see F. Bancrofti.
diurna Manson 1891; larva (perhaps F. Bancrofti); blood.
hominis bronchialis Rud. 1819, see F. lymphatica.
*hominis oris Leidy 1850; from mouth.
inermis Grassi 1887, see F. con}unctivre.
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Filaria labialia Pane 1864; female in upper lip.
lentis Dies. 1851; eye, especially crystalline Jens.
"Iva Guyot 1778; eye.
lyrnphatica ('rreutler) Moq.-Tand. 1860; lymph glands.
rnedFnensis (Velsch) Gmelin 17l:l9;'subcu taneous connective tissue.
oculi humani v. Nord. 1832, see F. lentia.
palpebralis Pace 1867, nee Wilson 1844, perhaps F. conjunctivre.
peritonrei hominis Babes 1880, Bee F. conjunetivre.
perstans Manson 1891; larva of unknown adult; blood.
-resti/orrnis Leidy 1880; urethra, found only once.
sanguinis Lewis 1872, see F. Banero/ti.
sanguinis hominis, Bee F. Bancro/ti.
sanguinis hominis noeturna P. Manson 1891, see F. Banero/ti.
Wuche1'eri do, Silva Lima 1877, see F. Banerofti.
Fusaria rnystax Zeder 1800, see Ascaris mystax.
vermicularis Zeder 1803, see Oxyuris vermieularis.
Gnathostoma sia1llense (Levinsen) Haili. 1893; tumors on chest.
Gordius pulmonalis apri Ebe11777, see strongylus paradoxus.
Hamularia lymphatica Treutler 1793, see Filw'ia lymphatica.
Leptodera intestinalis Cobb. 1879, Bee strongyloides intestinalis,
Metastrongylus longevaginatus Molin 1860, see Strongylus longevag-
inatus.
paradoxus Molin 1860, see Strongylus paradoxus.
- Oxyu1'is vermicularis (L.) Bremser 1819; crecum.
Pseudorhabditis stercoralis Perroncito 1881, see Strongyloides intes-
tinalis.
Rhabditis genitalis Scheiber 1880; probably R. pellio, found only once in
urine; accidental?
Niellyi R. BI. 1888; larvre in pimples.
stercoralis Bavay, see Strongyloides intestinalis.
Rhabdonema intestinale R. BI. 1885, see Strongyloides intestinalis.
strongyloides Leuck. 1883; see Strongyloides intestinalis.
Sclerostorna duodenale Cobb. 1864, see Uncinaria duodenalis.
Strongyloides intestinalis (Bavay) Grassi 1883; intestine.
Strongylus duodenalis (Dub.) Schneider 1866, see Uncinaria duodenalis.
elongatus Duj. 18-15, see S. paradoxus.
gigas Hud. 1802, see Dioctophyme gigas.
longevaginatus Dies. 1851, see S. paradoxus.
lJamdoxus Mehlis 1831; bronchi.
quadridentatus v. Sieb. 1851, see Uncinaria duodenalis.
renalis Moq.-'l'and. 1860, see Dioctophyme gigas.
suis Hud. 1809, see S. paradoxus.
Trichina cystica Salisbury 1868, see Filaria Banerofti.
spiralis Owen 1835; adult in small intestine, larva encysted, especially
in muscles.
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Trichocephalus dispar Rud. 1801; cmcum.
hominis Schrank 1788, see Tr. dispar.
Uncinaria duodenalis (Dub.) Raill. 1885; small intestine.
Vena medinensis Ve)sch1674, see Filaria medinensis.
AOANTHOOEPHALA.
Echinorhynchus gigas Goeze 1782, see Gigantorhynchus gigas.
h01ninis Lamb!. 1859; small intestine.
'l Gigantorhynchus gigas (Goeze) Hamann 1892; small intestine.
Parasites of Cattle (Bos taurus L.).
TR~}MATODEB.
Amphistoma conicum (Zeder) Rud. 1809; first stomach.
crumenifel'um Creplin 1847, see Gastl'othylaw crumeniferum.
'lewplanatum Creplin 1847; stomach.
tubercttlatum Cobb. 1875; intestine.
Bilharzia bovis Sonsino 1876, see Gynrecophorus crassus.
crassa Sons:no 1877, see Gynre3cophorus crassus.
Cladocrelium hepaticum Stossich 1892, see FJ-sciola hepatica.
Distoma cavire Sonsino 1890, Bee Fasciola hepatica.
crelomaticum Giard and Billet 1892; body cavity.
Cl'assum Leidy 1891, Bee Fasciola magna.
hepaticum Hetzius 1786, see Fasciola hepatica.
lanceolatum (RuJ.) Mehlis 1825; biliary ducts.
magnum Bassi 1875, see Fasciola magna.
pancreaticum Janson 1893.
tewanicum Francis 1891, see Fasciola magna.
Fasciola americana Hassall 1891, see F. magna.
carnosa Hassall1891, nee Rud. 1819, see F. magna.
elaphi Gmelin 1789, see Amphistoma conicum.
*hepatica L. 1758; biliary ducts.
humana Gmelin 1789, see Fasciola hepatica.
lanceolata Rud. 1803, see Distoma lanceolatum.
*magna (Bassi) Stiles 1894; biliary ducts, intestine, and lungs.
Festucaria ce1'vi Zeder 1792, see Amphistoma conicum.
1Gastrothylaw crumeniferum (Creplin) J. PoiI.'. 1883; stomach.
Gynrecophorus crassus Sons. 1892; blood vessels, especially portal vein.
Homalogaster Poirieri Giard and Billet 1892; large intestine.
Monostoma conicum Zeder 1800, see Amphistoma conicum.
CESTODEB.
Alyselminthus expansus de BIainv., see Moniezia ewpansa.
denticulatus de Bl., see Moniezia denticulata.
Orenurus cerebralis Rud.; larva of Trenia crenurus.
*Oysticercus bovis Cobb. j larva of Trenia saginata, in muscles.
Trenire mediocanellatre Davaine, see O. bovis.
Trenire saginatre Leuck., see O. bovis.
*tenuicollis Rud.; larva of Trenia marginata.
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*Echinococcu8 polymorphu8 Dies.; larva of Trenia echinococcu8.
'lJeterinorum, atc., see E. polymorphu8.
Haly8i8 ovina Zeder 1803, see Moniezia expansa.
Moniezia alba (Pert·.) R. BI. 1891; intestine.
Benedeni (Mon.) R. B1. 1891; small intestine.
denticulata (Rud.) R. BI. 1891; fourth stomach and small intestine.
*ea:pansa (Rud.) R. BI. 1891 j small intestine.
ovilla (Riv.) Mon. 1891, see Thysanosoma Giardi.
*planissima St. and H. 1893; small intestine.
1Stilesiacentripunctata (Riv.) Raitl. 1893; small intestine.
?globipunctata (Riv.) Raill. 1893; small intestine.
Trenia aCllleata Perro 1882, see Thysano30ma Giardi.
alba Pel'!' 1879, see Moniezia alba.
Benedeni Moniez 1879, see Moniezia Benedeni.
centripunctata Riv. 1874, see Stilesia centripunctata.
crenurus Ko.chenm. 1853, larva encysted in subcutaneous tissue,
brain, or spinal cord.
denticulata Mayer, see Moniezia ea:pansa.
denticulata Rud. 1804:, see Moniezia denticulata.
ea:pansa Rud. 1810, see Moniezia expansa, also M. planissima.
echinococcus v, Sieb, 1853 j larva encysted in vlll'ious organs.
jilnbriata Die3. 1850, see ThysansJmx actinoides.
Giardi Moniez 1879, see Thysanosoma Giardi.
globipunctata H.iv. 1874:, see Stilesia globipunctata.
marginata Batsch 1786; larva encysted in peritoneum, pleura, and
pericardium.
ovilla Riv. 1878, see Thysanosoma Giardi.
ovina Goeze 1782, see Moniezia ea:pansa.
ovipunctata Riv. 1874, see Stilesia globipunctata.
*saginata Gueze 1782; larva encysted in muscle'! and viscera..
'?Thysanosoma actinoides (Dies.) Stiles 1893; intestines, gall ducts, etc.
Giardi (Riv.~ Stilel:l 1893; intestine.
NE~{ATODES.
Ascaris sp. reported by Curtice; rare in small intestine.
Ascaris canis Schrank 1788, see Dioctophyme gigas.
?equorum Goeze 1782; intestine.
? lumbricoides L. 1758; intestine.
martis Schrank 1788, see Dioctophyme gigas.
megalocephala Cloquet 1824 j see A. equorum.
renalis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
'lJisceralis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
'lJituli Bruguiere 1791, see Strongylus micruru8.
vituli Neumann 1883, see A. vitulorum.
vitulorum Goeze 1782 j small intestine, also stomach.
Cheiracanthus hispidus Czokor 1882, see Gnathostoma 'hispidum.
Dicctophyme gigas (Hud.) ColI. Meyn. 1802; kidney.
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Dochmiu8 cernUU8 Baillet 1868, see Uncinaria cernua.
radiatu8 (Rud.), see (E8ophagostoma inftatum.
Dracunculu8 medinen8is Cobb. 1864, see Filaria medinen8iB.
Persarum Kll.mpfer 1694, see Filaria medinensi8.
Eustrongylus gigas (Hud.) Diesing 1851, see Dioctophyme gigas.
visceralis Haill. 1885, see Dioctophyme gigas.
Filaria sp. Drechsler; cR.psu[es in intestinal wall.
bovis Baillet 1858, see F. lachrymali8.
bubali Rud., probably F. labiato-papillosa.
cervi elaphi Hud., see F. labiato-papillosa.
cervina Duj. 1845, see F. labiato-papillosa.
cincinnata Zilrn 1872, see Spiroptera reticulata.
equina (Abildg.) Bl. 1849; body cavity.
labiato-papillosa Alessandrini 1838; peritoneal cavity.
lachrymalis Gurlt 1831; ducts of tear glands.
lienalis Stiles 1892, see Spiroptera reticulata.
medinensis (Velsch) Gmelin 1789; subcutaneous connective tissue.
palpebrarum Baillet 1858, see F. lach1'ymali8.
papillosa Rud. 1802, see F. labiato-papillosQ,.
reticulata Creplin 1846, see Spiroptera reticulata.
scutata Leuck. 1876, see Gongylonema scutatum.
terebra Dies. 1851, see F. labiato-papillosa,
tentaculata Mehlis 1846, probably F. labiato-papillosa.
Gnathostoma hispidum Fedtsh. 1873; stomach.
* Gongylonema scutatum (Mill!.) Raill. 1892; epithelium of oosophagus.
pulchrum Molin 1857, perhaps G. scutatum.
Gordius viviparus Bloch 1782, see Strongylus micrurus.
Mastigodes affiniB Zeder 1803, see Trichocephalus affini8.
Monodontus WedliiMolin 1860, see Uncinaria cernua.
Myzomimus scutatus Stiles 1892, see Gongylonema scutatum.
Nematodum sp. Leuckart; in capsules in lymph glands.
bovis tauri Diesing 1850; eye.
* Oesophagostoma columbianum Curtice 1890; nodules of intestinal wall.
* inftatum (Schn.) Raill. 1885; iutestine, larvre in tumors.
Onchocerca reticulata Dies. 1841, see Spiroptera reticulata.
*Spiroptera cincinnata Ercolani 1865, seo S. reticulata.
reticulata (Dies.) nail!. 1885; spleen.
scutata Leuck. 1876, see Gongylonema scutatum.
scutata msophagea bovis Milller 1869, see Gongylonema scutatum.
Strongylus ammonis Hud. 1819, see S. contortu8.
curticei Giles 1892; intestine.
cernUU8 Creplin 1829, see Uncinaria cernua.
contortus Hud. 1803; fourth stomach.
convolutus Ostertag 1890, nee Kuhn 1829, see S.Ostertagi.
dilatatus'Rail!. 1884, see Oesophagostoma inftatum.
ftlicollis Molin 1860, nee Hud. 1803, see S. contortus.
filaria Hud. 1809; bronchi and bronchioli.
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Strongylus gigas Rud. 1802, see Dioctophyme gigas.
inftatus Schn. 1866, nec Molin 1860, see Oesophagostoma inftatum.
*micrurus Mehlis 1831, bronchi.
*Ostertagi (Ostertag) Stiles 1892; fourth stomach.
ovinus O. Fabr. 1784, see S. contortus.
pulmonalis Stiles' check-list, misprint for S. pulmonaris.
*pulmonaris Ercolani 1859; bronchi.
radiatus Rud. 1803, see Uncinaria radiata.
renalis Moq.-Tand. 1860, see Dioctophyme gigas.
*ventricosus Rud. 1809; small intestine.
vitulorum Rud. 1809, see S. micrurus.
Thelazia Rhodesii de BJainv. 1828, perhaps Filaria lachrymalis.
T,'ichina reticulata Dies. 1841, see Spiroptera reticulata.
spiralis Owen 1835; adult in small intestine, larva encysted especially
in muscles.
*Trichocephalus afflnis Rud. 1801; crecum.
ovis AbiJug. 1795, see Tr. affinis.
* Uncinaria cernua (CrepJin) RaiIl. 1885; intestine.
*radiata (Rud.) Raill. 1885; small intestine.
Vena medinensis Velsch 1679, see Filaria medinensis.
Parasites of Sbeep (Ouls aries L.).
TREMATODES.
Amphistoma conicum (Zeder.) Rud. 1809; first stomach.
Bilharzia bovis Sonsino 1876, see Gynmcophorus crassus.
crassa Sonsino 1877, see Gynmcophorus crassus.
Cladocmlium hepaticum Stossich 1892, see Fasciola hepatica.
Distoma caviee Sonsino 1890, see Fasciola hepatica,
cmssum Leidy 1891, see Fasciola magna.
hepaticum Retzius1786, see Fasciola hepatica.
lanceolatum (Rud.) Mehlis 1825; biliary ducts.
texanicum Francis 1891, see Fasciola magna.
pancreatinum, probably error for D. lanceolatum.
Fasciola americana Hassall 1891, see F. magna.
Cal'nosa Hasilall1891, nee Rnd. 1819, see F. magna.
elaphi Gmelin 1789, see Amphistoma conicum.
*hepatica L. 1758; biliary ducts.
humana Gmelin 1789, see F. hepatica.
lanceolata Rud. 1803, see Distoma lanceolatum.
*magna (Bassi) Stiles 1894; biliary ducts.
Festucaria cervi Zeder 1792, see Amphi.~toma conicum.
Gynmcophorus crassus Sons. 1892; blood vessels, especially portal vein.
Monostoma conicum Zeder 1800, see Amphistoma conicum.
CESTODES.
Alyselminthus expansus de Blainv., see Moniezia expansa.
Camurus cerebralis Rud., larva. of Tctnia cmnuTUS.
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Cysticercus oviparus Maddox.
ovis ~obb. 1865, see a. fenuicollis.
tenuicollis Rud., larva. of Tcenia rnarginata.
Echinoco~cuspolymorphus Dies., larva of Tcenia echinococcus.
Halysis ovina Zeder 1803, see Moniezia exp[l,nsa.
Moniezia alba (Perr.) R. BI. 1891; small mtestine.
Benedeni (Mon.) R. BI., 1891; small intestine.
?denticulata (Hud.) R. BI. 1891; intestinf's.
*expansa (Hud.) R. BI. 1891; small intestine.
jimbriata (D.) Mon. 1891, see Thysanosoma actinoides.
Neurnanni Mon. 1891 j small intestine.
'?nullicollis (Mon.) R HI. 1891; in testine.
ovilla (Riv.) Mon. 1891, see Thysanosoma Giardi.
*planissima St. and H. 1893, small lIltestine.
*trigonophora St. and H. 1893; mtestine.
Stilesia globipunctata (Riv.) Raill. 1892; small intpstine.
centl'ipunctata (Riv.) Raill. 189a; small intestine.
Tcenia aculeata Perroncito 1882, see Thysa1os<.nna Giardi.
alb[l, Perro 1878, see Moniezia alba.
Benedeni Moniez 1879, see Moniezia Benedeni.
centripunctata Riv. 1874, see Stilesia centripnnctata.
ccenurus Kuchenm. 1853: laI'va in brain and spinal cord.
denticulata Mayer, see Moniezia expansa.
echinococcus v. Sieh. 1853; larva encysteLl in various organs.
expansa, see Moniezia exp::Ln~7" M. planissim:t, or M. trigonophora.
jimbriata Dies. 1850, see Thysanosoma actinoides.
GiardiMon. 1879, see Thysanosom 1, Giardi.
globipunctata Riv. 1874, see Stilesia globipunctata.
marginata Batsch 1786 j lal·vA. encysted in omentum, liver, etc.
ovilla Riv. 1878, nec Gmelin 1789, see Thy ianosorna Giardi.
ovina Goeze 1782, see Monieza expansa.
ovipunctata Riv. 1874, see Stilesia globipunctata.
tenella Cobb. 1865; supposed larva was Cysticercus tenuicollis.
? Vogti Moniez. 1879; small intestine.
** Thysanosorna actinoides (Dies. 1834) Stiles 1893; duodenum and ducts of
liver and pancreas.
Giardi (Riv.) Stiles 1893.
NEMATODES.
Ascaris sp. v. Drasche 1882; intestine.
apri Gmelin 1789, see Strongylu~ paradoxus.
jilicollis Rud. 1802, see Strongylus filicollis.
lumbricoides, see A. ovis.
'/ovis M. C. V.; small intestine.
Dochmius cernuus Haillet 1868, see Uncinaria cernua.
hypostornus Dies. 1851, see Sclerostoma hypostomum.
Fusariajilicollis Zeder 1803, see Strongylus fllioollis.
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Gon]ylonema 8cutatum (Milll.) RailI. 1892; wall of <:esophagus.
scutatum Raill. 1894, see G. verrucosum.
verrucosum (Giles) Neumann 1895; stomach.
Gordius pulmonali.'J apri Ebel 1777, see Stron7ylus paradoxus.
Mastigodes ajJinis Zeder 1803, see Trichocephalus ajJinis.
Metastrongylus paradoxus Molin 1~60, see Strongylus paradoxus.
Myzomirnus scutatus Stiles 1892, see Gongylonema scuta:Uln (MilU.).
Monodontu8 Wedlii Molin 1860, see Uncinm'ia cernua.
Nematoideum ovis Rud. 1809; intestine.
ovis pulmonale Dies. 1851, see Strongylus rufescens.
Nematodum sp. Ebertz 1887; lung.
fEsophagostoma acutum Molin 1860, see O. venulosum.
*columbianum Curtice 1890; colon, larvre in tumors in wall.
inflatum var. ovis Carita 1887, se\! O. venulosum.
venulosum (Rud.) Raill. 1885; coocum and colon.
Pseudalius ovispulmonali~ A. Koch 1883, see Strongylus rufescens.
*Sclerostoma hypostomum (Rud.) Duj. 1845; large intestine.
Rhabdonema longum Grassi and Segre 1887, see Strongyloides longus.
Spiroptera scutata (Mill!.) see Gongylonem'L scutatum (Milll.).
verrucosa Giles 1892, see Gongylonema verrucosum.
Strongyloides longus (Grassi and Segre) Rovelli 1888: jejunum and ileum.
Strongylus ammonis Rud. 1819, see S. contortus.
cernuus Creplin 1829, see Uncinaria cernua.
'/ colubriformis Giles 1892, eee S. instabilis.
*contortus Rud. 1803; fourth stomach.
*Curticei Giles 1892, see S. ventricosus.
convolutus Ostertag 1890, nee Kuhn 1829, see S. Ostertagi.
elongatus Dnj. 1845, see S. paradoxus.
*jilaria Rud. 1809; bronchi and bronchioli.
*jilicollis Rud. 1803; smaJI intestine or fourth stomach.
filicollis Molin 1860, nee Rud. 1803, see S. contortus.
hypostomus Rud. 1819, see Sclerostoma hypostomum.
instabilis Raill. 1893: fourth stomach and duodenum.
longevaginatus Dies. 1851, see S. paradoxus.
minutissimus Megnin 1878, see S. rufescens.
.. Ostertagi Stiles 1892; fourth stomach.
ovinus O. Fabr. 1784, see S. contortus.
ovinus E'abr.1788, see Sclerostoma hypostomum.
ovis pulmonalis C. Curtice 1890, see S. rufescens.
paradoxus Mehlis 1831; bronchi.
*rufescens Leuck. 1865; bronchioli and alveoli of lung.
suis Rud. 1809, see S. paradoxus.
*ventricosus Rud. 1809; smull intestine.
venulosus Rud. 1809; see fEsophagostoma venulosum.
'/ vicarius Stadelmann 1893; fourth stomach.
Trichinaspiralis Owen 1835; adult in small intestine, larva encysted
especially in the muscles.
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* Trichocephalus affinis Rud. 1801; crecum.
ovis Abildg. 1795, Ree T. a.tfinis.
? Trichosoma papillosum Wedl 1856, nec Pol. 1860; intestine; perhaps
larva. of Strongylus jilicollis.
* Uncinaria cernua (Creplin) Raill. 1885; small intestine.
Parasites of the Horse (Equus caballus L.).
TREMATODES.
Amphistoma sp. Cobb. 1879; stomach.
Collinsi Cobb. 1875; colon.
Sonsinoi Cobb. 1877, see Gast1'odiscus regyptiacus.
Stanleyi Cobb. 1875, see A. Collinsi.
Cladocrelium hepaticum Stossich 1892, see Fasciola hepatica.
Cotylegaster cochlearijorme v. Sieb. 1877, error-Gastrodiscus regyp-
tiacus.
Diplostoma regyptiacum Cobb. and Sons. 1876, see Gastrodiscus regyp-
tiacus.
Distoma crassum Leidy 1891, in part Fasciola magna.
hepaticum Retzius 1786, see Fasciola hepatica.
magnum Bassi 1875, see Fasciola magna.
texanicum Francis 1891, see Fasciola magna.
Fasciola americana Hassall 1891, see F. magna.
carnosa Has:mll 1891, nee Rud. 1819, see F. magna.
hepatica L. 1758; biliary ducts.
humana Gmelin 178~, see F. hepatica.
magna (Bassi) Stiles 1894; biliary ducts.
Gastrodiscus regyptiacus (Cobb. and Sons 1876); intestine.
polymastos Leuck. 1880, see G. regyptiacus.
Sonsinoii Cobb. 1877, see G. regyptiacus.
Hemistoma sp. ? Sonsino 1876, see Gash'odicus regyptiacus.
Monostoma Setteni Numan, probably larva of horse-fly (Hypoderma).
CESTODES.
Alyshel1ninthus plicatus Zeder 1800, see Anoplocephala plicata.
* Anoplocephala mamillana (Ml'hlis) R. Bl. 1891; jejunum or ileum.
*perjoliata (Goeze) E. BI. 1848; crecum or ileum.
*plicata (Zeder) R. Bl. ] 891 ; small in testine, rarely stomach.
Crenurus cerebralis Rud., larva of Trenia crenurus.
*serialis Gervais 1845; larva of Trenia serialis.
Cystice1'cus jistularis Rud., peritoneum; perhaps=C. tenuicollis.
Echinococcus polymorphus Dies.• larva of Trenia echinococcus.
Trenia crenurus (Kilchenm.) 1853; larva encysted in eye, brain, or spinal
cord.
echinococcus v. Sieb. 1853; larva encYilted in various organs.
equina Pallas 1781, see Anoplocephala plicata and A. perjoliata.
magna Abildg. 1789. see Anoplocephala plicata.
mamillana MebUs 183], see Anoplocephala mamillana.
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perfoliatt;£ Goeze 1782, nee Duj. 1845, see Anoplocephala perfoliata.
perfoliata Duj. 1845, see Anoplocephala mamillana.
plicata Rud., see Anoplocephala plicata.
Trenia serialis Daillet 186:1; larva encysted in viscera.
NEMATODES.
Anguillula sp. Baillet 1882; dermal swellings.
vivipara (Probstmayer) RailI. 1893; crecum and colon.
Ascaris canis Schrank 1788, see Dioctophyme gigas.
* equorum Goeze 1782; small intestine.
martis Schrank 1788, see Dioctophyme gigas.
megalocephala Cloquet 1824, see A. equorum.
"enalis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
visceralis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
vituli Bruguiere 1791, see Strongylus micrurus.
pellucida Kennedy 1821, see Filaria pellucida.
Cyathostomum tetracanthurn Molin 1860, see Scl9rostoma tetracanthum.
Dermofilaria irritans Riv. 1884, see Filaria irritans.
Dioctophyme gigas (Rud.) CoIl. Meyn.1802; kidney.
Dracunculus medinensis Cobbold 1864, see Filaria medinensis.
Persarum Kampfer 1694, see Filaria medinensis.
Eustrongylus gigas (Rud.) Dies. 1851; see Dioctophyme gigas.
visceralis Rail!. 1885, Bee Dioctophyme gigas.
Filaria Bp. Megnin. 1878; subdermal connective tissue.
cincinnata Zilrn 1872, see Spiroptera reticulata.
conjunctivre Addario 1885; eye.
equi Gmelin 1789, see F. equina.
* equina (Ahild.) E. BI. 1849; peritoneal cavity.
inermis Grassi 1887; see F. conjunctivre.
hremorrhagica Railliet 1885; subcutaneous connective tissue.
irritans (Riv.) Rail!. 1885; larva in sores on skin.
lachrymalis Gurlt 1831; tear ducts; perhaps error for F. palpebralis.
lienalis Stiles 1892, see Spiroptera reticulata.
medinensis (Velsch) Gmelin 1789; subcutaneous connective tissue.
megastoma Schneider 1866, see Spiroptera megastoma.
mic1"Ostoma Schneider 1866, see Spiroptera microstoma.
rnultipapillosa Condo and Drouilly 1878, see F. hremorrhagica.
oculi Adams 1886, probably young of F. conjunctivre.
palpebralis Er. Wilson 1844; ducts of tear glands.
palpebralis Pace 1867, nec Wilson 1844, perhaps F. conjunctivre.
papillosa Rud. 1802, see F. equina.
pellucida (Kennedy); eye; probably young of F. conjunctivre.
peritonrei hominis Babes 1880, see F. conjunctivre.
reticulata Creplin 1846, see Spiroptera reticulata.
sanguinis equi Sonsino; larva in blood vessels; perhaps young of F.
labiato-papillosa.
scutata Leuck. 1876, see Gongylonema scutatum.
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Gongylonema pulchrum Molin 1857, perhaps G. scutatum.
scutatum (Mflll.) RaBliet 1892; epithelium of oosophagus.
Gordius equinus Abildg. 1789, see Filaria equina.
Gordius viviparus Bloch 1782, see Strongylus micrurus.
Mastigodes equi Zeder 1803, see Oxyuris equi.
Myzomimus scutatus (Mfill.) Stiles 1892, see Gongylonema scutatum.
Nematoideum equi caballi Peschel; wall of intestine; perhaps larva 01
Sclerostoma tetracanthum.
equi caballi Diesing 1850; wall of vessels.
Onchoce1'ca reticulata Dies. 1841, see Spiroptera reticulata.
Oxyuris cur~ula Rud. 1803, see O. equi.
*equi (SChl \nk) E. Bl. 1849; large intestine.
mastigodes Nitzsch 1866, see O. equi.
vivipara Probstm. 1865, see Anguillula vivipara.
Pelodera Axei Cobb. 1884; doubtful cause of disease known as "seedy-toe."
P;guris reticulata Schlotthauber 1859; crecum.
armatum, see Sclerostoma equinum.
Sclerostoma armatum Dies. 1851; Bee S. equinum.
*equinum (0. F. M.) de Blainv. 1828; crecum and colon; young in
tumors and aneurisms.
hexacanthum Wedl 1856, see S. tetracanthum.
quadridentatum Duj. 1845, see S. tetracanthum.
robustum Giles 1892; cmcum.
*tetracanthum (Mehlis) Dies. 1851; cmcum and colon, young in tumors
of wall.
Spiroptera cincinnata Ercolani 1865, see S. reticulata.
*megastoma Rud. 1819; in tumors of stomach.
megastoma val'. major Dies. 1851, see S. microstoma.
?microstoma (Schn.) Zfirn 1872 i stomach.
reticulata (Dies.) RailI. 1885; in nodules in connective tissue.
scutata Leuck. 1876, see Gongylonema scutatum.
scutata <Esophagea bovis Muller 1869, see Gongylonema scutatum.
Spirura megastoma Blanch. 1849, see Spil'optera megastoma.
Strongylus annatus Rud. 1803, see Sclerostoma equinum.
Arnfieldi Cobb. 1884; bronchi.
Axei Cobb. 1879; stomach.
asininus Viborg 1795, see Sclerostoma equinum.
equinus O. F. M. 1784, see Sclerostoma equinum.
gigas Rud. 1802, see Dioctophyme gigas.
?micrurus MehIis 1831; bronchi.
renalis Moq.-Tand. 1860, see Dioctophyme gigas.
tenuissimus Mazz. 1891, see S. axei.
tetracanthus MehIis 1831, see Sclerostoma tetracanthum.
vitulorum Rud. 1809, see S. micrurus.
Trichina reticulata Dies. 1841, see Spiroptera reticulata.
spiralis Owen 1835j adult in small intestine, larva encysted especially
in muscles,
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Parasites of the Dog (Canis familiaris).
Trichocephalus equi Schrank 1788, see Oxyuris equi.
Trichonema arcuatum Cobb. 1874, larvm of Sclerostoma tetracanthum.
Vena medinensis Velsch 1674. see Filaria medinensis.
TREMATODES.
Amphistoma t1'uncatum Rud. 1819, see Distoma truncatum.
Distoma albidum Bra~n 1893; biliary ducts.
campanulatum Ercolani 1874.
?complanatum Ercolani 1875, misprint for D. campanulatum.
?conjunctum Cobb. 1859; biliary ducts.
conoideum Raill. 1885, see D. echinatum.
conus Creplin 1825, see D. t1·uncatum.
conus Gurlt 1831, see D.felineum.
echinatum Zeder 1803; duodenum.
echiniferum La Val. 1855, see D. echinatum.
excavatum Rud. 1819, see D. echinatum.
felineum Riv. 1884; biliary ducts.
lanceolatum, error for D. truncatum and D. felineum.
militare Rud. 1809, perhaps D. echinatum.
pulmonale BaeLz 1883, see D. Westermanni.
pulmonis K. S. and Y. 1881, see D. Westermanni.
Ringeri Cobbold 1880, see D. Westermanni.
?truncatum (Rud. 1819); biliary ducts.
* Westermanni Kerbert 1878; lungs.
Hemistoma alatum (Goeze) Dies. 1850; small intestine.
Holostoma alatum Nitzsch 1819, see Hemistoma alatum.
Mesogonimus Westermanni (Kerb.) Raill. 1890, see Distoma
Weste1·manni.
Planaria alata Goeze 1782, see Hemistoma alatum.
CESTODES.
Bothriocephalu~canis Ercolani, probably B. latus.
cordatus Leuck. 1862; small intestine.
dubius Krabbe 1865, see B.fuscus.
fuscus Krabbe 1865; intestine.
latus Bremser 1819; small intestine.
reticulatus Krabbe 1865, see B. fuscus.
? serratus Diesing' 1850; small intestine.
Camurus sp. Pagenstecher 1877; larva of Trenia sp. found in subdermal
tissue.
Cysticercus Bailleti Raill. 1885, see Dithrydium elongatum.
ceUulosre Rud.; larva of Ta:nia soliU1/l.
elongatus Blumberg 1883, nee F. Leuck. 1842, see Dithrydium elon-
gatum.
Dibothrium latum Dies. 1850, see Bothriocephalus latus.
**Dipylidium caninum (L.); end of small intestine.
Dithrydiumelongatum 8Iumb.; larvaofunknown tapeworm; body cavity·
Echinococcus polymorphus Dies.; larva of Trenia echinococcus.
Mesocestoideslineatus (Goeze); small intestine.
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Piestocystis martis Dies. 1850, probably Dithrydium elongatum.
taxi Dies. 1850, probably Dithrydium elongatum.
Plerocercoides Bailleti RailL, see Dithrydium elongatum.
Ptychophysa lineata Hamann 1885, see Mesocestoides lineatus.
Tcenia canina L. 1767, nec Batsch 1786, see Dipylidium caninum.
canis lagopodis Rud 1810, see Mesocestoideslineatus.
?ccenuru.'J Kftchenm. 1853; in small intestine.
cucumerina Bloch 1782, see Dipylidium caninum.
cysticerci tenuicollis Leuck., see T. marginatl£,
*echinococcus v. Sieh. 1853; in beginning of small intestine; larva also
encysted in various organs.
elliptica Batsch 1786, seo Dipylidium caninum.
e cysticerco tenuicolle Kftchenm. 1853, see T. marginata.
Krabbei Moniez 1879; in small intestine.
lata L. 1748, see Bothriocephalus latus.
lineata Gorze 1782, see Mesocestoides lineatus.
litterata Batsch 1786, see Mesocestoides lineatus.
"'marginata Batsch 1786; middle of small inte8tine.
moniliformis Pallas 1781, see Dipylidium caninum.
prima Plater 1603, see Bothriocephalus latus.
pseudo-cucwne1'ina Baillet 1866, see Mesocestoides lineatus.
pseudo-elliptica BailIet 1866, see Mesocestoides lineatus.
*serialis Baillet 1863; in the small intestine.
*serrata Goeze 1782; middle ohmall intestine.
solium (L.) Rnd. 1810; larva encysted in muscles and viscera.
vulgaris L. 1748, see Bothriocephalus latus.
NEMATODES.
Ascaris alata Bellingham 1839, see A. mystax.
canis Schrank 1788, see Dioctophyme gigas.
cati et caniculce Schrank 1788, see A. mystax.
jelis Bruguiere 1791, see A. mystax.
marginata Rud. 1802, see A. mystax.
**mystax Rud. 1802; small intestine and stomach.
renalis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
tricuspidata Bruguiere 1791, see A. mystax.
vermicularis L. 1767, see Oxyuris vermicularis.
visceralis Gmelin 1789, see Dioctophyme gigas.
Werneri Rud. 1793, Bee A. mystax.
Ankylostoma caninum (Ercolani), see Uncinaria trigonocephala.
stenocephalum Raill. 1885, see Uncinaria stenocephala.
t1'igonocephalum (Rud.), see Uncinaria trigonocephala.
Calodium plica Dnj. 1845, see Trichosoma plica.
Dioctophyme gigas (Rud.) Coil. Meyn. 1802; kidney, or peritoneal cavity.
Dochmius stenocephalus Raill. 1884, see Uncinaria stenocephala.
trigonocephalus Duj. 1845, Ree Uncina1'ia trigonocephala.
Balsami Grassi and Parona 1877, see Uncinaria trigonocephala.
Dracunculus medinensis Cobb. 1864, see Filaria medinensis.
Persarum Klimpfer 1694, see Filaria medinensis.
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*Eustrongylus gigas (Rud.) Dies. 1851, see Dioctophyme gigas.
visceralis RailI. 1885, see Dioctophyme gigas.
Filaria acutiuscula Molin.
canis cordis Leidy f850, see F. immitis.
hepatica Cobb. 1879: larva encysted on intestinal wall and liver;
adnlt unknown.
*immitis Leidy 1856: right cavity of heart: embryos in other blood
vessels.
medinensis (Velsch) Gmelin 1789; subcutaneous connective tissue
oculi canini Gescheidt 1833, see F. trispinulosa.
*Osleri Cobb. 1879: nodules on trachea and hronchi.
papillosa hrematica canis dom3stici Grubyand Delat 1852, seil F.
immitis.
recondita Grassi 1890: larva in blood.
sanguinolenta Schneid. 1866, see Spiroptera sanguinolenta.
trispinulosa Dies. 1851; eye: larva. of unknown species.
Fusaria mystam Zeder 1800, see Ascaris mystam.
vermicularis Zeder 1803, see Omyuris vermicularis.
Hrematozoon Lewis Grassi 1890; larva of Filaria recondita.
Lumbricus canis Werner 1782, see Ascaris mystam.
Mastigodes vulpis Zeder 1803, see Trichocepha(us depressiusculus.
Nematoideum canis familiaris Warren 1830; oo30phagus.
?Oxyuris vermicularis (L.) Bremser 1819: crecum.
Sclerostoma caninum Ercolani 1859, see Uncinm'ia trigonocephala.
*Spiroptera san]uinolenta Rud. 1819: in tumors of stomach and
oosophagus.
Strongylus canis bronchialis Osler 1879, see Filaria Osleri.
lupi Rud. 1809, see Spiroptera sanguinolenta.
gigas Rud. 1802, see Dioctophyme gigas.
renalis Moq.-Tand. 1860, see Dioctophyme gigas.
subulatus (Leisering) Cobb. 1879; in lung and veins.
trigonocephalus Rud. 1809, see Uncinaria trigonocephala.
tetragonocephalus Rud. 1809, see Uncinaria trigonocephala.
vasorum Baillet 1866: right heart and pulmonary artery, embryos in
lung capillaries.
Trichina ajJinis Diesing.
spiralis Owen 1835; adult in small intestine, larva encysted especially
in muscles.
* Trichocephalus depressiu~culus Rud. 1809; cmcum.
vulpis FrOhlich 1789, see T. depressiusculus.
Trichosoma plica Rud. 1819; urinary bladder.
Uncinaria stenocephala RaiII. 1893; intestine.
*trigonocephala (Rud.); small intestine.
vulpis FrOhlich 1789, see U. trigonocephala
Vena medinensis Velsch 1674, see Filaria medinensis.
ACANTHOCEPHALA.
Echinorhynchus sp. Lewis; wall of stomach.
Grassi Defike 1891.
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APPENDIX A.
Some few simple methods are necessary for the study of parasites. Thosede-
scribed here are the simplest which can be used and have no claim for complete-
ness or for the needs of exact study; they are intended merely to aid those en-
tirely unacquainted with such work.
1. Observation of Living Parasites.
From those which are encysted the cyst must flrst be llemoved by needles;
care should be exercised not to tear the parasite. The process may be most
easily carried out in a small dish of normal salt solution:
1 rounded teaspoonful of table salt,
1 quart of pure water.
More exactly 7 parts salt to 1000 parts water.
This solution also serves to wash those parasites which are covered with
slime and refuse. It is better if warmed slightly, but under usual conditions
parasites will live twenty-four hours or more in it.
After being cleaned parasites should be placed on a glass slide or slip and
covered with a thin cover glass; they are then ready for examination with a
lens or a compouud microBcope. All measurements should be made while the
parasite is lying on a table, boaru, or on such a glass 8lide. By means of a
thin rubber band flukes or tape-worms may be flattened out between two
l<lides so as to become perfectly transparent. Special methods are referred to
under particular topics.
2. To Kill and Preserve Parasites.
(a) They may be most easily killed after being washed in warm saltsolution
by placing them directly in 60 or 70 per cent alcohol. The amount of alcohol
must be eight or tfln times the bulk of the parasites. This method is rapid but
does not yield such good results as
(b) Washing in salt solution and killing in flo concentrated aqueous so-
lution of corrosive sublimate to which a few drops of acetic acid have been
added. Thesolution works best at about 1250 to 1350 F., and parasites should
be left in it five to thirty minutes, according to size. The solution is poisou-
ous; handle with care and use only wooden or horn instruments in it. Then
wash in pure water one hour or more and place in 70 per cent alcohol. Thespeci-
mens are then permanent, but should be enclosed in tightly corked bottles.
Staining parasites in carmine or other coloring matter, mounting and sec-
tioning must be left for those who have had training in these particulars; it
would not be possible to give the necessary instructions in this connection.
3. To send parasites.
(a) In the organs ill which they occur or in bottles of salt solution they
may be sent from adjacent places, but not from more than a short distance.
(b) Ordinarily they must be sent in alcohol. Follow the dire~tionsfor wash-
ing and preserving given under 2. Small bottles may be sent by mail if
tightly corked and securely packed in cotton Or sawdust inside a wooden or tin
cylinder or box and containing no writing savea label. Donot forget to send a
letter explaining the matter by the same mail. Give your name and exact ad-
dress. In case the specimens are too large to send by mail write about them,
and await a reply.
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Each parasite is listed in the index only under its correct name, which can
be found by the use of the lists of parasites on pages 327 to 343 where all
synonyms are included.
Acanthocephala 238,324
Amphistoma 256
Aneurisms, Cause of 310
Angiostomidm, Family of 323
Anguillulina tritici 320
Anoplocephala ma1nillana 290
perfoliata 290
plicata 289
Anoplocephalinre, Subfamily 279
Anthelm,inthics 234
Ascaris equorum 299
lumbricoides 299
mystax 301
ovis 300
suum 300
vituloru1n 301
Beef Tapeworm 258
Blood Fluke, Human 253
Bothriocephalidm 293
Both1'iocephalus latus 294
Cattle Parasites, List of.. 332
Cattle Tdpeworms, Key 279
Cercaria 248
CeRtodes 238
General 256
Ccenurus cerebralis 273
Cysticercoid 292 .
CysticerClls bovis 258, 262
cellulosre 2G5
fasciolaris 272
pisiforllds 270
tenuicollis 270
Cystoidotrenire. Subfamily 29l
Cystotmnim, Subfamily 258
Damage caused by parasites 229,330
Development of parasites. See also under each species 232
Dioctophyme gigas 302
Dipylidiumcaninu1n 291
Distoma felineum 239, 243
lanceolatum 244
Westermanni 244-5
Distomidm, Family of 238
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Dog Parasites, List 01. 841
Dog Tapeworms, Key to 277
Remedies : 278
Echinococcus polymorphus 274
Echinorhynchus gigas : 325
Ectoparasites 227
Eelworm disease of wheat 321
Eelworm of vinegar 320
wheat 321
leaf 322
paste 320
Endoparasites 227
Eunematodes 297
False Gid 273
Fasciola hepatica 246, 252
magna 253
Filaria Bancrofti 320
immitis 319
medinensis 318
Filaridrn 318
Flukes 238
Gid Tapeworm 272
Gigantorhynchus gigas 325
Gordiacea 297, 324
Grand Fluke 252
Gynrecophorus hrematobius 253, 256
Hair Snakes 324
Helminthiasis, Treatment 233
intestinal 234
Heterodera radicicola 321
Hoose 304
Horse Parasites, List of 338
Husk 304
Human Parasites, List of.. 327
Hydatid, Development of 274
Effects of 276
Structure of 275
Hyrn£nolepis diminuta 294
nana 293
murina 293
Ichthyotrenia 258
!{ey to Tooniadoo 257, 277
to tapeworms of cattle 279, 280
of dog 277
of shep.p 279, 2t:l0
Lard Wortn 308
Leaf Eelwol'm , 322
Life history of parasites. See also under each species 232
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Lists of parasites 327
Liver FlukE', Cat 239
Cattle 252
Sheep 24.6
Margined Trenis 269
Mesocestoides lineatus 277
Methods for examining parasites 344
killing parasites 344
sending parasites 344
Metric measures 225
Moniezia Benedini 280
denticulata 280
expansa 284
Neumanni 280
nullicollis 280
oblongiceps 280
planissima 281
trigonophera 285
l'Iemathelminthes 238
Nematode Leaf Blight 321
Root Galls 322
Nematodes 238
General 296
(Esophagostoma columbianum 307
Oxyuris verlnicularis .. 301
Palisade \Vorm 308
Paper-Skin 304
Parasites of cattle, List of. 332
Parasites, Damage from 230
Dog, List of. 341
Parasites, Efff'ct of 229
Ilorse, List of 338·
Parasites, Life History 232
Parasites, Lists of. 327
Man, List of 327
Parasites, Prevention of , 234
Sheep, List of 335
Parasites, Works on 226
Parasitic diseuEle, Diagnosis 231
General 226
Prevention 234
Treatment 233
Paste Eels 320
Pathology. See also under each species 230
Phytoparasites 227
Plant Nematodes , 322
Plathelminthes 238
Pork Tapeworm 264
Prevention. See also under each species 234
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Pseudotuberculosis 806
Redia 248
Remedies, Dog Tapeworm 278
General ; ~ 233
Intestinal WorIlls 234
Special. See under each species.
RootGalls 321
Sclerostoma equinum 308
puiguicola 808
Serrate Tmnia 270
Sexual Organs, Fluke 241
Gigantorhynchus 326
Tapeworm 260, 266
Thread-worm 298
Sheep Parasites, List ofj 335
Sheep Tapeworms, Key to 279
Source of parasites 235
Sporocyst 247
Stilesia 258, 279, 280
Htrongylidm, Family of. 302
strongyloides intestinalis 323
Strongylus contortus 306filaria 304
rufescens 305
Trenia crenurus 272
crassicollis 272
crucigera 281
echinococcus 274
Krabbei 279
marginata 267
marmotre 257
saginata 258, 264
serialis 277
serrata 270
solium 264
Vogti 281
Treniaure, Kpy to 257, 277
Trelliafnges 278
Tapeworm, Beef ; 258
Tapeworm, Pork 264
Tapeworms, GeneraL 256
Thysanosoma actinoides 287
Giardi 280
Treatment of parasitic diseases. See also under each species 233
'l'rematodes 238
Trichina spiralis 313
Tl'ichinosis 316
Trichocephalus dispar 313
Trichotrachelidrn 312
Uncinaria cernua 312
duodenalis 311
stenocephala 312
trigonocephala 312
Vermifuges 234
Verminous Aneuristns 310
Bronchitis 804
Pneumonia 306
Vinegar EeL 320
ZoOparasitea 227
